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We have measured the cross section for backscattering of laser beams from
rough aluminum surfaces and a magnesium oxide slab. These surfaces were
specially prepared and their statistical properties were measured. The laser
wavelengths were X = 0.63, 1.15, and 3.39µ, and both parallel and per-
pendicular polarizations were used. The angle of incidence was varied from
0° to 89°. In these experiments the ratio of the surface rms height h (from
the mean surface) to the wavelength X is larger than 1/ 4; for such surfaces
the cross section for backscatter at normal incidence is inversely proportional
to the square of the rms surface slope, h/l, and is independent of wavelength.
At large angles of incidence the cross section increases with increasing slope
and also with increasing h/X, approaching an upper limit which appears
to be predicted by a Lambert scattering law. The angular dependence of the
cross section differs for the two polarizations; at grazing incidence the cross
section is larger for the parallel polarization. The published characteristics of
the angular dependence of the cross section of microwave backscattering from
the sea and the moon are in remarkable agreement with the backscattering
cross section obtained from the various randomly -rough laboratory prepared
sulfaces at all angles of incidence. Comparison of the laboratory results
with published moon data yields for the moon surface an rms height of 40 ±
10 cm, a mean correlation distance or mean scale size of 2.8 ± 0.7 meters,

* A summary of this paper was presented at the URSI Commission 2 April
1965 meeting in Washington, D.C.
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an rms slope of 8° ± 4°, and a dielectric constant e at microwave frequencies
of 1.9 ± 0.3 gigacycles.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of backscattering of electromagnetic (EM) waves from
rough surfaces have been performed in the past using microwaves scat-
tered from moon, sea and terrain surfaces. Among others, we refer to
the experimental work of Davies and Macfarlane,' Grant and Yaplee,'
Wiltse et al' and Evans and Pettengi11.4 More recently there has also
been interest in backscattering of EM waves from rough overdense
plasma surfaces, particularly near grazing angles of incidence.

In order to relate the measurement of backscattering of EM waves
from randomly -rough surfaces to the characteristics of the scattering
surface, the statistical properties of such surfaces must be independently
measured. The bulk of EM wave scatter measurements from randomly -
rough surfaces with gentle slopes consists of those obtained from the
sea. Although efforts have been made to specify the state of the sea by
means of the prevailing winds at the time of the experiment, the statisti-
cal parameters of the rough sea surfaces and of the moon have been mat-
ters of conjecture based on many untested assumptions. On the other
hand, a direct statistical study of the surface irregularities of the moon is
impossible, at present, and very difficult for the sea. For these 'reasons,
the use of randomly -rough surfaces specially prepared for a scatter
experiment was desirable and furthermore, was necessary to test the
range of validity of the available rough -surface scattering theories. Sur-
face preparation for such scatter experiments at microwave frequencies
is a formidable task because of the following requirements: the mean
height correlation distance (or scale size) 1 of the surface should be much
larger than the wave length A to correspond to most cases of physical in-
terest, the beam diameter d must be much larger than / in order to make
the scattering area a representative member of the statistical ensemble,
and the largest dimension L of the scattering surface must be much larger
than d so that all of the beam is intercepted even near grazing incidence.
Thus in order to perform a meaningful experiment one requires that
L >> d >> 1 >> A. At optical frequencies, however, where A r..=`:' 1 micron, the
above requirements are satisfied when 1 = tens of microns, d = few mm,
and L = tens of cm, and the scaled down experiment can be performed
conveniently in the laboratory with compact prepared surfaces. Lasers
provide the beam power, directionality, spatial coherence and mono-
chromaticity needed for successful measurements of backscattering at
optical frequencies. Moreover, a He-Ne gas laser can be operated at a
wavelength of 0.6328 (hereafter referred to as 0.63) 1.15, or 3.39 microns
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simply by changing the cavity mirrors, so that wavelength dependence
of backscattering is easily measured.

Reported in this paper are the results obtained from a laser backscat-
ter experiment using prepared and statistically studied randomly -rough
metallic surfaces at angles of incidence varying continuously from 0°
(normal) to 89°, for parallel and perpendicular polarizations and for
differing wavelengths. (Parallel and perpendicular polarization refer to
the orientation of the electric field with respect to the plane of incidence.
Workers describing the sea data use a different nomenclature. Our paral-
lel polarization is equivalent to their vertical polarization and our per-
pendicular polarization is equivalent to their horizontal polarization..)
We will describe first the preparation of the surfaces and the measure-
ment of their statistical properties. The latter are the relevant correla-
tion functions, height distributions, the rms height, and the mean height
correlation distance. We will then give the arrangement for the backscat-
ter measurements and the experimental results.

II. PREPARATION OF THE SURFACES AND THEIR STATISTICAL PROPERTIES

Ten by 22 cm flat aluminum surfaces were blasted at various pressures
with hard alumina grits. One of the surfaces was blasted with sizes dis-
tributed from very small up to approximately 200 microns, another with
sizes distributed up to approximately 100 microns, and a third surface
was blasted with steel spheres of sizes distributed from very small up to
44 microns. In order to remove sharp edges caused by the blasting, we
experimented with various methods of polishing, such as chemical polish-
ing, electroplating, and electropolishing. Electropolishing was used since
this process removed material more from the protrusions than from the
valleys. Fig. 1 is a perspective view of one surface. The 3 -inch ruler next
to the surface in Fig. 1 is used for comparison of dimensions. In Fig. 2
we show the microscopic views at normal incidence of all three rough
surfaces.

Contour traces or profiles of the surface irregularities were obtained at
various locations both within and without the area illuminated by the
laser beam, after the backscatter measurements were completed in order
to avoid any possible damage to the surfaces. For each location, the trac-
ing was done over a length of 2 cm, a distance which was found to be
much larger than the mean correlation length of any of the surfaces.

The traces were obtained with a stylus which ran along the surface in
a manner analogous to a phonograph pickup. The stylus pressure was
kept low enough so that there was no detectable distortion of the surface.
The radius of the stylus of 13 micron was measured by a Bausch and
Lomb optical comparitor. A short sample of these traces for each of the
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Fig. 1 - View of one of the aluminum surfaces.

surfaces in Fig. 3. The estimated effective radius of
the stylus at a depth of 1 micron in the surface is approximately 5
microns; at a depth of 2 microns it is 7.5 microns and at a depth of 13
microns or more the radius of the stylus should approach the constant

(a) SURFACE NO.1

BLASTED WITH NO. 60
QUARTZ GRIT AND
ELECTROPOLISHED
MAGNIFICATION 42X

(b) SURFACE NO.2 (c) SURFACE NO.3
BLASTED WITH 150 MESH BLASTED WITH STAINLESS
A1.203 AND ELECTRO- STEEL BALLS AND
POLISHED ELECTROPOLISHED
MAGNIFICATION 42X MAGNIFICATION 42X

Fig. 2 - Microscopic views of the rough surfaces.
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Fig. 3 - Portions of the profile traces of the rough surfaces.
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value of 13 microns. Since the mean height correlation distance (mean
scale size) obtained for each of the surfaces was much larger than the
effective stylus radius, we believe the measured values truly represent the
mean correlation distances 1. Photo -micrographs of the cross section of
the surface irregularities shown in Fig. 4 do not indicate any unusual
irregularities which the stylus would be incapable of measuring.

These contour traces were used to obtain the normalized autocorrela-
tion functions of the surfact heights for each of the surfaces. The height
autocorrelation function T (E) was obtained from the contour traces of
the surface heights Z (p) by calculating for each 2 -cm long trace
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(a) SURFACE NO.1

4.-
2 50/2

. - t
(200X APPROX.) (b) SURFACE NO. 2 (200X APPROX.)

(C) SURFACE NO. 3 (200X APPROX.)

Fig. 4 - Photo -micrographs of the cross section of the rough surfaces.
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) represents the position of ith element of height

on the average surface and the separation distance was successively
increased in integral multiples of 4 microns. Since several 2 -cm profiles
were obtained at various parts of each surface, a collection of normalized
autocorrelation functions for that surface resulted, and these are shown
superimposed in Fig. 5 for surfaces No. 1, 2, and 3.

It may be remarked that the analytical function

T(E) = sin br exp yEi)]

used to fit the experimental correlation data of turbulent media by
Corrsin and Kistler) and to the studies of wakes from bodies in high
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speed flight by Schapker,6 also fits the experimentally obtained auto-

correlation functions in our Fig. 5 over a wide range of separation dis-
tances However,

( =

E 2(/)
2 (1 +

2/

has equivalent properties as the sine function, and fits the data almost
as well, with a very slight change of mean scale size.

The experimental normalized autocorrelation functions, at their half
value, have been used to estimate the mean height correlation distance
1 of the surfaces. The rms height from the zero mean height for each of
the surfaces was, by definition, the square root of the unnormalized auto-

correlation function at = 0. The results of the studies for each of the
aluminum surfaces as well as an additional surface (MgO Slab) that will
be discussed later are given in Table I. We estimate a standard deviation
of the order of I of the values of h and 1 shown above. Since the results of
Table I are independent of direction taken on the surface, we conclude
the surface irregularities are statistically isotropic.

Also from the traces, the height distributions obtained at least at five
different locations for each surface were averaged and are shown in
histogram form in Fig. 6 for surfaces 1, 2, and 3. Because of the average
shape of the height distribution it seems one may conclude that the
statistical characteristics of the surface irregularities although not strictly
Gaussian, may be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. We now
describe the scatter experiments performed with these surfaces.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The arrangement of the experiment is shown in Fig. 7. The He-Ne
laser tube had an overall length of 120 cm, a discharge length of 100 cm,
and a tube bore of 5 mm. By using the proper mirrors, the laser was made
to oscillate at 0.64, 1.15/2, or 3.39A. The laser beam was plane polarized
with an orientation determined by the Brewster -angle windows of the

TABLE I

Surface number
rms height h from the mean height
Mean correlation distance 1
rms slope h/l

Al Surfaces MgO Slab

1 2 3
7A 3/2 1A 25A

50A 26,E 10A 90A
1/7.1 1/8.6 1/10 1/3.6
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Fig. 7 - Diagram of experimental arrangement.

SAMPLE

TURNTABLE

discharge tube. The diameter of the laser beam was about 4 mm, and it
passed through an iris of approximately 4 -mm diameter. The beam power
was about 10 mw. The beam was incident upon one of the surfaces
mounted upon an electronically controlled turntable which carried a
protractor. The distance from the front laser mirror to the scattering
surface was one meter. At wavelengths of 0.63R. and 1.1511 the relative
backscattered energy was measured at all angles of incidence using
RCA 7265 and 7102 photomultiplier tubes. The absolute level of back -
scattering at normal incidence was measured at all three wavelengths by
focusing the backscattered energy onto a calibrated thermopile with a
quartz lens. The thermopile output power was read with a Keithley
Model 149 microvoltmeter.

The turntable was tilted by 2.5° so as to reflect specularly into the
center of the detector. The constant speed turntable rotated the sample
surface in the path of the incident beam, thus varying continuously the
angle of incidence. The angular position of the turntable was calibrated
and electronically recorded on an oscillograph. In order to minimize
the noise level, the beam was chopped at a rate of 13 cps. The detected
signal was amplified by a 13 -cps amplifier ac -dc converter and fed simul-
taneously with the angle information into the oscillograph. The walls of
the dark room where the experiment was performed, as well as all pro-
truding objects, were covered with highly absorbent black material. At
grazing incidence and with the most weakly backscattering surface, the
signal was approximately 10 db above the background noise for both
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0.63µ and 1.15A wavelengths. The power input-output linearity of the
over-all system at X = 0.63A and 1.151.4 were checked by the use of cali-
brated Kodak neutral filters.

In Fig. 8, we show a retrace of the raw data for one run as observed
on the oscillograph. The largest observed fluctuations were much smaller
than the width of the line of the redrawn curves. When the gain of the
amplifier was increased to give suitable response for the weaker signal
at larger angles of incidence the amplified signals did not saturate the
equipment over the range of angles for which the data are shown.

IV. RELATION BETWEEN THE MEASURED BACKSCATTERED POWER AND

THE BACKSCATTERING CROSS SECTION

It will be helpful in interpreting the data that follow to show the re-
lationship between the backscattered power PB(1,/,,f) incident upon the
photomultiplier tube and the radar backscattering cross section (TR (ik,f)

LOW GAIN

MID GAIN

MAX GAIN

90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IN DEGREES

Fig. 8 - Trace of oscillograph raw data.

0 -10 -20
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where f is the frequency of the incident beam, and is the angle of
incidence of the beam at the surface. The subscript B denotes the case
of backscattering. By definition

1
PB(14) =

2n
(EsB(CAR)EsB*(CiR))Are.

where ( ) denotes the ensemble average of the stochastic backscattered
electric field EsB (R) observed at the receiver located at a distance R
from the scattering surface, n is the characteristic impedance of free
space and Arco, is the energy sensitive area of the photomultiplier tube.
Let the power incident upon the target at frequency f be denoted by
Pi(f), then

Pi(i) = 2Ao;

where I Ei I is the amplitude of the incident electric field, and Ao is the
area of the collimated incident beam and is equal to the area illuminated
on the surface at normal incidence. Therefore,

PB(Cf) (EsB(C.f,R)EsB(CfR))Aree
Pi(f) lEil2 Ao

(1)

Let the numerator and the denominator be multiplied by 47R2. For R
much larger than any other dimension of interest in the experiment the
radar cross section is defined as

cr(IPJ)
47rfe(Es(11.,f,R)Es*(1,1,,f,R))

Ei l2

and in particular for the case of backscattering

47r/r (EBB (Cf ;WE SB* (CM))
crB(0,f) = (2)

iEi i2

Using (2), (1) may be rewritten as follows:

PB(1,14) _ (7,9(%',f)

Pi(f) Ao 47r

where S2, the solid angle, is defined as

Aree.

R2

(3)

We shall therefore use interchangeably the words normalized backscat-
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tered power and normalized cross section, since

PB(Cf) 0-13(0J)
P i( f) Pa(Cf) Act (1B(Cf)

P n(0,f 1)8(0J) aB(Of all(0,i)
Pi(f) Ao

In the following pages R e shall neglect to use the subscrpt B since all our
results are only for the case of backscattering. For convenience in nota-
tion we shall also denote the cross section u (#,f) by u (0).

V. BACKSCATTERING RESULTS

(4)

We will examine first the behavior of the absolute backscattering cross
section per unit area at normal incidence a (0 ) /A° from each of the sur-
faces. At normal incidence the data were taken with a photomultiplier
(X = 0.63, 1.15g) as well as with a thermopile detector (X = 0.63, 1.15,
and 3.39g) as described earlier. We then will give the cross section meas-
ured with a photomultiplier detector for continuously varying angles of
incidence. In Figs. 9 to 15, the symbols E11 and E. refer, respectively, to
the parallel and perpendicular orientation of the electric field to the

5.1 Absolute Cross Section at Normal Incidence

Table II displays PB(0,f)/Pi(f), the ratio of backscattered power to
incident power at normal incidence. Referring to (3), the values shown
in Table II are also the backscattering radar cross section per unit area
at normal incidence times 10-4 (R 100 cm, Area. 13 cm2 or 0/4r
10-4). No measurable difference was found in the results when using
0.63g or 1.15p. To obtain the radar backscatter cross section per unit
area at normal incidence, a (0) / Ao , one adds 40 db to the above values.
Had we backscattered from a smooth flat metallic surface, the backscat-
tering cross section per unit area, at normal incidence, would then be
calculated on the basis of [o- (0 )/ilidsmooth = 47rAo/X2 which for a beam
of 2 -mm radius and X 1g is equal to 82 db. It is interesting to compare
this result with those obtained from the rough surfaces at normal
incidence.

It is evident that, within experimental error, the cross section, at nor-
mal incidence, is independent of wavelength, and that it increases as the
rms slope of the surface irregularities decreases. A more quantitative
conclusion is given in the section on Discussions and Conclusions. Meas-
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TABLE II - RATIO OF BACKSCATTERED POWER TO INCIDENT POWER

PA) f)/Pi(f) in DB

X = 0.63A
X = 1.15µ X = 3.39A

Surface No. 1 (roughest) -25.5 f 0.5 -25.0 ± 0.5
Surface No. 2 -24.0 ± 0.5 -23.5 ± 0.5
Surface No. 3 (smoothest) -23.0 ± 0.5 -22.5 ± 0.5
MgO slab -32.0 ± 0.5 -32.0 ± 0.5

urements were made with both polarizations, and at normal incidence
no dependence on polarization was found implying statistical isotropy of
the surface irregularities.

5.2 Normalized CrOSS Section vs Angle of Incidence

The angular dependence of backscattering cross section is most
conveniently studied if the data are normalized to unity at normal inci-
dence. This was done for all measurements of backscattering made with
continuously changing angle of incidence. These data include dependence
on polarization, wavelength, and surface characteristics. In all of the
measurements of the angular dependence of cross section, the error did
not exceed ±0.5 db.

The results of the normalized backscattering cross section a @')/a (0)
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A =-- 0.63/2 and 1.15ig.

versus angle of incidence for surface No. 1 (roughest aluminum surface)
is shown in Fig. 9. The laser wavelength X was 0.63/1 and the results for
both the parallel and perpendicular polarizations are included.

Fig. 10 presents a comparison of the results for two wavelengths, 0.63/1
and 1.15/2. The perpendicular polarization was used in both cases. We
notice that the cross section decreases as the wavelength increases.
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The 0-(0)/o-(0) versus 11/ for surface No. 2 is shown in Fig. 11, which
includes curves obtained for both polarizations. The wavelength was
0.63,u.

The normalized cross section 0-(0)/c-(0) versus the angle of incidence
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Fig. 12 where the variations with change of polarization are included.
The wavelength was 0.6:3m. The differences due to the change in polariza-
tion seem to he within experimental error, but repeated measurements
consistently gave similar differences. The comparison of results at two
wavelengths, 0.63/.4 and 1.15/2, is made in Fig. 13. Again the cross section
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5.3 Magnesium Oxide as a Very Rough Scattering Surface

For purposes of comparison, measurements were made of the normal-
ized cross section versus angle of incidence using a slab of magnesium
oxide. Microscopic inspection of the MgO powder showed that 90 per
cent of the grains of the magnesium oxide were in the range of 20 and
30A. We thus estimate an rms height of about 25A for the slab. The mean
height correlation size 1 is estimated to be about 90A. The normalized
backscattering cross section versus 4' is shown in Fig. 14 for both polari-
zations. The wavelength was 0.63A. This surface, which has a very large
ratio of h/X and h/l 1/3.6, is a cosine law scatterer from 0° to approxi-
mately 80°. Therefore, the returned echoes are almost constant over a
large range of angles of incidence.

5.4 Comparison of Data

The data of all the surfaces were replotted in Fig. 15 to compare sur-
faces 1, 2, and 3, and that of the MgO slab using the perpendicular
polarization and a wavelength of 0.63A. We note that since the total
reflection coefficient of MgO, similar to Al, is near unity at X = 0.63
(K. W. Wecht et al, Bell Laboratories Tech. report MM -63-1153-11
August 19, 1963), comparison of the scattering properties of all the sur-
faces of Fig. 15 is appropriate.

We see that at large angles of incidence (about 50 to 80°) the back
cross section increases not only with increasing slope but also with in-
creasing rms height, approaching an angular distribution which is pro-
portional to the cosine of the angle of incidence hereafter loosely referred
to as a Lambert scattering law. Moreover as seen from Fig. 15, at grazing
incidence a Lambert law scatterer appears to yield the upper limit for
the backscattering cross section from rough surfaces. Fig. 15 leads us to
conclude also that at normal incidence, such a surface has the least scat-
tering cross section compared to that obtained from any other rough flat
surface.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A careful analysis of the various results of our experiments suggests
that the following conclusions may be drawn:

(i) Results for the rough metallic surfaces display some common
features. The cross section decreases with a negative curvature as the
angle of incidence increases, then changes curvature and decreases very
gradually for a large range of angles, and finally at grazing angles de-
creases once more. The last effect is at least partly due to shadowing
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produced by the irregularities so that the area illuminated at grazing
angles is reduced. If this interpretation is correct, then the experiments
indicate that the shadowing effect is not as drastic as thought by some
investigators on the basis of qualitative arguments.

Since the above characteristics of backscattering were observed from
rough surfaces for which h/A > 4 (including the observations at A = 3.3914
at normal incidence) and at angles of incidence up to 89°, then, using

m as a measure of roughness, a surface with irregularities may be con-
sidered rough whenever

4irh 1m = cos X > -.
10

Further experiments may show that the lower limit on m can be some-
what smaller than y, but we feel it will not be very much smaller.

(ii) The backscattering radar cross section per unit area at normal
incidence from statistically isotropic rough surfaces with m > -110- is in-
dependent of wavelength and of polarization. The latter is expected
because of the statistically isotropic surfaces. The 10 per cent discrepancy
observed in comparing A = 0.63A and A = 3.39k is perhaps due to the
fact that at A = 0.63A the target is in the near field whereas at A = 3.39A
the target is almost in the far field (the coherent laser aperture is taken
as 2 mm).

(iii) The backscattering radar cross section per unit area at normal
incidence is dependent on the rms slope of the surface and is relatively
independent of the rms height. Empirically the slope dependence is well
approximated as a (0)/A° = K/ (Slope)2, where the value of K is ap-
proximately

(iv) At large angles of incidence (from about 50 to 80°) no simple
power law relationship between cr(0)/A0 and h/l fits the data of Fig. 15.
However, cr(0)/A 0 appears to increase (Figs. 10, 13, and 15) with
increasing slope h/l, as well as with the rms height h.

(v) For m >> Ho and slope of 1/3.6, the normalized backscatter cross
section a (0)/a(0) varies as the cosine of the angle of incidence from 0°

to nearly 80°. For rough surfaces with larger slope h/l, one would expect
that the cosine dependence (Lambert's law) would extend to 90°. In this
case, conservation of energy requires that u(0)/Ao = 4. Consequently,
when

1 1

2 (slope) 2 =

the empirical law given in (iii) above should be replaced by the con-
stant value of Q(0)/A0 = 4. Thus,
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0-(i) = 4A0 cos 4

= 4A cost
when

>> io

h> 1
- 2

where A = A 0 sec 4' is the surface area illuminated.
(vi) At large angles of incidence, the backscattering cross section

decreases as the wavelength increases. If we assume that the cross sec-
tion is proportional to X', then the experiments show that 7 is less than
1.20. Our current experiments are directed at determining this wave-
length dependence more precisely by the use of wavelengths whose ratio
is much larger than the present value of X1/X2 1.8.

(vii) The difference ill backscattering radar cross sections for the two
polarizations increases as the angle of incidence is increased. At grazing
incidence the cross section is larger for the parallel polarization.

(viii) At present we find no theoretical derivation which would ac-
count for the observed cross sections and the wavelength dependence
over the entire range of angles of incidence. *

VII. COMPARISON WITH SEA AND MOON DATA

The angular dependence of backscattering discussed in (i) of the
Conclusions is in good agreement with published sea and moon backscat-
tering measurements for all angles of incidence. This agreement indicates
that rough sea surfaces and the moon surface are truly randomly -rough
at microwave frequencies. The sea backscattering data of Davies and
Macfarlane' and Katz,' obtained with different conditions of the sea
surface, are plotted in Fig. 16 for comparison with our results. Work-
ers reporting sea data customarily normalize the radar cross sec-
tion of the sea a (0) by the area illuminated, A . This area is equivalent
to our Ao sec 4, in the range of angles where shadowing effects are negligi-
ble. Therefore, when comparing the results of our experiments with
those for the sea, we note that our (7(4,)/A0 times cos 4' is their a (0)/A
(denoted by a° in their papers). Thus, when comparing quantitatively
our I 0- (4')/a (0 )1 with 0-° (4,)/0-° (0 )) for the sea, one should add 10 logo
cos 4 to our a (0) / a (0) expressed in db. The latter quantity may be ob-
tained directly from Fig. 14 since the MgO surface is a cosine law scat-
terer up to approximately 80°.

Moon reflection data were reported by Evans and Pettengill4 for 3.6 -
cm and 68 -cm wavelengths. They gave power backscattered as a function

* Although a recent theoretical study' finds an expression which reasonably
predicts the angular dependence of the cross section, the wavelength dependence
at normal incidence is at marked variance with our experimental results (see
next section).
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of delay time T. We have redrawn their curves giving angle of incidence
as the abscissa in our Fig. 17 to allow direct comparison with our results.
Their equation (8) has been used which relates delay time for the back -
scattered power to angle of incidence 0, i.e., cos 1,ti = 1 - (7/11.6) where
7 is in milliseconds. The moon backscattering data at X = 0.86 cm by
Lynn et al9 has also been plotted. Superimposed on the moon data is the
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laboratory result obtained from surface No. 1 (h/X 7/0.63 11

and h/l 1/7.1) with X = 0.63A. The curve drawn is the average of
both polarizations (shown previously in Fig. 9), since the moon result
is an average of both polarizations. Our result from surface No. 2 (h/X ti
4.76 and h/l 1/8.6) is also shown. It can be seen that the moon
measurements at X = 3.6 cm correspond closely to those which one
would expect from a randomly -rough surface with parameters similar to
our surface No. 1. We have assumed that the variation in the reflection
coefficient of the moon with angle of incidence is less than the errors in-
volved in the moon backscattering measurements. This correspondence
permits us to estimate the values of the statistical parameters of the
moon surface. Thus h/3.6 cm 11 and h/1 1/7.1, and hence the
parameters of the moon are: rms height h = 40 ± 10 cm (with respect
to the mean surface), the mean scale size / = 2.8 + 0.7 meters, and the
rms slope angle is 8° ± 4°. Any larger variation in these parameters
would cause the laboratory scatter data to fall outside the limits of the
error bars of the moon data. These results lead us to conclude that the
number of small irregularities on the moon's surface is far greater than
the number of big irregularities, such as the lunar mountains.

Using the value for the radar backscattering cross section per unit
area for the moon published by Safran,I1 it is possible to calculate an
approximate value for the dielectric constant, c, of the moon at micro-
wave frequencies. The radar cross section per unit area, measured at
normal incidence from a metallic surface, at the laboratory, can be
compared with that of the moon's surface. The adjustment needed to
obtain agreement between the two results can then be attributed to
departures from unity in the reflectivity of the moon. Specifically we can
choose a model in which the dielectric impedance mismatch is the sole
source of reflectivity. Thus at normal incidence, we write

(o-(0)
Ao /moon

(7(0) Q2

AO )metal

where Q is the amplitude reflection coefficient. Since the mean scale size
of the irregularities is much larger than the impinging wavelength of
X = 3.6 cm, we may set Q = (/ - 1)/(-V- + 1), where e is the di-
electric constant of the moon's surface. Safran'i has given for [o(0)/
A olmoon a value of -1.7 db ± 1.5 db. The laboratory result is [o-(0)/
A O]neta 1 = 14.5 db ± 0.5 db for surface No. 1. Using these values, we
obtain e = 1.9 ± 0.3 for the dielectric constant of the moon at micro-
wave frequencies. This value of e is close to that for certain porous ma-
terials such as loosely packed sand.' and pumice4,12 (porous volcanic
glass).
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Since we have discussed the close correspondence of the charcteristics
of the rough sea, the moon, and the laboratory -prepared random sur-
faces, it is well to note that observers have obtained a range of differing
empirical results on the wavelength dependence of the backscattering
cross section of the sea. All find a relation of the form a cc X', but the
value of ranges from 0 to 4 (Skolink,° p. 531). The Naval Research
Laboratory° data at grazing angles indicates 7 ti 1. Since (i) and (ii)
of the Conclusions apply, the moon data at X = 3.6 cm and 68 cm re-
produced in Fig. 17 show also -y ti 1 at grazing incidence. This is
consistent with our sixth conclusion given above. A recent theoretical
study8 predicts [ (7) and (18) of Ref. 8] that the backscattering cross
section per unit area at normal incidence is proportional to X2. Our re-
sults do not confirm these predictions.
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The Effects of Digital Errors on PCM
Transmission of Compandored

Speech

By I. DOSTIS

(Manuscript received August 10, 1965)

The recent interest in the use of pulse code modulation (PCM) for the
transmission of speech has made it desirable to determine the effects of
digital line errors on certain codes. Improved performance for low-level
talkers has been generally obtained by the use of instantaneous compressors
and expandors (compandors) in order to avoid using a large number of
digits in the PCM coder -decoder (codec). A comparison of the effects of
digital errors for a logarithmically compandored system transmitting
speech is made on the basis of mean square distortion power and the distri-
bution of error magnitude. Results are obtained for the binary, Gray (re-
flected binary), and folded binary codes. The results indicate that the binary
and Gray codes have a "click" as well as a "noise" component of distortion
while the folded binary code produces only noise at low -talker levels. "Clicks"
have been defined as errors which have amplitudes greater than half the full
range amplitude; the remaining errors are considered "noise". For the
folded binary code, the most significant digit gives polarity information;
the remaining digits represent the signal magnitude in binary code.

I. INTRODUCTION

A comparison of the effects of digital errors for a logarithmically corn-
pandored'.2 system transmitting speech by PCAI is made on the basis
of mean square error power and the distribution of the error magnitude.
A block diagram of the system considered in the analysis is shown in
Fig. 1. The calculations are based on the assumption of at most one
error per 8 -digit word. The results obtained for binary and Gray codes
indicate that there is a "click" as well as "noise" component of distor-
tion at low talker levels. "Clicks" have been defined as errors which
have amplitudes greater than half the full range, the remaining error

2227
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SPEECH
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IDEAL
QUANTIZER

DIGITAL
ERROR

DECODER LOGARITHMIC
EXPANDOR

Fig. 1- A block diagram of the system under consideration.

ERROR
GENERATED
BY DIGITAL
ERRORS

amplitudes are considered "noise". A folded binary code (see Fig. 2)
essentially produces only the noise component at low talker levels.
Low talker levels were considered to be 50 db below full load sine
wave (50 db BFLSW) for all the cases calculated.

The results obtained for the folded binary code indicate that this
code does not have a click problem at low talker levels when compared
to the binary and the Gray codes. A question is raised, however, concern-
ing the subjective effect at low levels of the noise components of dis-
tortion. If the noise is subjectively equivalent to quantizing error, an
error rate of 10-6 will cause a 3-db impairment in the system perform-
ance. This occurs for speaker levels between 30 and 50 db BFLSW in a
system using a logarithmic compression factor1.2 (A) of 100 and the
folded binary code.

The conclusions obtained from the computed results for logarithmic
companding are:

(1) The folded binary code produces fewer clicks than either the Gray
or binary code at low speaker levels.

(ii) The Gray, binary, and folded binary click and noise components
are comparable at higher speaker levels.

The combined subjective effect of noise and clicks occurring simul-
taneously has not been evaluated.

II. RESULTS

The results obtained for the probability of a given code word occurring
are plotted in Fig. 3 for logarithmic compression factorsi.2 of 50, 100,
and 200. The input signal was assumed to be Laplace distributed.3,4,5
The figure indicates that compression has a major effect on the prob-
ability of a given code word occurring. The tendency of the compressor
is to assure a more uniform distribution of the signal across the lower
code levels for low and average level talkers. One notes that for a µ of
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11111 11111 10000
11110 11110 10001
11101 11101 10011

11100 11100 10010
11011 11011 10110
11010 11010 10111

11001 11001 10101

11000 11000 10100
10111 10111 11100
10110 10110 11101
10101 10101 11111
10100 10100 11110
10011 10011 11010
10010 10010 11011
10001 10001 11001
10000 10000 11000
00000 01111 01000
00001 01110 01001
00010 01101 01011
00011 01100 01010
00100 01011 01110
00101 01010 01111
00110 01001 01101
00111 01000 01100
01000 00111 00100
01001 00110 00101
01010 00101 00111
01011 00100 00110
01100 00011 00010
01101 00010 00011
01110 00001 00001
01111 00000 00000

FOLDED BINARY GRAY
BINARY CODE CODE
CODE

Fig. 2 -5 -digit codes.

100 the average talker (30 db BFLSW) has a nearly uniform distribution
over the range -1 to +1 full range.

The mean square value of the distortion caused by digital line errors
is compared to 8 -digit quantizing error power1,2 for a 10-6 error rate, a
2 -volt peak -to -peak input amplitude and compression factors (/.L) of

50, 100, and 200 in Figs. 4 and 5. Altering the error rate simply results
in a scale change for the line error distortion power. The results plotted
in Fig. 4 include all error amplitudes whereas errors greater than half
the full range amplitude (clicks) have been removed for the µ = 100
case in Fig. 5. Preliminary results of subjective tests indicate that clicks
are less objectionable than quantizing noise. The figures indicate the
folded binary code yields superior click performance at low talker levels
compared to the Gray or binary codes. The noise or non -click component
for the folded binary is greater than that produced by the Gray code at
low levels. For an error rate of 10-6 and 8 -digit quantizing, the line error
distortion power and quantizing error power are equal for the folded
binary code in the 30 db to 50 db BFLSW range. If the line error dis-
tortion is subjectively equivalent to quantizing error, the system per-
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Fig. 4 - Mean square error vs speaker level -8 digit coder -2 -volt peak -to -peak
full load amplitude. (a) p. = 50 log companding. (b) µ = 100 log companding. (c)

= 200 log compancling.

formance will be degraded by 3 db. This result applies for a logarithmic
compression of 100.

We conclude that the essential low-level problem is noise for the
folded binary and clicks for the Gray and binary codes.

The probability of errors of a specified magnitude occurring are
plotted in Figs. 6 through 9 for the binary, folded binary, and Gray codes.
A clear demarcation between errors greater than and less than half the
full amplitude is indicated in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 for low levels. These re-
sults led to the definition that errors greater than half the full load would
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be called clicks. The dividing line between clicks and noise is not clear
for average and high-level speakers.

It is apparent that the folded binary code produces virtually no
clicks at low levels. This leads to the conclusion that noise rather than
clicks will be the dominant low-level problem in transmission of folded
binary, whereas clicks are the problem for Gray and binary.

The mean square error caused by specified digit errors for various
speaker levels are plotted in Fig. 10(a), (b) and (c). The results indicate
that the largest mean square error for the folded binary code is caused
by digit 2 errors. The largest mean square error for Gray and straight
binary depends to some extent on the speaker level. The largest error
for low and average levels occurs in the 1st digit for binary and the 2nd
digit for Gray.
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III. ASSUMPTIONS AND PROCEDURES

3.1 Assumptions

The results obtained were calculated using the following assumptions:
(i) The terminals of the transmission system including the coder and

decoder are ideal.
(ii) All digital errors are introduced in the transmission medium.
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companding, symmetric for negative amplitudes, low-level talker). (a) 8 -digit
folded binary code. (b) 8 -digit binary code. (c) 8 -digit Gray code.

(iii) No more than one digital error occurs in any given code word.
(iv) The input signal is speech and is assumed to be Laplace dis-

tributed.3.4,5
(v) The mean value of the input signal corresponds to the mid -range

of the coder -decoder.
(vi) Logarithmic companding',2 with pi = 50, 100, and 200.
(vii) The effects of overload have been ignored.
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Fig. 9- Probability of error - = 100 log compandor symmetric for nega-
tive amplitudes average talker. (a) 8 -digit folded binary code (speaker level 25 db
BFLSW). (b) 8 -digit binary code (speaker level 30 db BFLSW). (c) 8 -digit
Gray code (speaker level 25 db BFLSW).
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Fig. 10 - Mean square error vs digit -2 -volt peak -to -peak signal - (a)
8 -digit codes (speaker level 15 db BFLSW - louder talker). (b) 8 -digit codes
(speaker level 30 db BFLSW - average talker). (c) 8 -digit codes (speaker level
50 db BFLSW - low-level talker).

3.2 Procedure

3.2.1 Mean Square Error

A block diagram of the system assumed for the calculations per-
formed is given in Fig. 1. The results were calculated using a probability
of error of 10-6. This error rate is sufficiently low to justify assumption
(iii) above. The probability of a given word occurring on the line depends
on the compression factor of the coder and the input statistics. The
mean square error caused by digital line errors for the assumptions
made is*

L M

912 E E K1P.PJP.
J=1 K= -M

K#O

(1)

* Formulations have been presented in the literature, different from the
above, which may be more suitable for determining an optimal nonredundant
code''
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where
ex., is the amplitude of the error for an error in digit J of word K
PK is the probability of a particular code word occurring
P,, is the probability of a particular digit of a given word being

chosen *
Pe is the probability of a digital error (error rate)
L is the number of digits in the coder
M = 2(L-1)

Using the assumptions listed above, we reduce (1) to

7? = PE E (2)
J=1

where 17j2 is the mean square error for a given digit and is defined in (3)
as

V". 2 73
71.72 z K

K=1
(3)

The calculation of the values given in (2) and (3) 'are straightforward
but quite tedious in the case of a compandored system with varying
speech levels. The problem was programmed for the IBM 7094 computer
and the results of the computation for (2) and (3) presented in Figs. 4,
5; and 10(a), (b), and (c).

3.2.2 Word Probabilityt

The probability of a given word K occurring for a given speaker level
was calculated directly from (4)2.3.4.5

BK-F1

PK = C f exp ( -2C I x I) dx (4)
BK

where

C = RMS VALUE SIGNAL - V20-2
RMS VALUE FULL LOAD SINE WAVE

and the BK are normalized coder levels for a specified compression char-
acteristic. Normalization is with respect to full load.

The value of PK given above is for a zero mean input signal. When the
input signal and the coder do not have a zero mean, a shift can be per-
formed easily. Using the assumptions given, the following result for PK

* 1/L for the case considered.
t An analytic approach is presented in Appendix A.
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was obtained,

PA = itexp (- 2CBK) - exp (-2CBK+1)) . (5)

The word probability for speaker levels of 20 db, 30 db, 40 db, and 50
db BFLSW have been plotted in Fig. 3 for = 50, 100, and 200.

3.2.3 Line Errors

The introduction of line errors was accomplished by complementing
a given digit in a specific code word and determining the new word ob-
tained. The results obtained obviously depend on the code being con-
sidered. A transition matrix was produced for each particular code
considered, i.e., Gray, binary, and folded binary.

The rows of the transition matrix represent the originally transmitted
code word and the columns the digit in error from most to least signifi-
cant. The entry in column J and row K is the new word R produced by
an error in digit J of word K. The transition matrix for a 3 -digit binary
code is given in Table I. This matrix is then used to determine the error
caused by a specified digital error. The operation required to determine
or, is decoding. If the output voltages corresponding to the code words
K and R are denoted by DR and DR respectively, we obtain the follow-
ing expression for eic.f

EKJ = DR - DK. (6)

One should note that the digit in error was specified as digit J in the
above example.

TABLE I - TRANSITION MATRIX FOR 3 -DIGIT BINARY CODE

DigitinError

000

001

010

011

100

101

110

111

12
I

1

2

I

3

{_t_l
I

5

6

I

7

1 2 3

4 2 1

5 3 0

6 0 3

7 1 2

0 6 5

1 7 4

2 4 7

3 5 6
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The error matrix having elements ex, was then used to calculate the
mean square error for a given digit, the mean square error for a given
error rate with and without the "click" component and the distribu-
tion of error amplitudes for each code considered. Criteria other than
mean square can be easily adapted to the computation.

IV. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results obtained indicate the folded binary code yields better
click performance for a given probability of digital error when compared
to Gray and binary transmission. The effects of clicks should be virtually
nonexistent at low talker levels in the folded binary code when compared
to binary and Gray code. The question arises, however, concerning the
subjective effect of the line error distortion when compared to quantizing
error since the clicks at low levels have been suppressed. A 3-db reduc-
tion in S/N will occur for an 8 -digit, µ = 100, 10-6 error rate system
transmitting folded binary for speaker levels between 30 db and 50 db
BFLSW. The system performance will also be degraded by 3 db if line
error distortion is subjectively equivalent to quantizing error.

Further work in evaluating the subjective effect of clicks and noise
occurring simultaneously is required.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of Density Function and Word Probability After Compression

A.1 Word Probability

An analytic expression for the probability density function at the out-
put of a logarithmic compressor is derived. The density function is de-
rived for a speech input which can be approximated by a Laplacian
distribution.2,3,4,5 The density function used is given in (7) as

p(ei) = C exp (-2C ei I), (7)

where, ei is the input signal and C is defined by

C = RMS VALUE OF FULL -LOAD SINE WAVE
RMS VALUE OF SIGNAL
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Normalizing the result to full -load sine wave of unit amplitude results
in a value 1/V2cri2 for C.
lit The characteristic of a logarithmic compressor normalized to a full -
load unit sine wave is given bye

and

vo =
log (1 + au)

log (1 + /lei)
for 0 5 ei < 1, (8)

log (1 -
=

u
vo for -1 ei 0 .

log (1 + /.1)
(8b)

The output density function can be determined directly by transform-
ing the input, i.e.,

p(vo) = p(ei )
dei

dvo

Performing the operation defined in (9) yields,

(9)

,u) [ 2C
p(vo) =C log (1 + (1 + exp - - { (1 ± µ)" - 1 }1

(10)
for u > 0 and vo > 0

and p(-vo) = p(vo). The expression given in (10) is the probability density
function of the compressor output.

Determining the word probability for a given code word K involves
integrating the derived density between the lower and upper transition
values for which this code word is emitted. For the case of a large num-
ber of digits (fine quantizing), an approximate expression can be de-
rived. The step size for an n digit quantizer having a peak -to -peak
amplitude of 2 is 1/2(n-". The value of the word probability P(K) for
word K is given by;

P(K) = C log (1 + µ) 1K12"-1 (1 + Aro
11 (K-1 )/2.-1

 exp [ -2C (1 + 1.4)" - )1 dvo

for K 1 and vo 0.

We can approximate this result for the case of fine step sizes by
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P(K)
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+C log (1 (1 +

1965

2"--'
µ) e(")/2n-1

,u

 exp
2C(1[-± ecic-0/2n-1 1}1

or

for K > 1 and vo > 0,

P(K)
C log (1 +

(1 + e(2K-0/2.
2n--1

(12)

(13)
 exp [- -2C {(1 e(2K-o/2" - 1.

For the case of n = 8, µ = 100, K = 1, C = 100 (40 db BFLSW)

4.61 4.P(1) (1.002)C2(°"002)
61(1.002)

0.036. (14)
128 - 128

This agrees favorably with the value computed from the exact equation
for this case of 0.0351.

A.2 Determination of the Most Probable Code

The most probable code level will correspond approximately to the
peak(s) of the density function when the quantizing steps are small. For
this condition we obtain,

dp(vo) C In2 (1 + IL) 2C
dvo

0 - (1 p,)"'" exp [-

[ ( 1 + - 1]] X {1 -2C (1 ± A)v°m}

for vo,n> 0

where von, is the peak value of vo . Hence we have,

or

=
2C (1 + AP'

(15)

log 6.1/2C)
von, - for Von, >= 0. (16)log (1 ±

The results obtained using (16) compare favorably with those deter-
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TABLE II - COMPARISON OF COMPUTED AND ANALYTICALLY
OBTAINED VALUES

C (db

l'Om

BFLSW)

Theoretical

Computer

0

0.85

5.0 10. 15. 20. 25. 30.

0.099

35.

-
40.

0.72 0.599 0.474 0.349 0.224 -
0.85 0.72 0.60 0.47 0.35 0.22 0.10 0 0

mined on the computer as indicated in Table II. The value given for
vo, is the decimal fraction of full load code levels.
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Computer Solutions of the Traveling
Salesman Problem

By SHEN LIN
(Manuscript received August 18, 1965)

Two algorithms for solving the (symmetric distance) traveling salesman
problem have been programmed for a high-speed digital computer. The
first produces guaranteed optimal solution for problems involving no more
than 13 cities; the time required (IBM 7094 II) varies from 60 millisec-
onds for a 9 -city problem to 1.75 seconds for a 13 -city problem. The sec-
ond algorithm produces precisely characterized, locally optimal solutions
for large problems (up to 145 cities) in an extremely short time and is based
on a general _heuristic approach believed to be of general applicability to
various optimization problems. The average time required to obtain a
locally optimal solution is under 30n3 microseconds where n is the num-

- ber of cities involved. Repeated runs on a problem from random initial
tours result in a high probability of finding the optimal solution among
the locally optimal solutions obtained. For large problems where many
locally optimal solutions have to be obtained in order to be reasonably as-
sured of having the optimal solution, an efficient reduction scheme is in-
corporated in the program to reduce the total computation time by a sub-
stantial amount.

I. INTRODUCTION

The traveling salesman problem may be stated as follows: "A sales-
man is required to visit each of the n given cities once and only once,
starting from any city and returning to the original place of departure.
What route, or tour, should he choose in order to minimize the total
distance traveled?" Instead of distance, other notions such as time, cost,
etc., can be considered as well. In this paper, we shall use the term
"cost" to represent any such notion.

Mathematically, the problem may be stated in the following two
equivalent ways:

(1) Given a "cost matrix" D = (di;), where di; = cost of going from
2245
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city i to city = 1, 2, , n), find a permutation P = (ii i3

, in) of the integers from 1 through n that minimizes the quantity

di, , d22,3 -I- din 
(2) Given a "cost matrix" D as above, determine xi; which minimizes

the quantity Q = Ei,, diixi, subject to

(a) xii = 0
(b) xi; = 0, 1
(c) E xi, = E xi; = 1

i j

and

(d) for any subset S = , i2 , , } of the integers from 1 through
n,

<r for r < n
xili2 xith ± + Sir_iir Siril {.=<n for r = n.

The second version is a formulation of the traveling salesman problem
as a linear program and hence the problem may be solved as such.
However, the number of constraints becomes astronomical even for
relatively small n. Dantzig, Fulkerson, and Johnson' have given a
linear -programming approach to the symmetric (di; = d;,:) traveling
salesman problem that considers only part of the required linear con-
straints and have found the technique effective in several cases.

Since we have only a finite number of possible tours to consider
(1(n - I) !), the problem is really to obtain a reasonably efficient al-
gorithm for finding an optimal solution. Certain algorithms employing
branch and bound techniques have been tried and appear to be efficient
for some problems; however, the computation time involved is un-
predictable and increases very rapidly with n. Numerous authors have
tried different techniques to obtain "near -optimal" solutions by a
series of approximations and for specific problems were able to prove
optimality of their solutions. For any conjectured optimal solution,
however, the proof for optimality is dependent upon inspectional work
which is usually heuristic in nature, and is certainly highly problem
dependent, thus making it difficult to program for a computer.

Two algorithms for solving the (symmetric distance) traveling sales-
man problem have been programmed for a high-speed digital computer.
The first algorithm, called k -length string optimization, is discussed in
detail in Appendix A. It produces guaranteed optimal solutions for
problems involving no more than 13 cities; the time required* varies

* IBM 7094 II.
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from 60 milliseconds for a 9 -city problem to 1.75 seconds for a 13 -city
problem. The algorithm is a slight modification of that given by Held
and Karp.' However, we achieve a significant reduction in computation
time by taking advantage of the fact that the distance matrix is sym-
metric. Due to the limitation on the size of the problem it can effectively
handle, we find that it is not as useful as the second algorithm which
we shall discuss below. The second algorithm (implemented by a copy-
righted program) produces precisely characterized locally optimal solu-
tions for large problems (up to 145 cities) in an extremely short time
and is based on a general heuristic approach believed to be of general
applicability to various optimization problems. The average time re-
quired per locally optimal solution is under 30n3 microseconds where
n is the number of cities involved. Repeated runs on a problem from
random initial tours result in a high probability of finding the optimal
solution among the local optimum solutions obtained. For large problems
where many locally optimal solutions have to be obtained in order to
be reasonably assured of having the optimal solution, an efficient re-
duction scheme is incorporated in the program to reduce the total
computation time by a substantial amount.

II. X -OPTIMALITY

Before we describe the second algorithm, we first introduce the con-
cept of X -optimality. This serves to classify tours into a descending
chain of classes possessing increasingly stronger necessary conditions
for optimality. As we shall see later, this forms the basis for the con-
struction of our second algorithm.

From the point of view of graph theory, we may consider the n cities
as vertices of a nondirected complete graph, and the entries di; of the
distance matrix real numbers assigned to links uji connecting city i to
city j. A permutation P = , -2 2 , in) representing a tour may be
considered as a collection of n links ui, , uhi , uini, forming a
Hamiltonian circuit, and the quantity C = dith + droll
the cost associated with the tour.

For convenience, let us say a link ttij is admissible if there is an optimal
tour containing it. All other links are inadmissible. A set of links is said
to be an admissible set if there exists an optimal tour containing all the
links in the set. The index of a tour is the maximum number of links
which the tour has in common with an optimal tour, i.e., the maximum
number of links in the tour which form an admissible set.

We define X -optimality of tours as follows:

Definition: A tour is said to be X -optimal (or simply X -opt) if it is im-
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possible to obtain a tour with smaller cost by replacing any A of its
links by any other set of A links.

We list below a few theorems concerning X -optimality. Proofs are
omitted since they are all fairly obvious. In Appendix D some interest-
ing unsolved problems concerning X -optimality will be discussed.

Theorem 1: Let T be a tour which is X optimal with index k. Then either
T is optimal or k < n - X.

Theorem 2: Any tour is 1 -optimal.

Theorem 3: The following properties of a tour are equivalent:
(a) The tour is 2 -optimal.
(b) The tour is optimal relative to inversion; where by inversion we mean

reversing the order of a set of neighboring cities in the tour.
(c) The tour does not intersect itself (in a generalized sense for non-

Euclidean distance matrices).

Theorem 4: A tour is optimal if and only if it is n -optimal.

Theorem 5: Let Ca denote the set of all A -optimal tours, then C1 C2

Cn . In other words, a A -optimal tour is also A' -optimal for A' < X.

Note that the well-known optimal
does not intersect itself, is contained in Theorems 3, 4, and 5. (C,, C C2).

III. THE SECOND ALGORITHM

In his paper, "A Method for Solving Traveling Salesman Problems",
G. A. Croes3 applied a simple transformation, called "inversion" to
transform a trial solution into another with smaller costs, iterating until
no further inversions are desirable. Then he gave a method for deriving
the optimal solution from the inversion free solution obtained. He pointed
out, however, that the final adjustment procedures are difficult to
program for a computer as they involve mostly inspectional work. For
large problems, it seems doubtful whether a human being can exhaus-
tively carry the computations through or even whether a computer
program based upon those techniques will be feasible or efficient.

Putting aside the final adjustment procedures, we ask if there are
other simple transformations which are stronger than the inversions.
Since the inversion -free tours are just the 2 -opt tours, we decided to
write a computer program to produce 3 -opt tours. As it turns out, the
3 -opt tours are very much stronger than the inversion -free tours in the
sense that (1) every 3 -opt tour is inversion free, (2) the average tour
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cost is considerably less, and (3) the probability of an optimal solution
showing up as a 3 -opt tour is significantly higher than that of 2 -opt
tours. Experimenting with a program producing 4 -opt tours, we also
find that we spend a great deal more computation time in producing
4 -opt tours while not increasing noticeably the probability that it is
optimum. Computational results on many problems support the claim
that we have found a really efficient way of attacking the traveling
salesman problem by generating as many 3 -opt tours from random
initial tours as we can afford time -wise and then choosing the best among
the 3 -opt solutions as our "conjectured solution". The merits of this
heuristic approach based on probability as compared to the usual
approach of using further complicated refinements to transform locally
optimal solutions into global optima will be discussed later in the paper.

IV. THE GENERAL APPROACH

Since we have found that a 3 -opt tour has a nontrivial probability of
being optimal, we make, for a given problem, an estimate of this proba-
bility* (of success) P. and produce from our program k 3 -opt tours
(not necessarily distinct) from random initial starts. We choose k so
that 1 - (1 - P.)k is as close to 1 as we desire. Since the running time
in obtaining each 3 -opt tour is reasonable (25 to 30n3 microseconds
where n is the number of cities), we can indeed afford the luxury of
making k large. For example, a 30 -city problem can reasonably be
expected to be "solved" in 75 seconds with k = 100. At any rate, the
best of the k locally optimal solutions, even though it may not actually
be the best, will be close enough to the best solution as to offer a satis-
factory answer for most practical problems arising in actual applica-
tions. Also, a large set of "satisfactory" locally optimal solutions may
give an engineer more flexible choice of a solution that he may use satis-
fying further nonessential but nevertheless desirable features which
may be hard to program.

When the number of cities involved is rather large, say > 30, the
number of locally optimal solutions that needs to be generated in order
to be reasonably assured of having the optimal solution will be very
large, as is expected. Incorporated in the program, is a reduction scheme
whereby information gained from an initial set of locally optimal solu-
tions is used to reduce the size of the problem, thereby decreasing sub-

* This probability, in general, depends on the size and nature of the problem.
From the statistics collected after running many problems, we shall give a
heuristic estimate in Appendix C.
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stantially the time involved in generating additional locally optimal
solutions.

A brief description of the computer program to produce 3 -opt tours
is given in Appendix B. We mention here an alternate characterization
of a 3 -opt tour which is more graphic and which we use in our program.
A tour T is said to be optimal relative to inversion and insertion if, for
every k, no section of k consecutive cities in T, say (i,-.+1 ia+2 ' , jor+k),

can be removed from T and reinserted (as is, or inverted) between any
two consecutive remaining cities to produce a tour of lesser cost. We
prove the following:

Theorem 6: A tour T is optimal relative to inversion and insertion if and
only if it is 8 -optimal.

Proof: A tour T is not 3 -optimal, if and only if there exists 3 links, say
ui; , uki , u,,,,, which may be exchanged by 3 other links say ui, , ufi

and unk , (as in Fig. 1, other possibilities are similar) to form a tour of
lesser cost. From Fig. 1, we see that the section from m to I may be
inserted between i and j and hence the tour is not optimal relative to
inversion and insertion.

V. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS USED TO PRODUCE 3 -OPT
TOURS

In the process of obtaining 3 -opt tours from a random initial tour, the
basic operation consists of determining whether any section of length k
in the present tour can be inserted (as is, or inverted) between two other
neighboring cities so as to decrease the tour cost. This was proved in
Section IV (Theorem 6) to be equivalent to exchanging three links in

J
i.

1

1

fly'

Fig. 1- Proof of Theorem 6.
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the tour for three other links. Once an improvement is found and made,
we treat the resulting tour as our initial tour and iterate the process.
The process terminates with a locally optimal (3 -opt) tour when im-
provement cannot be further achieved. We call the portion of the
computation from the time we made the last improvement to the veri-
fication that no further improvement can be achieved by this algorithm
the "check-out period." The time involved in the "check-out period"

nis proportional to . For different random initial tours however, the(
number of improvements may vary and the time it takes to find each
improvement also varies. This accounts for some variation in the compu-
tation time for the individual locally optimal solutions. However, it
turns out that the average computation time for a set of 10 or more
cases is uniformly around 50n3 microseconds, which is further reduced
by the techniques discussed below.

From our experiments, we find that links used in a locally optimal
solution are often exchanged in and out many times in the improvement
process, and this tends to increase the computation time considerably.
Two methods are incorporated in the program to reduce this. First,
after each improvement, the improved tour (t1', t2', , t,') is further
perturbed by a rotation (see Appendix B) so as to prevent the new links
just inserted from being removed again too soon. Secondly, the following
special feature making use of locally optimal tours previously obtained
is used: After M 3 -opt tours T1, T2 , , T, (m = 1, 2, ) are gen-
erated, consider the set S consisting of the union of the links found in
T1 , T2 , , T,n . In the process of obtaining the m + 1th 3 -opt tour,
we systematically break off 3 links utit , u iktk+i , Utiti+i in (t1 , t2 ) ' ' , tn)
to see if they can be replaced by 3 other links so as to form a tour of
lesser cost. In the algorithm (see Appendix B for details), ukt is held
fixed while k goes from 1 to n - 3, coupled with each j going from
k + 1 to n - 1. We skip this sequence of tests for possible improve-
ments altogether if uga e S, and proceed as if all such tests for possible
improvements fail. The tour (t1, t2 , , 40 is "rotated" by the substi-
tution On , ti , t2 , , tn-i) -> (ti , t2 , , tn) and the improvement
process continues. When no further improvements can be made relative
to this special feature, we obtain a tour which we call an "almost 3 -opt
tour." This almost 3 -opt tour is then put through the algorithm without
the special feature to obtain a final 3 -opt tour.

This process may seem roundabout, but in effect it results in post-
poning the replacements of links which have occurred in other locally
optimal tours until other replacements have been tried. Actually, an
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almost 3 -opt tour often has most, if not all, of its links in S so that its
check-out period is almost negligible. The time required to obtain the
final 3 -opt tour is also usually quite small. The over-all effect is that we
are able to find improvements much sooner and also the number of
improvements made in reaching the locally optimal solution is signifi-
cantly decreased. As a result, for a set of about 10 locally optimal solu-
tions, we are able to reduce the total computation time by at least 40
percent.

VI. THE REDUCTION PROCEDURE

After a certain number, say r, of locally optimal solutions are ob-
tained, consider the set I of links common to all those locally optimal
solutions. Intuitively, we feel that since the r 3 -opt tours are produced
from randomly generated initial tours, any link in I should have a very
high probability of belonging to an optimal solution when r is reasonably
large. Further, for each problem certain simple features (like some
obvious links connecting two cities) of the optimal solution should be
reflected in a majority of 3 -opt tours so that we expect the set I to be
frequently nonempty. Using I, we can reduce the size of the problem
as follows: A link ui; is called basic if ui; is in I, and a city i is removed
if there are two basic links ui; , ui; incident at i. The procedure can of
course remove many strings of cities at the same time. If um

, are all basic and no other basic links are connected to cities
j and j', the string of cities ii , i2 , , ip is removed. We call cities j
and j' corresponding terminals. If a total of t cities are removed, we then
solve for 3 -opt tours in the remaining n - t cities. By reassigning artifi-
cial link costs to all links u.,, where j and j' are corresponding terminals,
we make sure that j and j' will be neighboring cities in the solution to
the reduced problem, and hence the string of cities between j and j'
which were removed can be reinserted accordingly. This process can be
iterated as many times as we please. Note that we tacitly assume an
optimal tour contains the cities j, it , i2 , , ip , j' as a substring. If
this is the case, we say that the reduction is proper. Otherwise, the
reduction is improper and the optimal tour will be missed in all future
3 -opt tours generated in the same run. However, even if this should
happen (rare if r is large or n < 30), the best tour obtained usually has
a tour cost differing from the optimal tour by an extremely small amount.
For large n, several independent runs should be made to guard against
the possibility of an improper reduction.

When the number of cities involved is fairly large, this reduction
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procedure is very effective in reducing computation time required to
obtain the optimal solution as the results given in the next section show.
The reduction procedure also provides a large variety of hard problems
(involving a smaller number of cities) from which we can learn a great
deal statistically about the characteristics of 3 -opt tours. We consider
those problems harder than randomly chosen problems because they
retain essentially the heart of the original larger problem. The proba-
bility that a 3 -opt tour generated from a reduced problem is optimal
relative to the reduced problem is usually lower than the mean proba-
bility for random problems of the same size. However, in spite of the
fact that improper reduction may occur, the probability that a 3 -opt
tour generated from a reduced problem is optimal relative to the original
problem cannot be decreased. Since problem -size is reduced, more 3 -opt
tours can be obtained in a given time, and thus the probability of finding
the optimal solution in a given amount of computation time is greatly
increased.

VII. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

7.1 Twenty and Fewer City Problems

Six problems whose cities are points (xi , yi) generated randomly in
a 100 X 100 square and of sizes ranging from 12 to 20 cities were tested.
For these cases, 5 to 10 3 -opt tours were generated per problem. It
turned out that in each problem all 3 -opt tours generated were identical,
and the costs of the solutions obtained in all six problems were as good
as, or better than, solutions obtained by other methods (3 of which are
known to be optimum). It appears that randomly generated problems
are easy to solve by our method.

Forty 3 -opt tours were generated for the 20 -city problem of G. A.
Croes,a which has a known optimal solution with cost 246. Reduction
was used with r = 8. Successive stages of reduction reduced the number
of cities from 20 to 11, 11, 11, 11, (i.e., no further reduction produced
after the second round). The optimal tour appeared 13 times out of 40
and the total computation time used for the 40 3 -opt tours was 3.43
seconds. This 20 -city problem seems "harder to solve" than most 20 -city
problems we have encountered.

Many more problems with sizes around 20 cities obtained from the
reduction process of larger problems were investigated. Judging from
all the results, we believe that we can "solve" any 20 or fewer city
problem by our method in (very conservatively) 5 to 10 seconds.
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7.2 The 25 -City Problem of Held and Karp2

Forty 3 -opt tours were generated with reduction in sets of 10. The
reduction procedure reduced the size of the problem from 25 to 10 to 7
and 7. The optimal tour (cost 1711) appeared 26 times out of 40. Total
computation time was 5.24 seconds. It is interesting to note that there
are 7 -city problems produced as a result of our reduction for which 3 -opt
tours are not necessarily optimal.

7.3 The 33 -City Problem of Karg and Thompson''

This 33 -city problem seems very easy to solve by our methods. Fifty
3 -opt tours were generated with reduction in sets of 10. The reduction
procedure reduced the size of the problem from 33 to 11, 11, 11, and 9.
The optimal tour (cost 10,861) appeared 19 times out of 50 and the total
computation time was 10.7 seconds. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate some stages
in the reduction process. The solid lines indicate links in the set I, and
together with the broken lines, form the set S of all links found in the
3 -opt tours generated.

7.4 The 42 -City Problem of Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson'

A 42 -city problem was solved by Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson'.
The optimal tour has cost 699. Forty 3 -opt tours were generated with
the optimal tour appearing 11 times. Total computation time was 36.3
seconds. The successive stages of reduction and other pertinent informa-
tion obtained are given in Table I. Note that d, the number of distinct
3 -opt tours obtained per round, decreases, indicating that for smaller
problems, there are not too many distinct 3 -opt tours and hence the
probability that a 3 -opt tour is indeed optimal is quite large.

7.5 The 48 -City Problem of Held and Karp'

In Ref. 2, Held and Karp obtained the "best" solution to this 48 -city
problem with cost = 11,470. D. W. Sweeney (private communication)
later found a tour with cost = 11,461. We strongly conjecture that this
is indeed the optimal tour and shall consider it as such for the purpose
of our work.

Statistics collected on numerous runs indicate that a 3 -opt tour has a
probability p ff-di 0.05 of being optimal, with each 3 -opt tour obtained in
the average computation time of 2.80 seconds.

Without the reduction procedure, we need to spend about 280 seconds
to produce 100 3 -opt tours if we want a probability of 0.99 of obtaining
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TABLE I - 42 -CITY PROBLEM SUMMARY

2257

SRR n r d CMCm C t T

1 42 10 6 734 699 713 1 20.8
2 30 10 5 713 699 704.2 4 28.3
3 24 10 5 713 699 705.9 2 32.2
4 24 10 4 713 699 703.7 4 36.3

SRR: Successive rounds of reduction.
n: Number of cities in reduced problem.
r: Number of 3 -opt tours generated per round.
d: Number of distinct 3 -opt tours obtained per round.

CM: Maximum tour cost (for the current round).
C,,,: Minimum tour cost (for the current round).
C: Average tour cost (for the current round).
1: Number of occurrences of the best tour in the current round.

T: Total time of computation in seconds (accumulated).

the optimal solution. With reduction, setting r = 10, we obtained the
optimal solution 21 times in a total computation time of 63 seconds, as
shown in Table II. When d drops below r/2, we consider the resulting
reduction too binding in evaluating the heuristic probability p. For
example, from this particular run, we count 4 out of 50 instead of 21
out of 100 as the frequency of occurrences of the optimal tour.

TABLE TI -A TYPICAL 48 -CITY RUN

SRR n r d Cm Cm C t T

1 48 10 10 11,887 11,470 11,666.8 1 28.4
2 37 10 8 11,989 11,474 11,622.9 1 41.4
3 34 10 8 11,716 11,461 11,592.9 1 51.0
4 27 10 5 11,704 11,461 11,566.2 1 56.1
5 20 10 5 11,556 11,461 11,511.7 2 58.3
6 18 10 5 11,556 11,470 11,527.2 1 60.0
7 17 10 2 11,556 11,461 11,508.5 5 61.4
8 10 10 2 11,556 11,461 11,480 8 62.0
9 10 10 2 11,556 11,461 11,537 2 62.5
10 10 10 2 11,556 11,461 11,537 2 63.0

7.6 The 57 -City Problem of Karg and Thompson4

In Ref. 4, Karg and Thompson introduced a 57 -city problem and
found by their method tours with costs of 12,986 and 12,985. In Ref. 5,
Reiter and Sherman developed a family of algorithms and found two
tours which are better with costs 12,955 and 12,967.* Our program also

* The next best tour we obtained is one with cost 12,966. We believe this to be
the same tour and the difference due to a discrepancy of 1 unit in the distance of
one particular link used in the tour. Our distance matrix was obtained from
Ref. 4.
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produced the tour with cost 12,955 which we conjecture to be the opti-
mal solution.

Statistics collected on more than 1000 3 -opt tours indicate a proba-
bility 0.02 for a 3 -opt tour to be optimal.

A typical run of 100 cases with reduction in sets of 10 appears in Table
III.

A few highlights in the reduction process are illustrated in Figs. 4
and 5 below.

An example of an "unfortunate" run where a link not in the optimal
tour is committed in the early stages of reduction is shown in Table IV.
Note that improper reduction appears in round 3 and as a consequence
the subsequent values of d drop sharply. For the purpose of counting
the occurrences of the optimal tour, only the first 3 rounds are con-
sidered (subsequent rounds have d < r/2) giving us 0 out of 30 for
this run. As can be seen, we do no worse than to obtain the best tour
obtained by Karg and Thompson in Ref. 4. Furthermore, the computa-
tion time involved in the first round usually exceeds 40 percent of the
total computation time so that even when improper reduction happens,
the total computation time is still less than that for obtaining 30 3 -
opt tours without reduction.

7.7 A 105 -City Problem

To test the effectiveness of our method, a 105 -city problem was con-
structed from the 48 -city problem and 57 -city problem using the facts
that U30,33 is the largest link (cost 669) in the best tour for the 48 -city
problem and /440,46 (cost 685) is the largest link in the best tour for the
57 -city problem. Thus, city 30 of the 48 -city problem was connected to
city 40 of the 57 -city problem by a link with cost 10; similarly, city 33
of the 48 -city problem was connected to city 46 of the 57 -city problem

TABLE III -A TYPICAL 57 -CITY RUN

SRI? n r d Chf Cm C I T

1 57 10 10 13,456 12,986 13,175.5 1 50.5

2 42 10 10 13,427 12,985 13,179.5 1 68.8

3 36 10 9 13,262 12,985 13,092.6 1 80.7

4 34 10 10 13,416 12,985 13,122.3 1 91.3

5 34 10 8 13,299 12,966 13,120.1 1 101.0

6 33 10 8 13,340 12,985 13,173.4 1 110.9

7 33 10 6 13,214 12,955 13,046.5 3 119.8

8 33 10 8 13,346 12,955 13,122.3 1 129.3

9 33 10 8 13,300 12,955 13,132.0 1 138.8

10 33 10 8 13,473 12,985 13,156.6 1 149.2
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TABLE IV - A 57 -CITY RUN WITH IMPROPER REDUCTION

SRR tt d CM Cm C r

1 57 10 10 13,741 12,993 13,430.7 1 45.7
2 45 10 10 13,416 12,986 13,123.6 1 73.4
3* 37 10 9 13,197 12,997 13,091.7 1 87.2
4 30 10 4 13,114 12,985 13,001.8 3 94.2
5 23 10 4 13,012 12,985 12,991.7 2 97.4
6 22 10 3 12,997 12,985 12,990.2 2 100.2
7 21 10 2 12,986 12,985 12,985.2 8 102.7
8 17 10 2 12,986 12,985 12,985.7 3 104.2
9 17 10 2 12,986 12,985 12,985.6 4 105.9
10 17 10 2 12,986 12,985 12,985.7 3 107.2

* Improper reduction appears in this round.

by a link of cost 10. All other links between the cities in the 48 -city
problem and the 57 -city problem were assigned random costs varying
from 686 to 750, while links between the cities in the same problem re-
main unchanged. We purposely made those link costs moderate com-
pared to big links in each of the two problems in order to induce suffi-
cient mixing when a random tour is reduced to a 3 -opt tour. From the
method of constructing the problem there is a tour (the conjectured
best tour) for this 105 -city problem for which the cost is (12,955 -I-
11,461 + 20) - (669 + 685) or 23,082. Since the probability of ob-
taining the tours with costs 12,955 and 11,461 are r.:.,J0.02 and 0.05,
respectively, we expect that the probability of a 3 -opt tour being opti-
mal in this 105 -city problem is less than 0.001. Computation time per
3 -opt tour without reduction is about 35 seconds. A run of 20 3 -opt
tours was made with one round of reduction which reduced the number
of cities from 105 to 81. Total computation time for the 20 3 -opt tours
was 476 seconds for an average of 23.8 seconds per local optimum.
Although we did not obtain the conjectured best solution the 3 -opt tour
costs are surprisingly good; the worst being 24,581 and the best 23,096.
An interesting fact about the 3 -opt tours obtained is that besides the
two short links bridging the two problems, at least one other pair of
links connecting two cities in different problems appear in all the 3 -opt
tours obtained, indicating that this 105 -city problem has a structure by
itself and is not merely the conjunction of two separate problems. This
is indeed what we intended it to be.

This we believe is the largest traveling salesman problem ever at-
tempted. Reasonable estimates indicate that we may be able to solve
a problem of this size with the reduction technique in 100 minutes*
with a probability of success >0.5.

* See Appendix C.
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7.8 Other Experiments

Experiments with 2 -opt tours were moderately successful for smaller
problems. A 20 -city, 2 -opt tour may be obtained in approximately 0.048
seconds with a probability of being optimum The decrease in
time compared with 3 -opt tours is by a factor of 5. The decrease in
probability shows that our 3 -opt procedure may still be the best. When
the number of cities becomes larger, the decrease in probability is so
sharp as to make runs with the 2 -opt procedure undesirable.

Similar experiments with programs to produce 4 -opt tours show an
increase of computation time per local optimum by a factor of 0.8n,*
while the chances of obtaining the optimal solution are not noticeably
increased. Practically all 3 -opt tours are 4 -opt and the ranges of tour
costs are not noticeably improved.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

As mentioned earlier, the methods we used here in solving the traveling
salesman problem were based upon heuristic principles believed to be
of general applicability to various optimization problems. These may be
roughly summarized as follows:

8.1 Probabilistic Approach vs Deterministic Approach

In dealing with problems similar to a large traveling salesman problem,
where a really efficient algorithm for the best solution is unavailable, it
is in general time consuming, if not entirely hopeless, to work on re-
finement techniques to obtain the best solution. Rather, the approach
should be to develop a technique by which good locally optimal solutions
can be obtained very fast, and with reasonable probability that among
the locally optimal solutions, we may indeed find the best. (In actual
applications, the best of a set of good locally optimal solutions, even
though it may not be the best, will be close enough to the best solution
as to offer a satisfactory answer for most problems.) The fact that we
generate for a given traveling salesman problem a large number of 3 -opt
tours rather than develop means of further improving a 3 -opt tour is
based on this principle. The fast computation gives us the ability to
generate many locally optimal solutions which, coupled with a reasonable
probability that a locally optimal solution is optimal, guarantees us a
very high probability of success for solving the problem.

* Although the ratio of (4) and (3) is n
4

3, for each 4 links removed, there

are 48 ways of putting the 4 strings together, compared with 8 ways of putting 3
strings together.
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8.2 Choice of Algorithm

Consider two algorithms A1 and A2 which will produce locally optimal
solutions for a given problem in computation times t1 and t2 . Suppose
A 1 is "stronger" then A2 in the sense that A 1 produces locally optimal
solutions which are optimal more frequently than A2 say A 1 with
probability pi and A2 with probability P2 and pi > p2 . Al need not be
preferred to A2 if ti is disproportionally greater than t2 . This can be seen
as follows: for a given problem, suppose we are permitted a total compu-
tation time t, (which may be the amount of computing time we are able
to buy with available funds), so that in time t, we can perform [Oil = ki
experiments with algorithm A i . Then the probability that among the
ki locally optimal solutions obtained, we indeed have the optimal solu-
tion is pi* = 1 - (1 - pi)ki. This is the quantity we should maximize.
In the event that we are interested in only good approximate solutions,
we should choose an algorithm A 1 over another algorithm A2 such that
for given amount of time t, the best of the k1 locally optimal solutions
relative to A 1 is better than the best of the k2 locally optimal solutions
relative to A2 .

As an example, consider the sequence of algorithms A), to produce
X -opt tours with associated probabilities pa and computing times to .

For the range of the size of problem we are dealing with, say from 10
to 100 cities, we have reason to believe that p3* is the largest among the
px*'s, as indicated by our computation results, and that the best tour
produced from k 3 -opt tours is at least as good if not better than the
best X -opt tours produced in comparable time using any other A..

8.3 Random Improvement vs Steepest Descent

Within the algorithm for obtaining a locally optimal solution, sub-
stantial saving in time can be achieved by not attempting to find the
best improvement possible at any stage, but rather to take the first
improvement that occurs. In general, the method of steepest descent
tends to increase the computation time disproportionally and should
not be used. Attention should be directed to finding improvements with
a minimum amount of computation rather than to making the maximum
improvement possible at each step.

8.4 Restricting Search in Increasingly Smaller Domain

When sufficient information has been gathered about the problem,
ways and means should be investigated to restrict substantially the
domain of search. This should be done even with the possibility that
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the optimal solution may be lost in the process (of course only with
small probability). This is well illustrated by our reduction procedure
described in Section VII.
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APPENDIX A

k -Length String Optimization

In the first algorithm, called k -length string optimization, a dynamic
programming technique is used to optimize tours (or strings) of k
cities for k 13.* The algorithm is a slight modification of that given
in Ref. 2 by Held and Karp. However, we achieve a significant reduction
in computation time by taking advantage of the fact that the distance
matrix is symmetric.

Let the k cities be represented by the integers 1 through k, X =
{2, 3, , lc} be the set of integers from 2 to k and S be a subset of X
consisting of m elements; i.e., S I = m. Let C(S,i) with i e S denote
the minimum cost of starting from city 1 and visiting all cities j in 5,
terminating at city i. Then the quantities C(S,i) can be computed
recursively as follows:

C({i},i) = dli (1)

C(S,i) = min [C(S - i,j) 41. (2)
jeS-i

For example, if S = {3,5,9,11}, then C(8,9) = cost of best string
from 1 to 9 through 3, 5, 11

C(S - 9,3) + d3,9
= min C(S - 9,5) + d5,9

C(S - 9,11) + d11,9.

We note here that S - i is a subset of X such that IS-i1=1S1- 1,
and thus the quantities C(S - i,j) have all been computed a step before
in the recursion scheme.

For k = 2t 1, we recursively compute and store C(S,i) for all
* Storage requirements in dynamic programming seriously limit the size of

the problem that can be handled.
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subsets S of X for I S I = 1 up to I S I= t. Then we successively com-
pute C(S,i) for I S I = t 1. At this point, if we denote the complement
of these S's in X by S, we see that S* = S U {i} is a subset of t ele-
ments and C(S*,i) has already been computed. The cost r of the optimal
tour T is therefore given by

r = min [min [C(S,i) C OS* Mil
ieS

where S ranges over all subsets of X containing t + 1 elements. Since
either S or S* must contain say city 2, we may further restrict the range
of S to only those containing the city 2.

For k = 21 the procedure is similar except that we need not compute
C(S,i) for I S I > t.

The order of the cities in the tour T can now be determined. With the
"middle" city i and sets S,S* determined from the expression for r,
we find a city i1 in S - i such that C(S - i,ii) dii, = C(S,i); then
a city i2 in S - Rid such that C(S - {i,ii},i2) = C(S -
and so on until S is exhausted, and similarly for the set S* to produce
the tour T = 1, , i2 , , il*, i2*, , 1.

This algorithm can be used, with a slightly modified distance matrix,
to find the minimum string from city 1 to city k through the cities
2, 3, , k -1 and its associated cost C(X ,k). We set dik = C({k},k) = 0
and C(S,k) = 00 for I S I > 2 in the recursive computation scheme
described above. This insures that city k is next to city 1 in the tour
produced, and hence by removing the link from city 1 to city k we get
the best string with 1 as our initial city and k the terminal city.

Given a n -city problem, a tour T through the n cities is said to be
locally optimal relative to the k -length string optimization algorithm if
every ordered set of k consecutive cities in T, say U%-a+1 y ' , ja+k)
subscripts reduced modulo n, is optimal as a string from i to ia÷k
going through the cities is -E2 y ja+3 y , ia+k-1 . The above program
may be used to produce locally optimal tours of this type for any n -city
problem without change as follows: Consider a random initial tour
represented by the permutation P = (i1, -2 y , in). We map the first
k cities i1, i2 , , ik onto 1, 2, , k and use the program to find the
best string from 1 to k, say 1, j2 , j3 , , k. The associated permutation
P* = (ii , 7 , , ik , , in) gives us a tour whose cost is no
larger than P. When there is no gain in cost from P to P* it means that

, i2 y y ik is already optimal as a string. Next, we rotate P* by a
length 8 (relatively prime to n) and repeat the process until there are
n consecutive rotations without a decrease in cost. Then every ordered
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set of k consecutive cities in the final permutation is now optimal as a
string. Experiments with this procedure indicated, however, that it is
time consuming and not nearly as effective as the second algorithm
which we have discussed in the paper.

APPENDIX B

Outline of Computer Program to Produce 3 -Opt Tours from Random
Initial Tours

Notation:
n number of cities
(4) distance matrix
r number of 3 -opt tours desired before reduction
ui; link connecting city i and city j
ti ith city in the tour
S the union of the set of links found in previously generated

3 -opt tours
q a program branching parameter.

1. S =
2. Do through (14), M = 1, 1, r.
3. Generate a random tour (t1 , t2 , , tn).
4. q = 0 if in = 1, otherwise q = 1.
5. Do through (12), count = 1, 1, n.
6. If q = 0, skip 7.
7. If ut, in e S go to 12 (special feature).
8. Do through (11), k = 1, 1, n - 3.
9. Do through (11), j = k 1, 1, n - 1.

10. If dioi+, diiii dtkei set d = dtiti and a = 16,
otherwise set d = diiii+i + dike; and a = 18.

11. If d dik+, in (cost of links added) < diet d,4 ,4+1 d,-1-1+1

(cost of links removed) go to a (otherwise loop).
12. (4 , t2 tn) = (tn tl tn+1) (rotate).
13. If q = 1, set q = 0 and go to 5 (almost 3 -opt tour obtained).
14. S = S U links in (t1 , t2 , , tn) (3 -opt tour obtained).
15. Go to reduction (see description in Section VI).
16. (t1 , t2 , , tn) = (4+2 , , tn tk+i , , tj ti , , tk tj+i)

(links exchanged and tour perturbed).
17. Go to 5 (treat improved tour as initial tour).
18. (t1 , t2 , tn) = (4+2 , , tn tk+1 , ti tk , tl , tj+1) 
19. Go to 5.
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APPENDIX C

Estimates on the Probability that a 3 -Opt Tour is Optimal

From the statistics collected on running many problems, we estimate
that a 3 -opt tour in a 10 -city problem of some difficulty has a proba-
bility of 0.5 of being optimal, and in general, this probability seems to
decrease by a factor of 2 for each addition of 10 cities. We shall denote
these estimates by p(n) and use them as basis for our calculations. We
have

p(n) 2'Ino.

So far, these estimates has been close for problems in the range between
30 and 60 cities and is too conservative for smaller problems, or excep-
tionally easy problems like the 33 -city problem. For exceptionally
difficult problems, we define p*(n) = 1p(n) as the estimate for the
"worst." Computation time t(n) per 3 -opt tour in an n -city problem
averages 30n3 microseconds without reduction. With reduction, we can
obtain 100 3 -opt tours usually in the amount of time needed for 25 3 -opt
tours without reduction.

A few examples will show how to estimate time needed to "solve"
a given problem. We consider a problem solved if the probability p of
obtaining the optimal solution is 0.99. It should be noted that the
estimates are heuristic in nature and tend to be on the conservative
side.

Example 1 - Given a 20 -city problem, we have p(20) = 4i t(20) =
0.24 second. In order to have

0.01

we must have k > 16. Thus 4 seconds of computation should be ade-
quate. In the "worst" case p*(20) = k = 72 should be adequate.
Computation time is about 18 seconds if reduction is not used and
about 5 seconds if reduction is used.

Example 2 - For a 40 -city problem we have p(40) = t(20) 2
seconds. With k = 72, we need 144 seconds without reduction and
about 40 seconds with reduction. In the "worst" case p*(40) =
and k = 300 is sufficient. Running the program in 3 independent runs
of 100 with reduction, total computation time needed is about 2.5
minutes.

Example 3 - For a 60 -city problem, we have p(60) = 741z, t(60) ti 6.5
seconds. With k = 300 and using reduction, about 8 minutes of computa-
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tion time is required to guarantee p > 0.99. In the "worst" case with
p*(60) = t, the same computation will yield p 0.7.

Example 4 - For a 100 -city problem p(100) = 10124 and t(100) 30

seconds. With k = 800 we have p 0.54. With reduction, this can be
achieved in about 100 minutes.

APPENDIX D

Two Conjectures

Using the notation of Section III, the following appears to be an inter-
esting problem: Find the minimum number k for which Ck = Ck+1 =

 = Cn . For fairly large k it appears, at least intuitively, that a k -
optimal tour should be optimal, since by Theorem 1 (Section III), if it is
not optimal, then its index can be at most n - k - 1. Due to the in-
trinsic difficulties in this problem we can only state the following con-
jectures:
Conjecture 1- Cn_i = C . That is, any tour which is (n - 1) -optimal
is also optimal.

Conjecture 2 - Ck = Ck+1-4 Ck = Ck+1 =  = Cn C.

Conjecture 1 can be verified for n 5 6. Also an (n - 1) -optimal tour
which is not optimal must have index 0, hence all of its links are inad-
missible. Furthermore, it must also be n -length string optimal. The
existence of such a tour seems to be extremely unlikely. Work on Con-
jecture 1 has led to the following interesting problem in graph theory,
which is equivalent to Conjecture 1, and yet involves no concept of any
distance matrix.
Problem: Suppose we are given a graph with n vertices and 2n links
which can be partitioned into 2 sets of n links, each of which form a
Hamiltonian circuit. Does there exist another partition with the same
property?

If the answer to the above problem is always in the affirmative, then
we can prove Conjecture 1 in the following way. Consider a graph
consisting of an optimal tour T and an (n - 1) -optimal tour T* which
is not optimal. Since T* has index 0, T, and T* have no link in common
and thus serve as a partition into 2 sets of n links, each of which form a
Hamiltonian circuit. Let the other partition with the same property be
tours T1 and T2 . Since T1 and T2 uses the same set of 2n links of T
and T*,

C(T1) C(T2) = C(T) C(T*) < 2C(T*).
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Hence one of the tours, say T1 must have cost C(Ti) < C(T*). But T1
and T* must have at least one link in common; hence T* cannot be
(n - 1) -optimal.

On the other hand, suppose there is a graph with n vertices and 2n
links which can be partitioned into 2 sets of n links A and B, each of
which form a Hamiltonian circuit and that no other partition with the
same property is possible. Let the n vertices represent n cities. We
construct a distance matrix as follows: let each link in A be assigned a
distance da ; each of the n - 1 links of B be assigned a distance db and
the remaining link in B, d. Let all other links in the complete graph of n
nodes have distance > max [nda , (n - 1)db + d]. Suppose nda <
(n - 1)db d. Then it is clear that the set of n links in A form the
optimal tour while the set of n links in B form an (n - 1) -optimal tour.
Furthermore, we can make da > db so that the (n - 1) -optimal tour

- which is not optimal contains n - 1 smallest links, and by making d
large, we can also make the "next best" tour as poor as possible com-
pared with the optimal tour.

Conjecture 2 is obviously true for k = n - 1. We prove it is true for
k = 1. By hypothesis, C1 = C2, that is, no tour crosses itself. Suppose
there is a tour T which is not optimum, then we may transform T into
the optimal solution by a sequence of transpositions of immediate
neighbors, each step being equivalent to an inversion. Since the cost
must finally reduce to the cost of the optimal tour, at some point we
must have a tour with the property that transposing 2 immediate
neighbors reduces the cost, giving us a crossover situation contradicting
the hypothesis.
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On Definitions of Congestion in
Communication Networks

By ERIC WOLMAN

(Manuscript received August 18, 1965)

Beginning with the familiar ideas of time -congestion and call -congestion
for a full- access trunk -group, this paper considers the relations between
various measures of congestion for networks of more general structure. The
discussion is based on a simple heuristic model which makes the definitions
of time- and call -congestion directly comparable. This model leads to a
two-dimensional classification of measures of congestion, which should be
useful in treating types of systems not mentioned here. Three impor tan
papers in the literature are analyzed in terms of the proposed classification

I. INTRODUCTION

The concepts of time -congestion and call -congestion have been in com-
mon use since the early days of telephone traffic theory. Both ideas
are quite simple when applied to a single set of devices used in telephony,
such as a full -access trunk -group. But applications of these ideas in the
theory of networks of more general structure, composed of elements
arranged both in series and in parallel, have not always been consistent,
either internally or with each other. This paper describes an attempt to
resolve some of the difficulties, which may have arisen because the
simplicity of many "classical" models renders unnecessary some dis-
tinctions which are important in the general case.

This section describes the nomenclature used below and the assump-
tions on which the remainder of the paper rests. The following section
treats a useful model in the context of a full -access trunk -group. In
the third section, similar ideas are applied to the theory of general com-
munication networks. The fourth section contains a brief discussion of
some of the switching literature, in the light of Section III. Some con-
clusions appear in the fifth section. In order to save space, I propose the
abbreviations "CC" for call -congestion and "TC" for time -congestion.

I use the following terminology. A single element of a system carry-
ing traffic is busy or idle. This choice is binary and tells whether or not

2271
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the element can honor a request for service. When a set of elements is
arranged so as to form all or part of a communication network, the
events { path} and {no path} correspond respectively to the existence
and non-existence of a chain of idle elements connecting two specified
points of the network. A call -attempt, which is a request for an idle path
connecting two points of a network, is blocked if no such path exists.
Blocking is a binary concept. "Congestion" refers to a non -vanishing
probability of blocking, which takes values on the interval [0,1].

Analysis of congestion refers to a specified portion of a communication
system. This may be one group of trunks, considered in isolation; it may
be the switching network connecting incoming to outgoing trunks in
a tandem office; or it may be an entire system. When congestion exists,
some call -attempts do, or could, fail. A call -attempt must be made by
a source and must be directed to a destination; sources and destinations
are terminals. Since we may think of call -attempts as simply appearing
as inputs to a particular model, a terminal really marks the boundary
of the model, which may or may not include the entities originally re-
sponsible for call -attempts.

But for stated exceptions, this paper should be read with the under-
standing that blocked calls are cleared, i.e., that call -attempts which
cannot be served immediately are dismissed and have no effect on the
system. With blocked calls delayed, there may be more than one rele-
vant notion of blocking. One may ask for the probability of positive delay
or of delay exceeding a fixed amount. If only finite queues are possible,
one may want to know the probability of entering the queue or of over-
flow from the queue. The ideas expressed below can easily be extended
to such systems, but for simplicity they are introduced here in the con-
text of loss operation (blocked calls cleared), with or without retrials.

The traffic that a source or class of sources offers to a system is de-
scribed by means of a random process which specifies the instants at
which call -attempts occur. The parameters of such processes (with
deterministic traffic as a special case) can vary with time, from source
to source, or with the states of their sources, of the network, or of other
sources. When an expected number of call -attempts in an interval of
time is divided by the length of the interval, the quotient is an average
calling -rate. The present method of elucidating congestion allows, and
takes into account, dependence of a calling rate upon its source and
upon the state of its source and of the network; but it is simplest, with
one exception treated explicitly, to require independence among different
sources. There remains only the question of time -dependence.

Let us assume that the stochastic process which describes the operation
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of the traffic system of interest is stationary. The method proposed
below is based on subdividing a typical interval of time according to the
states of various elements of the system. I write as if various quantities
were defined as ratios of lengths of sub -intervals of an interval of finite
length T. For every kind of time -congestion (TC), the definition is ac-
tually the limit, under appropriate conditions, of such a ratio as T 00 .

For the sake of shortening complicated statements, this important dis-
tinction will not be mentioned in Sections II-IV.

Similarly the definition of call -congestion (CC), which is what many
authors mean by "probability of blocking", is often for the stationary
case given as the limit as T -> co of the ratio of the number of blocked
call -attempts (in [0,T)) to the number of all attempts (in the same
interval). I propose to describe CC and TC in comparable terms by
equating call -congestion in a typical case with such a ratio as

[(expected length of blocked time in T when attempts are possible)
 (expected calling -rate when attempts are possible but blocked)]

÷ [(expected length of time in T when attempts are possible)  (expected
calling -rate when attempts are possible)].

This procedure, of replacing an expected number of calls by a product
of an expected length of time and a conditional expected calling -rate,
is valid in cases for which a fraction such as that displayed here has a
limit as T -p co which agrees with the corresponding true CC as defined
above. The procedure is certainly valid when the traffic system can be
described by a stationary Markov chain, as is the case for many systems
representable by models with finitely or infinitely many sources, blocked
calls cleared or delayed, etc. But so far as I am aware, it is not now
known either exactly what systems can be so described in a tractable
way, or for what other systems the desired agreement holds. Thus further
discussion of the applicability of this approach is deferred until Section
V. The additional problems, especially in connection with ratios such as
that displayed above, that are encountered in measuring the various
kinds of congestion form a separate topic and are not discussed here.

The preceding paragraphs make it clear that this paper does not
encompass traffic that varies in time (except possibly where we need
only finite -time -average values of congestion), although such traffic
can be quite simply described. By resorting to ensemble averages - that
is, to the conceptual experiment of running a traffic system over and
over again from time 0 to time t with statistically identical inputs - it
is quite possible to define instantaneous values of congestion from various
points of view, although it is difficult to motivate a distinction between
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CC and TC. However, such generality would again serve only as a
distraction from the main issue. I therefore adopt the assumption of
stationarity: For present purposes this is a steady-state (equilibrium)
theory.

The reader must see now that this introduction is really a sop to
Cerberus. It records the framework of ideas in which the following re-
marks are couched, but very informally and on the assumption that the
reader is thoroughly familiar with the concepts and terminology of
traffic theory. I hope the loss of precision inherent in such a heuristic
approach is outweighed by the gain in simplicity.

II. CONGESTION IN THE SIMPLEST SITUATION

Let us first consider a single full -access trunk -group 9. Its relevant
properties are represented in Fig. 1. It consists of a number of channels.
Subscribers at one end communicate with those at the other over a
shared communication systeni which for our purposes consists of 9
alone. (We do not discuss communication between two subscribers at
one end of 9.) Two particular subscribers are labeled "A" and "B", and
we define the pair P as the pair (A,B). Traditional notions of blocking
and congestion in this situation refer to the state of 9. Of course in de-
fining CC from A's point of view we have to distinguish blocked states
in which A is busy from those in which A is idle; but the fundamental
concept is that of "all trunks of 9 busy". This is because the idea is
simple and makes sense: Either some trunks are idle or they are all
busy; and when all are busy, any subscriber either has a trunk or cannot
get one.

Now let us represent a typical period of time T for 9 as the sum of
periods x, y, u, and v, drawn as intervals in Fig. 2. The label "no path"
for intervals x and y means that all trunks of 9 are busy, and "path"

SUBSCRIBER
LINES

(TERMINALS)

- INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL

TRUNK GROUP S

-V'--BOUNDARY OF SHARED
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Fig. 1- Full -access trunk -group.
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y U V TIME

A BUSY A IDLE

0
NO PATH

A IDLE A BUSY

PATH

Fig. 2 - Division of time for g.

T

means that 9 has at least one idle trunk. With these conventions, it is
clear that the standard definition gives

x y

x+y-Fit-1-
(In each such expression, the number in parentheses specifies the figure
in which the symbols are defined.)

The intervals x and y in which there is "no path" are lumped together
in the formula for TC, as are u and v, because the wire chief's point of
view ignores the state of terminal A. "The wire chief's point of view"
is a traditional phrase which expresses the possibility of viewing the
possible paths between A and B with the interests of the shared com-
munication system rather than of the terminal -pair in mind. This view-
point reflects a concern for the network itself and its ability to establish
connections between pairs of terminals, and is therefore symmetric with
respect to A and B. In particular, congestion between A and B is natu-
rally seen as the fraction of time during which no path composed of idle
elements exists. The complementary point of view, emphasizing states
of the source, is known as that of the "particular subscriber" (a phrase
from which I shall often omit the first word). This concept of "point
of view" is useful, but requires considerably more discussion in the next
section.

Suppose that A's calling rate varies, and is on the average r(A)
times as large when there is no path through 9 as when there is a path.
Of course r(A) can represent either an instantaneous effect or one de-
pending on A's history. (Note that r(A) incorporates the effects of, but
is by no means simply related to, a change in A's calling rate triggered
by an unsuccessful attempt and persevering until a successful attempt.
If r(A) has such a cause, then probably r(A) > 1 with human callers;
but an automatic calling system might easily be designed to have r(A) < 1
in order to reduce the load on the switching equipment caused by un-
successful attempts.) If A can initiate a call only when idle, then the
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customary notion of call -congestion, the proportion of A's attempts
that are unsuccessful, is that

r(A)yCC = (Fig.2).
r(A)y u

If subscribers are not all alike, this formula may apply only to A, as
suggested by the traditional association of CC with the particular sub-
scriber's point of view.

If indeed A attempts calls only when idle, it may be totally uninterest-
ing to him to consider intervals of time during which he is busy. But
A may still want to distinguish between, on the one hand, the fraction
of his call -attempts which fail and, on the other hand, the fraction of that
time in which he can initiate calls during which attempts must fail.
Thus it is natural to define the modified (or conditional) time -congestion
as

MTC -
y u

Y (Fig.2).

Fig. 2 shows clearly that MTC, like CC, measures congestion from the
subscriber's point of view.

What relations hold among these three measures of congestion in
this situation? First, it is obvious that CC and MTC agree if and only
if r(A) = 1, and that CC < MTC if r(A) < 1 and vice versa. Second,
suppose that a relation R holds between the modified and ordinary
time -congestions, where R is either <, =, or >. Multiplying both sides
of the formula MTC R TC by (y u)(x y u v), we get y(x
y u v) R (x y)(y u). Subtraction of (xy y2 yu) from
both sides yields the result that MTC R TC if and only if yv R xu.
Whenever uy 0, it is helpful to rewrite this condition as

MTC R TC if and only if R .

u y

(In certain degenerate cases uy = 0. For example, if g contains c trunks
and there are c terminals at each end, y = 0 because A cannot be idle
when there is no path through g.) In the finite -source model analyzed
by Engset [Ref. 1, pp. 250-1], where r(A) = 1, the events A busy}
and { no path} are positively correlated, so that (v/u) < (x/y). There-
fore MTC < TC, and this in turn implies the well-known fact that
CC < TC. But notice that no inequality between MTC and TC inheres
in the definitions; it is not inconceivable that in some useful model
{A busy} and { no path} could be negatively correlated events, which
would make (v/u) > (x/y) and so reverse the previous inequality.
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We care most about the relation between call- and time -congestion.
The previous paragraph covers this for the special case in which r(A) = 1.
The procedure applied above, of cross -multiplication, cancellation, and
division by uy, shows that in general

CC R TC if and only if r(A) (1 v17,) R (1 + x)

Unless both CC and TC agree with MTC, we see that they are not very
likely to agree with each other. Also, the most natural assumptions
about a traffic system in the absence of information to the contrary
would be, first, that r(A) > 1, and second, that (v/u) < (x/y) because
of a positive correlation between the events {no path} and (A busy).
Unless put in quantitative form, these assumptions lead only to the
conclusion that MTC is likely to be smaller than both time- and call -
congestion.

For this situation we have defined three types of congestion. The
two kinds of time -congestion would agree if the probability of blocking
within the shared communication system were independent of the state
of the relevant source. CC agrees with MTC when a calling rate is
unaffected by the availability of desired paths. CC and TC agree if
both agree with MTC, or otherwise when r (A)[1 (v / u)] = 1 + (x / y)
Since these three measures of congestion can differ, all are of interest.

III. CONGESTION IN NETWORKS

A communication network at is sketched in Fig. 3; this one happens
to be a 3 -stage switching network. Before defining anything, we note
one fundamental difference from the simple example in Section II. It
makes sense to emphasize the dichotomy described by "all trunks of 9
busy" and "9 has some idle trunks". The isolated, full -access trunk -

BOUNDARY OF SHARED SUBSCRIBER
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM `, LINES

(TERMINALS)

NETWORK Ji.

Fig. 3 - Connecting network.
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group exemplifies the more general case of congestion in any one link,
composed of interchangeable (fully accessible) channels, of a communi-
cation network. For present purposes we can completely describe such
a link at a given instant by saying whether it does or does not contain
at least one idle channel. But, except in special cases of little interest,
no such concept as "et is busy" can be defined in a useful way. Even the
wire chief does not say, "My network is busy"; he says, "No paths
exist between the following pairs of customers". In a general network,
whether it be a switching network, a network of trunk groups, or a
combination of both to form a complete communication system, the
notion of blocking applies only to specific pairs P = (A,B) of terminals.
This is why so many investigators immediately fix their attention on the
subgraph g(P) of et corresponding to the various routes over which A
and B could be connected. Fig. 4 shows one conventional way of repre-
senting g(P) for the situation of Fig. 3. The nodes are switches and the
branches, links.

Let us take {P idle) to be the event that both A and B are idle, and
{P busy) the event that either A or B or both are busy; that is,
{P busy = P not idle). Then one possible way of subdividing a typical
period of time for 91 is shown in Fig. 5. Here the conditions "path" and
"no path" refer to the subgraph g(P), so that the entire subdivision
the period T is of interest only to the terminal -pair P. (It will of course
relate also to other pairs, if any, whose behavior is in every respect
statistically identical with that of P.) Let us call each quantity that is
most naturally defined by dividing time as in Fig. 5, congestion as meas-
ured for (or by) the particular pair. The nature and significance of this
convention are considered below.

(One important feature of the representation of Fig. 4 is that no branch
of g(P) is uniquely associated with one subscriber. Thus, as seen by the
pair P, g(P) is the entire shared communication system, just as 9 was
in the example of Section II; though of course the behavior of g(P) is
affected by traffic passing through the remainder of et. With this view-
point v 0 in Fig. 5; for it is quite possible for a path between A and
B to exist in g(P) when P is busy, because the terminal nodes of g(P)

LINK SWITCH

LINK

1ig. 4 - Subgraph g(P) of a.
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IU U TIME

O

P BUSY P IDLE

NO PATH IN g(P)

P IDLE P BUSY

PATH IN g(P)

Fig. 5 - Possible division of time for

T

are the switches to which A and B have access. I have gathered in
conversation that certain traffic theorists have a mental picture of a
like the one in Fig. 6, in which g(P) includes a branch for each subscriber.
The only effect of this change, when it exists, is to make the events
{P busy } and { path} incompatible. In this case v = 0 in Fig. 5. The
distinction between the conventions of Figs. 4 and 6 is conceptually
quite important, because Fig. 6 by itself can suggest the omission of

A

g(P)
PRIMARY SWITCH

/ LINE B

SUBSCRIBER
(TERMINAL)

Fig. 6 - Extended subgraph.

v from all our formulae. But the distinction does not affect the charac-
ter of the results discussed below, and so we assume the model of Fig.
4 without further comment.)

Returning to Fig. 5, it seems natural to define the time -congestion as

TC2 =
x y (Fig. 5),x d-yd-u±v

where the subscript "2" refers to measurement for the pair P. This
definition is clearly analogous to that of TC in Section II: For TC2 , being
a function of x y and of u v, is based only on what P sees as its
shared communication system; the states of the terminals are not taken
into account. On the other hand, the intervals x y and u v relate
to g(P) alone rather than to all of t. For these reasons we may call
TC2 "the wire chief's definition for the pair P", indicating that the
point of view is the wire chief's while the measurement is for (or by) the
particular pair.

Fig. 5 leads to natural definitions of MTC and CC (again as measured
for the pair), but only if we think of calls as being attempted between A
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and B only when P is idle. The usefulness of this convention, which is
discussed below, depends on the physical arrangements of the network.
It is hard to think of "attempts" in any other way in a connecting net-
work with gas -tube crosspoints, in which one tries to set up a connection
between two points by establishing a potential -difference between them;
if idle paths exist, the gas tubes along one of them will break down and
so connect the two points. Some forms of common control tend to lead
toward similar ideas; for example, it may be useful to think of a marker
as "attempting" to find a route between two devices only if both devices
are idle. Here we define the modified time -congestion as

MTC2 -yY (Fig.5),
u

and the call -congestion as

r(P)y
CC2 (Fig.5).r(P)y u

As in Section II we may distinguish between TC2 and these quantities
by saying that the latter reflect the viewpoint of a pair of subscribers
rather than of the wire chief, and thus by calling them "the subscribers'
definitions for the pair P".

With congestion measured for the pair in three ways, what about the
network as a whole? Surely we may want to know what fraction of all
calls offered to the network are blocked, or what fraction of time finds
the average pair unable, for lack of paths in 91, to establish a connection.
These questions are easily answered by averaging the previous quantities
over all pairs P. The resulting measures of congestion could be described
as "for the office, exchange, network, or system" or as the "office aver-
age", etc. Because "system" seems too broad a term, and in order not
to emphasize switching applications as opposed to trtmking, I choose
the term "network" to describe congestion averaged over all pairs.
This operation yields the quantities

TC2 = avg over P of TC2 ;
MTC2 = avg over P of MTC2

and

CC2 = weighted avg over P of CC2 ,

where the weighting in calculating the network -average call -congestion
is proportional to the average calling -rate for each P. (Such weights may
be very hard to find when r(P) 1.) Notice that, with homogeneity of
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subscribers, averaging has no effect: For example CC2 = CC2 if all
subscribers are alike.

In some networks it is possible for A to try to call B whenever A is
idle, regardless of B's state. Step-by-step switching is an obvious exam-
ple, as is the Bell System voice network including all its subscriber sets.
Even with common control, it is possible for a request for connection
to initiate search for an idle path even if detection of a busy destination
must follow establishment of a path through g(P). In fact there are
systems in which it is useful to imagine busy terminals as initiating
call -attempts. In an electronic central office, for example, a path is
sometimes reserved for a connection which is to be established as soon
as P becomes idle. In such a system an attempt can occur in the presence
of any combination of states of the terminals of a pair, and each such
combination may have a different associated calling -rate. The present
treatment is restricted to less formidable models. Nevertheless it is
important to realize that the situations in which only idle pairs make
attempts and in which any idle terminal can make attempts, are only
two of a large class of situations, many of the more complicated members
of which are of engineering interest.

Calls attempted by an idle source can be successful, or can fail because
there is no path in g(P) or because B is busy. In situations for which it
is important to distinguish between these sources of failure, the model
must surely allow for calls to busy terminals. We arrange this by drawing
Fig. 7. In a sense it subdivides time for A with respect to B, since the
event I path in g(P)) relates to a particular B. Fig. 7 suggests the defini-
tions

and

TC(i) =
x y

(Fig.7),

MTC0) - (Fig.7),
y u

CC(1) - r(A)y
r(A)y

u
(Fig.7),

U V TIME

A BUSY A IDLE

0 NO PATH IN g(P)

A IDLE A BUSY

PATH IN g(P)

Fig. 7 - Time subdivided for A w.r.t. B.
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which may be described as measures of congestion for one particular
terminal with respect to another (hence the subscript "(1)"). These
quantities agree as closely as possible with those (lacking subscripts)
of Section II. Notice also that Tea) = TC2 , a correspondence which
does not hold for MTC or CC.

The quantities just defined measure A's difficulties in trying to call
B. We can measure A's difficulties in making any calls by averaging
over all B. We obtain measures of congestion for the particular terminal:

TC1 = avg over B of TC(l) ;
IVITC1 = avg over B of AITC(i) ;

and

CC1 = weighted avg over B of CC(l) ,

where these weights are proportional to the frequencies with which A
calls the various B to whom he can be connected.

One more averaging process takes us to congestion as measured for
the network, for the case in which calls to busy destinations are possible.
We define

TC1 = avg over A of TC1 ;
MTC1 = avg over A of I\ITei.

;

and

CC1 = weighted avg over A of CC1 ,

with weights according to the relative frequencies with which the differ-
ent A place calls. Here, as before, the measurements before and after
averaging coalesce when terminals do not differ from each other. In any
case, because TC(1) = TC2 , we also know that TC1 = TC2 

For a general network, measures of congestion have been defined for
the pair and the network when attempts occur only between idle termi-
nals, and for the terminal and the network when any idle source can
attempt calls. In the latter situation, we also have measures of congestion
for the particular terminal with respect to one destination. These are
always useful because they lead to the particular terminal's measure-
ments; and they have intrinsic interest in those cases, such as the control
of electronic switching systems, in which it may be important to know
the congestion encountered by messages from one source to each of
several destinations. As for differences among the three quantities
TC, MTC, and CC, the discussion in Section II on ordering relations
carries over, mutatis mutandis, to the cases subscripted "(1)" and "2".
(Notice, however, what care must be taken when dividing by uy in
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repeating the calculations involving R. The generalization of the cau-
tionary example given above is that y = 0 in Fig. 5 whenever the net-
work l is non -blocking.) Similar arguments can be applied with caution
to the measures obtained by averaging. It is particularly important
that no simple formula for CC, can be written using an "f(P)" found
by taking a P -average of r(P); and so on.

Here we pause to summarize the measures of congestion defined above.
This is best done as in Table I, which shows how the proposed symbols
and terminology are related. A more accurate description of the mode
of operation associated with the number 1 in a subscript would be that
attempts are made without regard to the state of the destination; the
heading in the table is shorter and suggests the distinction that is often
most important. Classification by "point of view" is omitted entirely:
For as used here the phrase is merely dichotomous, the wire chief being
associated with TC and the particular subscriber with MTC and CC,
so that the names "time -congestion" etc. are adequate by themselves.
"Measurement for (or by)" is a new classification which supplies words
to go with the subscripts and bars. The word "terminal" is used in
column headings instead of "subscriber" because the latter would be too
reminiscent of classification by point of view.

We have not yet considered the important case in which a single source
A tries to call a "destination" consisting of several terminals, such as a
group of outgoing trunks. Quite different paths through the network
may lead from A to various equally useful members of the "destination".
The discussion of Jacobaeus's work2 in Section IV covers congestion in
this situation.

Before concluding that each of our apparent plethora of definitions
is necessary, we must ask this question: Is there really a non -trivial
difference between quantities defined for the case in which attempts
occur only when P is idle, as in Fig. 5, and those for the case of Fig. 7 in
which a busy terminal can be called? We answer this question in terms

TABLE I - MEASURES OF CONGESTION

Mode of Operation: Attempts when P Idle

As measured for:

Type of con-
gestion:

Time:
Modified

time:
Call:

Pair

TO,

MTC2

CC2

Network

TO,

MTC2

CC2

Attempts Possible to Busy Terminal

Terminal
w. r. t. One

Destination

TO (1)

MTC(t)

00(1)

Terminal Network

TC1

MTC1

CC'

TC1

MTC1

CC1
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of Fig. 8, which combines Figs. 5 and 7. The intervals x, y, u. and v are
as in Fig. 5, but the time when P is busy is labeled according to whether
A is busy or idle, and x and v are subscripted correspondingly. The
most restricted definition of TC - that with subscript "2" or "(1)" -
depends only on {path} or {no path} in g(P), and is the same for both
modes of operation. But

MTC2 - (Fig. 8)
y

and

MTC(i) = x1y (Fig. 8).
xi y u vi

Cross -multiplication and cancellation as before show that

MTC2 R MTC(l) if and only if (1 + v2) R (1 + xi,

again assuming that uy # 0, and after adding 1 to both sides for later
convenience. Although the state of B is unspecified when A is busy and
P is busy, certainly B is busy when P is busy and A is idle as in the
periods xi and v i . It follows that

U Vi

and likewise

(Fig 8)
Pr{P idle I path }

. -
Pr {A idle I path }

Pr{B idle & A idle I path}
Pr {A idle I path

= Pr{B idle I A idle & path},

xi ± y (Fig. 8) = Pr{ B idle I A idle & no path}.

These quantities are the reciprocals of those appearing in the previous

rb

x

X L

U

VL

V

Vb TIME

A BUSY

O

A IDLE

P BUSY P IDLE

NO PATH IN g(P)

P IDLE

A IDLE A BUSY

P BUSY

PATH IN g(P)

Fig. 8- Further subdivision of time for N.

T
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relation. Subtracting both of them from 1, we find that MTC2 R ITC(,)
if and only if

Pr {B busylA idle & path} R Pr { B busylA idle & no path}.

In some models, Pr {B busy } is not affected by the existence or non-
existence of a path from A when A is idle. But in most systems in which
the terminal B contributes a positive fraction of the traffic carried in
g(P), Pr {B busy} is so affected, and MTC2 must differ from MTC(i)

A similar argument applies to call -congestion. Because

r(P)y(Fig.
CC2 ( F i g. 8)r(P)y u

and

r(A) (xi y)
CC(1) = (Fig. 8),

r(A)(xi y) u

we can show that CC2 R CCU) when

1 ± (vi/u) r(A)
1 + (Xi/y) r(P)'

assuming r(P)uy 0. Equality in this relation requires either an un-
likely coincidence or agreement of both the MTCs and the calling -rate
ratios. Only these last need further comment. Whenever it is reasonable
to think of the calling rate of P as being composed of calls attempted by
A and by B, the ratios r(A) and r(P) are equal if the calling rates of A
and B (to each other) respond in the same way to a "no path" condi-
tion in g(P). This they may or may not do, but anyway this question
is independent of whether calls attempted by P are made up equally of
calls from A and from B.

Having observed a genuine difference between the "pair -attempt"
and "source -attempt" models, we return to Fig. 8 to tie off one more
loose end. The definition of r(P) seems natural; but suppose that, when
calls to busy terminals are possible, changes in A's calling rate occur
in response to the failure of attempts, with no distinction between busy -
terminal and blocked -path failures. It is even possible to imagine aver-
age relative calling -rates rp(A) during {no path} and rB(A) during
{path & B busy}, although relating these ratios to A's rules of operation
might be extremely difficult. Such a model would generalize the defini-
tion of call -congestion to

rp(A)(xi y)CC04,) - (Fig.8),
rp(A)(xi y) u ra(A)vi
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which still measures the frequency of blocking due only to {no path}.
Here I drop this line of thought, which can be extended if necessary
in a particular application. (The possibility of defining CC so as to
illuminate particular matters of interest is discussed by S. P. Lloyd
in an unpublished Bell Laboratories memorandum. He treats especially
the problem of correcting the apparently high CC caused by A's "ex-
treme impatience" in retrying very rapidly after an attempt fails.)
The main point is that the theorist may want to describe A's behavior
as conditional upon the state of the system, whereas A actually responds
to the results of his call -attempts or to other sampled data on the sys-
tem's states.

1V. QUANTITIES CALCULATED IN THE LITERATURE

The purpose of this section is to compare the foregoing ideas with
discussions in several papers on connecting networks. We begin with
the monumental 1950 paper by Jacobaeus.2 Syski, in his book,' achieves
wonders of condensation in his excellent summary of this paper, mostly
in Section 1 of Chapter 8, "Link Systems". Although Syski's book is
available to most readers, I think it will be best to quote certain passages
in full from Jacobaeus. The essential remarks are in Chapter 4, "Prin-
ciples of Congestion Calculation in a Link System", and Chapter 9,
"Formulae for Call Congestion in a Link System", of Ref. 2. They
correspond to Sections 1.1.2, 1.1.3, 1.2.1, and 1.7.2 of Syski's Chapter 8.

The portion of a system analyzed by Jacobaeus consists of two switch-
ing stages and the links joining them. Fig. 9 illustrates his nomencla-
ture, which I use in order to facilitate comparison with his paper; Ameri-
can terms appear in parentheses. An "A -device" is an inlet to a primary
switch (strictly, a switch in the first stage considered), and an "A -group"
is the set of inlets to one switch. A "B -device" is a primary -secondary
link, and a "B -column" is the set of links emanating from one primary
switch. Thus a B -device connects a primary outlet to a secondary inlet.
A "C -device" is an outlet from a secondary switch, and a "route" is
generally a "C -column", which is the set of corresponding outlets of the
secondary switches. For example the second C -column is the set of
second outlets of secondary switches. A route may consist of a part of a
C -column, or of more than one.

Jacobaeus calculates, under various conditions, the probability that
an A -device has no access to a particular route. He does this by writing
first the probability that p of the C -devices of the route are busy; then
multiplying by the probability that the in - p B -devices (links) leading
to the idle C -devices are also busy; and finally summing over p. This
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Fig. 9 - Nomenclature of Jacobacus.
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procedure yields his basic congestion -equation [Jacobaeus, p. 11, equa-
tion (1); Syski, p. 437, equation (2.1)]. The first ingredient of the product
just described is a probability distribution for the number of busy C -
devices in a route. The second ingredient is a distribution for the number
of busy links in a specified part of a B -column. Three topics account for
much of the length of Jacobaeus's paper. One is the correct choice of
these two distributions in each situation studied. (It is easier to under-
stand Jacobaeus's discussion of this topic with the aid of Syski's re-
marks [p. 439] on the meanings of the various traffic parameters used.)
The second is the inaccuracy caused by assuming independence of the
instantaneous link- and route -loads, as represented by multiplying the
two blocking -probabilities. The third is the inaccuracy caused by ap-
proximating some of the difficult summations arising from the basic
equation.

It is clear that this basic equation, as used in Chapters 5-8, 10, and 11
of Jacobaeus, yields Tea) , where this "congestion" is contributed by
the portion of a system included in this model. We see this for the fol-
lowing reasons: First, the basic equation ignores the state of the calling
A -device. Second, the goal of a call -attempt is not one destination but
a route, consisting of several equally useful C -devices, and usually
considered to be loaded with traffic from many sources according to
Erlang's B -formula (first loss -formula). Third, calls are placed without
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prior regard to the state of the desired route. Fourth, the equation holds
for a single A -group calling a single route. Thus Tem is measured for
the particular terminals which share one primary switch, with respect
to the class of destinations attainable via one route (which may be a
trunk group). This measurement is as particular as possible, given that
almost any switching system has some symmetries among its terminals.

Application of the basic equation in such a way as to account for
finite -source effects appears to yield CC(i) . However, since the case in
which r(A) 1 is never mentioned, this quantity cannot here be dis-
tinguished from MTC(i) .

These views are partially confirmed by Jacobaeus on p. 23 of his Chap-
ter 9:

"The congestion formulae derived in the preceding chapters have all referred
to the usual congestion concept, time congestion. The quantity used to express
the congestion is the fraction of time during which the loading in the switching
system is such that a new call cannot be switched. It is also possible to consider
the call congestion, the fraction of the total number of calls which are blocked
owing to a shortage of means of connection. In a full availability group loaded
with random traffic the call congestion is equal to the time congestion, because
the probability of a new call is always the same independent of the conditions
ruling in the group. The condition for this is that there should be an infinite
number of traffic sources, which must be the case if the traffic is to be truly
random.
"In the majority of the connection systems treated above, the number of
traffic sources in each A -group has been limited. ... It may therefore be expected
that the call congestion will have a smaller value than the time congestion."

There is further discussion [pp. 24, 38] of the finite size of an A -group,
mostly with respect to the question of independence of sources. Jaco-
baeus points out that A -devices are truly independent only when they
are "direct traffic -producers: subscribers' lines. . . . Otherwise the A -
devices are secondary traffic sources, that is they derive their traffic
from a large number of traffic sources by way of a concentrating device."
We see that the "particular terminal" for which measurements are made
may in fact be a "source" within the shared communication system, de-
pending on what portion of the system is selected for study by means
of this two -stage model. (Actually Jacobaeus discusses extensions of
his method to more stages.)

We note in passing that some of the distributions substituted into the
basic equation apply only when blocked calls are held (i.e., remain in
the system for a length of time which does not depend on when or
whether the desired path becomes available). Jacobaeus discusses this
point [pp. 35, 38]. Relevant formulae appear in his Chapter 7; see also
equations (2.15-17) of Syski [p. 442]. This situation is represented by
the possibility, because of the presence of concentrating primary
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switches, that an A -device can be busy even when all B -devices for the
same A -group are occupied by other sources. This cannot happen in
the model of C. Y. Lee, to which we turn next, since he writes [Ref. 3,
p. 1300, footnote] that "we restrict our attention to networks consisting
of switches of non -blocking type".

The ideas of Jacobaeus form the closest possible analogue in the gen-
eral case to the simple approach of Section II. In Lee's paper we expect
to find measurements for the pair rather than for the particular terminal,
since he writes in his Introduction [Ref. 3, p. 1288], ". . . methods for cal-
culating . . . in a gas tube network are . . . given . . ." (see above, p. 2280).
Our expectation is confirmed; for, although the links of Lee's subgraphs
g(P) are directed, his methods of calculation are symmetric and do not
distinguish between sources and destinations. (See especially his Section
4.3, in particular the subsection on end -matching [p. 1311] in which a
"voltage is applied to both ends of the network simultaneously (across
a single input and a single output)".) I believe that Lee's use of directed
links serves merely to specify, out of the geometrically possible ones,
the allowed paths for a call in g(P). But Lee does not discuss the pair -
vs -terminal issue. In applying his model to line -switched traffic in a
trunking network, one would naturally calculate congestion for one
terminal, possibly with respect to another. This point is not important,
for, as we see below, it cannot really be decided.

The essential attribute of Lee's model is that it ignores the states of
terminals. He shows a four -stage switching network together with a
subgraph g(P) [Ref. 3, Figs. 3.2-3]; each possible path in the latter
consists of just three branches. Such a model corresponds to our Fig. 4
rather than Fig. 6. The quantity found directly by Lee is "P(i,j) the
probability of all paths from input i to output j busy" [p. 1300]. This
quantity corresponds to our TC2. The question of pair or terminal
discussed above is moot because, as we recall from p. 2282 above, TC2
agrees with TC(I) ; their measurements diverge only for MTC and CC.

Lee introduces the important idea of blocking -probability for a
network as an average of such probabilities over all terminal -pairs
[p. 1300, equation (3.1)]. This, the quantity of major interest to Lee in
parts of his paper, is of course our TC2. Furthermore, Lee sometimes
assumes complete interchangeability of terminals [Section 3, p. 1300]:
"In this section, we assume P(i,j) to be independent of i and j . . . ."
In this case, TC2 = TC2 for every terminal -pair.

Lee's methods apply directly only to the (approximate) calculation of
TC. His results are therefore consonant with those of Jacobaeus on TC,
although these results are approached by the one on behalf of the pair
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and by the other on behalf of the source. It also seems clear from Lee's
Section 4, in which he applies his methods to problems of retrials and
connection time and discusses the results, that his formulae are meant
to be taken as yielding CC2 . I think this intention constitutes an im-
plicit assumption of what Jacobaeus (as quoted above) called "truly
random traffic"; that is, that r(P) = 1 and that there are "infinitely
many" sources.

The paper by Grantges and Sinowitz4 is important because it extends
the methods of the earlier literature and launches a practical attack on
the problems of independence, network size, and computational com-
plexity from which all researches in this field have suffered. They say
[Ref. 4, p. 969] that "the nodes of the graph represent network switches
and the directed branches of the graph represent network links". Their
Figs. 1 and 2(a) [p. 970] show that, as in my Fig. 4, no branch of a
subgraph is associated with any single terminal. Their "program is
based on a simplified mathematical model of switching networks de-
veloped by C. Y. Lee" [Ref. 4, p. 967]. They assume [p. 969] stationary
traffic, non -blocking switches, and complete equivalence among termi-
nals. As discussed above, this last assumption makes network averages
agree with measurements for one pair or terminal. I write here of the
quantity that is calculated directly, and therefore ignore the symmetry
that also yields measures of congestion for the whole network.

The previous paragraph shows that the mental picture of Grantges
and Sinowitz is compatible with that embodied in this paper. Let us
now examine the first paragraph beginning on p. 976 of Ref. 4. The
predecessor of that paragraph discusses congestion in the simple context
of a full -access trunk -group. The paragraph in question describes the
attitude taken by the authors toward the problem of more general
networks. They say that " . . . the measure of most concern to the net-
work designer is call congestion. Now if it is assumed that calls originate
completely independent of the state of the network, time congestion
will equal call congestion. Such an assumption is unjustified if calls
cannot originate from busy lines, since time congestion conventionally
includes busy line periods while call congestion excludes them." The
last clause means "excludes from both numerator and denominator of
the ratio", as is clear from all our formulae for TC and CC. The second
sentence just quoted must mean that TC and CC would have the same
formula; and indeed our expression naturally defining CC would be the
same as that for the corresponding TC if call -attempts occurred (as
they do in Erlang's infinite -source model) without regard to the state
of the network. This possibility is ruled out in the third sentence, which
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simply observes that the formulae for the two quantities differ. Of course,

as our Section III shows, it is because calls often cannot originate from
busy lines that we conventionally exclude busy -line periods in defining
CC. Grantges and Sinowitz continue, "It is, however, reasonable to
assume that idle pairs of terminals originate calls at a constant rate
independent of the state of the network." (This sentence restricts us to
measurements for the particular pair: that is, to TC2 , MTC2 , and CC2 ,

with the proviso that the network averages are included by symmetry.)
"In particular, there must be no change in the calling rate after a blocked
call." (In other words r(P) = 1.) "If, under this assumption, time con-
gestion is modified to include only periods in which both lines are idle, it
will be equal to call congestion." (Here they recognize that MTC2 = CC2
when r(P) = 1.) "Actually, even if the foregoing assumption is
not met, the time between calls is likely to be much longer than the
time taken by the network to return to equilibrium, so that, again, the
modified time congestion will be close to the call congestion." (That
is, MTC2 is near CC2 when r(P) is near unity.)

In the second paragraph beginning on p. 976, Grantges and Sinowitz

go on to say, "With a suitable choice of branch occupancies, Lee's model
allows the computation of call congestion. Alternatively, the branch
occupancies may be chosen so as not to reflect the requirement that only
idle terminals are to be considered, thus allowing the computation of
time congestion." Here "suitable" means that branch occupancies are
[p. 977, footnote] "chosen to reflect the requirement that the input-
output terminals j,k are idle by (usually) subtracting the load contrib-
uted by the terminals j,k from the assumed carried link loads". This
confirms the claim that the pair's measurement is calculated, since
otherwise one would subtract the load contributed by one terminal

alone.
It appears from all this that the NEASIM program of Grantges and

Sinowitz was designed to find (approximately) either TC2 or, after
correction of branch occupancies, MTC2 , the latter quantity being
supposed very close to CC2 on the ground that r(P) is very near 1. This
situation agrees with that of Lee's paper, though the latter does not
mention the correction procedure needed to find CC2. Neither paper
mentions the possibility of call -attempts to busy terminals, but the
correction procedure is easily modified, as mentioned above, to cover
that case. Since the output of the NEASIM program [Ref. 4, p. 975] is a
functional relationship between sets of branch occupancies and proba-
bilities that no path exists through g(P), no decision is actually built
into the program as to which measure of congestion is calculated. The
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user makes this choice separately by relating terminal loads to branch
occupancies, a process which may have to be iterative and to rely on
routing assumptions in order to ensure consistency.

V. DISCUSSION

Before summarizing the implications of this approach we must re-
consider the question of applicability mentioned in Section I. It is not
really profitable to try to characterize exactly (beyond the need for
stationarity) models in which the mathematical limits required by the
present method, with its use of conditional calling -rates and finite T,
exist and agree in pairs. Instead we should look upon the arguments
leading to Table I as exemplifying a point of view which is, if flexibly
applied, relevant to a wide range of traffic systems.

Section IV shows that the thirteen independent entries of Table
I - (recall that TC2 and TC2 agree with TC(l) and TC1 respectively)
- suffice, as they stand, for interpreting a variety of investigations in
the literature. What can be said about this approach in cases of doubt,
or when it is clear that a system requires new and more appropriate
definitions? We need only to remember that such sketches as appear in
Figs. 2, 5, 7, and 8 are intended merely to represent in a manageable
way certain conceptually simple processes of measurement. For TC
or for MTC such a process requires two clocks, one or both of them
controlled by switches whose states reflect the defining states of the
network under study. The measurement of CC requires instead two
counters, which count respectively blocked attempts and all attempts
of the desired categories.

For illustration consider a source A which, after every blocked at-
tempt, makes retrials at a steadily increasing rate until the desired
connection is set up. Application of one of our formulae for CC would
require knowledge of r(A), a quantity more difficult to evaluate in this
case than call -congestion itself. But it is simple in principle just to
count attempts and blocked attempts, which define CC directly. What
is not so clear is whether this definition is useful. If periods during
which a call -attempt of A would be blocked tend to be rare but long-
lived, a very few unsuccessful first -attempts can lead to a high value of
CC. When the cost incurred through failure to deliver a message in-
creases rapidly with time, as does the retrial rate, this measure of con-
gestion may be appropriate. Under other circumstances it may be pref-
erable to count only first attempts and blocked first -attempts, or to
count blocked retrials with a weighting factor that decreases with retrial
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number. The conceptual framework proposed here should not obscure
the fact that measures of call -congestion can always be understood by
reference to the idea of counting call -attempts; and similarly for time -
congestion and the measurement of time intervals. The hard part in
practice is to choose a definition whose behavior accurately reflects the
usefulness of a system's performance.

Furthermore, conceptual simplicity does -not guarantee utility. Direct
measurement of MTC2 requires a clock that knows when both A and B
are idle and when there is no idle path in g(P). Especially in a large net-
work, this is likely to be impossible or impractical. One must often
estimate congestion indirectly and in finite time, rather than measure it.
This brings up such matters as sampling bias and efficiency, cost of
instrumentation, and so on. Thus in choosing a definition of congestion
one must consider not only its purpose, as discussed above, but also the
cost of, and attainable accuracy in, measuring (or estimating) the
quantity defined.

These interesting problems are not covered in this paper, which treats
only the concept of congestion. I think we can attribute much of the
confusion which has characterized this subject to the natural tendency
of authors to treat highly symmetric models. Neither the row nor the
column structure of Table I is significant when traffic is truly random
and all terminals are alike. But the principal conclusion of this paper
is that the distinctions embodied in Table I should be kept in mind.
In other words it is always useful, if only as a precaution, to ask in
what mode a system operates, for what entity congestion is to be meas-
ured, and what type of congestion is of interest.

A subsidiary conclusion is that there is no sharp distinction between
trunking networks and switching networks, but rather a range of salient
properties characteristic of various kinds of communication networks.
Instead the basic division is between general networks, as treated in
Section III, and single links of networks (links composed of one or more
channels), for which the simpler discussion of Section II is adequate.
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100A Protection Switching System

By H. D. GRIFFITIIS and J. NEDELKA
(Manuscript received July 12, 1965)

The 100A Protection Switching System is intended to ensure
continuity of service in TD Microwave Radio Relay Systems by
transferring service from a failed working channel to a standby
protection channel. Switching is done at IF on a switching section
basis. A switching section may contain up to ten radio repeater sta-
tions, with the average section containing three to four repeaters. A
fully equipped 100A system provides means to replace any one of
ten regular channels with either of two protection channels. Two regu-
lar channels may be switched simultaneously to the two protection
channels. The circuit interruption due to a fade initiated or a mainte-
nance switch is less than 10 microseconds. The interruption due to an
equipment failure is less than 35 milliseconds, a time short enough to
prevent false operations in the telephone switching plant. The control in-
formation necessary to sequence the operation of the switches at the
transmitting and receiving ends of the switching section consists of coded
voice -frequency tones. These may be transmitted over any reliable
voice -frequency facility having suitable transmission and delay char-
acteristics. All of the active devices in the system are solid state. The
system requires sources of both +24 and -24 volt power.

I. INTRODUCTION

The high reliability demanded of microwave radio relay systems
requires that protection be provided against system outages that
occur as a result of fading or equipment failures. This protection is
obtained by frequency diversity through the use of standby protec-
tion channels and an automatic protection switching system. Each
radio relay route is divided into a number of switching sections, each
of which may contain up to ten radio repeaters. One or two of the
total number of radio channels in the switching section are designated
as protection channels. The automatic protection switching system uses
the protection channels to replace failed regular channels by operat-
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ing IF switches at the transmitting and receiving ends of the switch-
ing section. By manual operation of the IF switches, the protection
channels may also serve as alternate facilities during an emergency
or while maintenance is being performed on a regular channel.

The original protection switching system developed for use with
the long haul TD -2 system has a capability of protecting any one
of the five regular working channels with one protection channel.' It
was first placed in service in 1953 and since that time has given
consistently good performance. About 1960 the TD -2 system was ex-
panded to 12 channels through the use of channels placed interstitially
with the original 6, and many routes are now equipped with both
the regular and the interstitial channels. A second one -for -five
switching system is, therefore, required to provide protection for
these interstitial channels. However, a much better over-all pro-
tection switching arrangement results if the regular and the inter-
stitial channels are combined into a two protection and ten regular
working channel system, i.e., a two -for -ten system. By selecting the
protection channels with maximum frequency separation, the chance
of having at least one protection channel available during periods of
heavy fading is greatly increased. Also, while one of the protection
channels is being used to carry service during the maintenance of a
regular channel, the second protection channel is available to guard
against a failure of one of the remaining regular channels or the first
protection channel. The 100A Protection Switching System was devel-
oped to fill this need of a two -for -ten system. The 100A system will op-
erate with both the existing TD -2 system and the TD -3 system.

II. SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

Since the 100A system is intended for use with existing installations
of TD -2 as well as new routes, its design must be compatible with ex-
isting system arrangements. Therefore, like the earlier one -for -five sys-
tem, switching is done at IF on a switching section basis, and all of the
monitoring, switching, and control equipment is confined to the trans-
mitting and receiving ends of the switching section. However, since
on some new routes, the radio system initially may have only one
working channel, the 100A system must also accommodate radio
systems with as few as one protection and one regular channel.

The IF switch at the transmitting end of the switching section
bridges the regular channel to the protection channel. The IF switch at
the receiving end transfers the channel output from the regular channel
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to the protection channel. The two IF switches at the ends of the section
must therefore operate in proper time sequence to minimize service inter-
ruptions. It also follows that if a regular channel fails suddenly, time
will be required to recognize that the failure has taken place and time
will be required to pass the control information between the transmitting
and receiving ends to operate the IF switches in their proper sequence.
The total interruption time for an equipment failure has a lower limit
determined by the length of the switching section and the type of facility
used to pass the control information. In any case, the interruption will
be long enough to cause a hit in data transmission. For the 100A sys-
tem, a limit' of 35 milliseconds has been set. Typically, most switch-
ing sections have equipment failure interruption times of less than
30 milliseconds.

Circuit interruptions due to equipment type failures occur less
frequently than those caused by fading or maintenance switching. The
maximum fading rate experienced on working systems seldom ex-
ceeds 100 db per second. In about 35 milliseconds (time to complete a
switch) the channel has faded at this maximum rate an additional
3.5 db. Thus, in the case of a switch which is fade initiated, the re-
ceiving end transfer is made between a slightly degraded regular
channel and a good protection channel. In the case of a maintenance
switch, the transfer will be made between two good channels. In both
cases the interruption time is dependent only on the transfer time of
the receiving end switch. Through the use of diode type switches this
interruption time is held to less than 10 microseconds, a time suffi-
ciently short to prevent a hit for moderate speed data transmission, if
the transmission times of the radio channels are equalized.2

Channel quality at any time is determined by the signal-to-noise
ratio of the recovered baseband signal. This can be monitored in a
number of ways. In the TH Radio System, the received carrier power
at each radio repeater is monitored through the automatic gain con-
trol circuits. When the carrier power falls to a predetermined value
resulting in a definite signal-to-noise ratio, a relay removes a tone
on an auxiliary radio channel which also passes through the repeater
station. The absence of this tone at the receiving end of the auxiliary
channel is the signal for the switching system to initiate a switch. In
the one -for -five system for TD -2, channel quality is determined by
monitoring the baseband noise in a slot at about 9 mc, a frequency
well above the top message frequency. A sufficient increase in the
noise results in a switch request. This method allows all of the
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monitoring equipment to be concentrated at the receiving end of the
switching section and removes the need to connect the switch controls
into the auxiliary radio channel at each repeater. However, the base -
band response over the switching section must be good to 9 mc to
ensure a reasonably constant relationship between noise at 9 mc and
noise at the lower baseband frequencies. Carrier is also monitored
at the receiving end of the switching section in TD -2. This is done to
protect against an equipment failure which might occur in the last
radio repeater at a point where a noise initiated switch would not be
called for. The TD -2 approach was adopted for the 100A system for
the following reasons: (i) it has worked well with the earlier sys-
tem, (ii) no auxiliary channel is available, and (iii) considerable
modification would be required to each TD -2 radio repeater to pro-
vide the monitoring facilities.

Reliability is a major consideration in the design of a switching
system. Circuits in the 100A system are very conservatively designed
and use only solid-state devices. Alarms and indications are provided to
call attention to a system malfunction or a prolonged switching opera-
tion. However, since many of the circuits in the 100A system are trigger
circuits, i.e., one transistor of a pair is on while the second is carrying
no current, an actual operating test is the only effective way of checking
for a quiet failure. To check for these quiet failures, the 100A system
includes an automatic test circuit (referred to as an exerciser) which
once daily, or on request, makes and restores switches from all regular
channels to each of the protection channels. If a switch operation is
not completed within a predetermined time, the channel at fault is
identified and an alarm is initiated.

The continuity of transmission through the switching section, how-
ever, depends not only on the switching system to carrying out normal
switching activities, but also making the right decision in the face
of abnormal conditions. One such abnormal condition would be a
failure of the control line connecting the receiving and transmitting
end equipment. The failure could include an open circuit condition,
high noise, or interfering tones. Unless precautions are taken, all of
these conditions could result in false transmitting end switch opera-
tions since the logic and master control point is at the receiving end
and the transmitting end is a slave unit. In the 100A system each
switch order consists of a two-tone code combination. These tone
combinations are decoded by the transmitting logic. If the tone com-
bination is a valid one and remains uninterrupted for a predeter-
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mined interval, then and only then, will a switch operation proceed.
To guard against a high random noise level from simulating a valid
order, noise level sensing circuits are used on the tone control line.
These circuits prevent a switch action when the line is noisy.

Safeguards must also be built into the receiving end equipment
to guard against a control line failure. Each switch order that is
originated must be timed. If the logic at the receiving end of the sys-
tem does not obtain verification that a switch operation is completed
within the timing interval, then a new switch order to the second
protection channel must be originated. If the second protection
channel is not available, an immediate alarm must be given to the
operating personnel. Similarly, if an order to take down a switch is
not carried out in the required timing interval, the receiving end
switch must be held operated and maintenance personnel must be
warned. Therefore, the receiving end equipment must time and check
the sequence of all its signal inputs. Any abnormal sequence of events,
whether due to the control line or other system failures, must be proc-
essed, identified and translated to a warning to the maintenance per-
sonnel.

III. OVER-ALL SYSTEM OPERATION

A simplified block diagram showing the important interconnections
of a typical one-way switching section using the 100A system is shown
in Fig. 1. Transmission is from main station P to main station Q, over
the ten regular channels designated A through J, and the protection
channels designated X and Y. At the auxiliary station S, one or more
of the regular and both protection channels are branched to provide
a side leg TV drop facility. The switching equipment is confined to
the two main stations P and Q and the auxiliary station S. All of
the switching in the section is done at the 70-mc IF by means of fast
acting diode switches which are shown symbolically as single -pole,
double -throw switches. The automatic switching is initiated and con-
trolled by the receiving end equipment at station Q. Switching at
the transmitting and auxiliary stations is coordinated with the re-
ceiving end by means of tones transmitted over the voice -frequency
facility which may be independent of the radio route. One voice -
frequency line is required for each protection channel. A similar
arrangement is required to provide protection switching for the op-
posite direction of transmission in the same switching section.
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Fig. 1- Switching section - simplified IF block diagram.

OUT

All the radio channels are monitored at IF at the receiving end
of the switching section by initiators bridged to each of the chan-
nels. These initiators continuously measure the IF carrier level and the
channel noise. If either should become unsatisfactory, a switch
request is made if a regular channel is involved or a switch inhibit-
ing order is originated if a protection channel is involved. If an
initiator for a regular channel makes a switch request, the receiv-
ing end logic, in conjunction with the protection channel initiators
and associated circuits, determines if a protection channel is avail-
able for service. If a protection channel is available, an order is sent
by means of a coded group of order tones over the voice -frequency
control line to the transmitting end. The transmitting end equipment
decodes the order and bridges the failed regular channel to the se-
lected protection channel. The auxiliary switching station also re-
ceives the order but no immediate action is taken.

The transmitting end bridge is made when the IF switch operates
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to provide transmission on both a regular and a protection channel
simultaneously. Operation of the switch also removes the output of
the IF carrier supply from the protection channel. The IF carrier
supply provides the idle protection channel with IF carrier and a
7-mc pilot tone. The absence of the pilot tone, which is detected by
the pilot detector associated with the protection channel initiator at
the receiving end of the system, notifies the receiving end logic that
the bridge at the transmitting end has been made. A receive end
transfer is then made from the regular to the protection channel After
the transfer is made, a guard tone, which is normally present on the
voice -frequency line, is removed. The absence of the guard tone tells
the auxiliary switching station to complete the switch from the de-
fective regular channel to the protection channel and provides an
additional safeguard against accidental removal of the transmitting
end bridge.

When the regular channel again becomes good, the receiving and
transmitting end switches are restored. First, the receiving end switch
is restored to its normal state. Then simultaneously, the switch order
tones are removed and the guard tone is restored. This results in the
removal of the bridge at the transmitting end, and the restoral of the
transfer at the auxiliary switching station.

IV. SIMPLIFIED SWITCHING SYSTEM

A one -for -one protection switching system which does not re-
quire a voice -frequency control line is also provided as part of the
100A system. In this arrangement, a permanent bridge is made be-
tween the two channels at the transmitting end of the switching section.
Switching between the regular and protection channels at the receiving
end of the section is under the control of the two monitoring initiators
and the receiving end logic. Switching and restoring is made without
the delay caused by the transmission of the switching tones of the regu-
lar system. The simplified system may be expanded into a full ten regu-
lar two protection system by the addition of the voice -frequency facility
and appropriate plug-in units.

V. RECEIVING END

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the receiving end of the switching sys-
tem. The regular and protection channels are taken from the IF in-
terconnecting circuits through IF amplifiers to the IF receiving
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switch. This switch acts as a transfer type switch allowing either
the regular or the protection channel to be connected to the switch
output. Also, provision is made in the switch to connect the output of
the protection channel directly to external circuits, thus allowing ac-
cess to the protection channel should it be required for emergency
service.

The regular and protection channels are also connected to the
initiators through directional couplers and level restoring IF ampli-
fiers. The initiators monitor the channels for noise and carrier. The
regular and protection channel initiators are identical, but are used
at different sensitivities. The regular channel initiators are set to in-
dicate that a channel is bad on noise corresponding to a 35-db fade
in a nominal TD -2 radio repeater section. The protection channel
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initiators are set to indicate that a channel is bad on noise corresponding
to a 33-db fade. Both regular and protection channel initiators indicate
a bad channel on an 18-db drop in carrier. The difference in initiator
channel noise settings helps to prevent unnecessary switching on pre-
vious section failures. When a previous section failure occurs, the regular
channel initiators in succeeding sections may also indicate that the
channel is bad and request protection. After the head end bridge is made
in a succeeding section, the apparent simultaneous failure of both the
regular and protection initiators is interpreted by the receiving logic as
a previous section failure and no receiving end switch is ordered. It is
important, therefore, that the protection channel initiator operate rap-
idly when a head end bridge is made to a noisy channel; this is obtained
by setting the protection channel initiator to operate at a smaller depth
of fade than a regular channel initiator.

Associated with each protection channel initiator is a pilot detector.
This circuit monitors the 7 -me pilot tone normally present on the
idle protection channel. The output signals from all the initiators and
the pilot detectors are fed directly to the receiving logic circuit.
These signals are used by the receiving logic to determine the oper-
ations of the switching system. The receiving logic controls the re-
ceiving IF switch through the IF switch control circuits. The switch
control circuits in turn notify the receiving logic whether the receiving
switch is operated or nonoperated. The receiving logic also controls
the operation of the transmitting and auxiliary station switches by
turning on the appropriate tone oscillators to produce the required
order tone combinations.

The system may be controlled by the operating personnel di-
rectly through the manual switch control circuits or the override
switch control circuits. The manual switch control circuits are located
at the receiving end of the system only and control system operation
by giving simulated channel good or bad indications to the receiving
end logic. The override switch control circuits are located at both the
transmitting and receiving ends of the system. They operate the IF
switches directly by de control voltages and override any of the nor-
mal logic and control. Manual switching is used to carry out all the
normal maintenance switching. Override switching is used only when
there is a voice -frequency control line malfunction or when the logic
is being maintained.

The manual switch controls are on a per channel basis. To make
a manual switch, the regular channel is made to look bad to the
receiving logic independent of its actual condition. In addition to mak-
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ing and restoring switches, the manual switch control circuits may be
used to inhibit switching to a channel by "locking" it out. "Lock -out"
of a regular channel is accomplished by making it look permanently
good to the receiving logic. Lock -out of a protection channel is ac-
complished by making it look permanently bad to the receiving logic.
When a channel is locked out, no switching alarms are originated
for that channel and, effectively, it is not a part of the switching
system.

Like the manual switch controls, the override switch controls are on
a per channel basis with the exception of a common control, the
status quo. No override switch operation can be made until this con-
trol is operated. Operation of the status quo control at the receiving
end of the system maintains the control voltages being applied to
the IF switch control circuits by the receiving logic, disconnects the
IF switch control circuits from the logic, and removes all tones from
the voice -frequency line. Thus while status quo is operated, no auto-
matic or manual switches can be made. Its operation, however, does
not disturb any switches in effect. Subsequent operation of the over-
ride switch controls can make or restore switches from any regular
channel to either protection channel, regardless of initial conditions.
When it is desired to restore the system to automatic operation, the
procedure depends on whether any override switches are in effect. If
no override switches are in effect, it is only necessary to restore the
status quo control. If override switches are in effect, then care must
be taken to ensure that the same switches are being ordered by the
receiving end logic. This can be obtained by use of the manual switch
controls.

Override switching at the transmitting and receiving ends of the
switching section are similar but completely independent. Therefore,
to avoid circuit interruptions, override switch operations at the
transmitting and receiving ends of the switching section must be
properly coordinated by the operators.

The access switch control circuit provides a means of operating
the IF switch so that a protection channel may be connected directly
to the station IF interconnecting circuits for special uses. A protec-
tion channel must first be locked out through the manual switch
controls before the access switch control circuits will function. Since
a protection channel carrying service cannot be locked out, this inter-
locking circuitry prevents a service interruption caused by an in-
advertent operation of the access controls on a busy protection chan-
nel. Operation of the access control also connects the initiator for the
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protection channel to the service failure alarm circuit. Thus, an im-
mediate alarm is given should the protection channel fail while con-
nected through the "access" terminals. The access controls at the re-
ceiving and transmitting ends are independent. Therefore, to complete
the IF circuit through the switching section, access controls at the
transmitting end of the system must also be operated.

The receiving logic initiates a number of alarms to warn mainte-
nance personnel of abnormal situations. The most important of these
is the service fail alarm. It is an immediate alarm and is given
whenever:

(i) a regular channel requests a switch and a switch is not com-
pleted

(ii) a protection channel fails when it is protecting a regular chan-
nel and a second protection channel is not available

(iii) a protection channel fails while it is being used for special
message or television service, i.e., protection channel access switches
have been operated

(iv) the pilot returns to a protection channel when it is protecting
a regular channel and a second protection channel is not available.
The return of the pilot to the protection channel is an indication that
the bridge between the regular and protection channel has been taken
clown, and the protection channel is no longer carrying service.

Other alarms are:
(i) a prolonged switch request alarm which is initiated if a regular

channel has failed for longer than approximately 45 seconds
(ii) a prolonged protection channel failure alarm which is initiated

if an idle protection channel fails due to excessive noise or loss of
carrier, or the pilot disappears from the channel. The alarm is given
after the trouble condition has been in effect for approximately 45
seconds

(iii) a switch release fail alarm which is initiated immediately if a
switch cannot be restored.

The exerciser circuit performs a test routine once daily or on re-
quest. This test routine consists of checking the protection channel
initiators and the normal automatic switching operations of the sys-
tem, i.e., switching and restoring each regular channel to each protec-
tion channel. Initiation of the test switching operation is made by
simulating noise and carrier failures in the regular and protection
channel initiators. If a test sequence is not completed satisfactorily,
an alarm is given and the exerciser disengages. Thus, the exerciser is
able to minimize the possibility of a recurring system malfunction
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due to an undetected equipment failure which otherwise might exist
for a long time.

VI. TRANSMITTING END STATION

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the transmitting end IF switch and
control circuits. Each regular channel connects through the low -loss
arm of a 16A directional coupler. The high -loss arm of this coupler is
connected to the transmitting IF switch. Operation of the IF switch
will bridge a regular channel to one of the two protection channels.
When a bridge is made, the protection carrier supply is disconnected
from the protection channel. Access to the protection channels for
special service is also gained through the IF switch. IF amplifiers are
used in each of the protection channels to make up for the 20-db
coupling loss of the 16A directional coupler and the loss of the IF
switch.

Operation of the transmitting end IF switch is controlled by voice -
f requency tone combinations generated at the receiving end and
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transmitted over voice -frequency lines, one for each protection chan-
nel. The tone combinations used on each voice -frequency line are
identical. Six tones are used. One tone is used as a guard tone and is
normally present when no switches are in effect. The other five tones
are used in two-tone combinations to provide ten individual channel
switch orders.

Detecting circuits determine the presence or absence of tones by
voltage -sensitive circuits and frequency -selective networks. The out-
puts of the detectors are connected directly to the transmitting end
logic where the order is decoded. A valid switch order consists of the
combination of two and only two order tones and the presence of the
guard tone. After the switch operation is completed, the guard tone is
removed. A valid order for a switch restoral consists of the removal
of the two order tones and the reinsertion of the guard tone. If the
order is a valid one, the transmitting end logic operates the IF switch
through the IF switch control circuits. These switch control circuits,
which are identical to those at the receiving end, in turn, inform the
transmitting logic of the completion of the bridging operation.

Also located at the transmitting end of the switching section are the
noise detecting circuits. These circuits, one for each voice -frequency
line, monitor the noise in an unused band. If the noise becomes exces-
sive, the noise detectors send an inhibiting voltage to the trans-
mitting end logic. Operation of the noise detector will prevent the
system from either making or removing a bridge to the protection
channel associated with the noisy voice -frequency line.

The transmitting end logic originates a number of alarms to indi-
cate system malfunctions. Three of these alarms are associated with
the voice -frequency line equipment:

(i) line failure alarm initiated by complete loss of tone
(ii) noise detector alarm initiated by an operation of the noise de-

tector
(iii) invalid code alarm initiated by the receipt of an incorrect tone

combination.
The remaining alarm which is associated with the IF switching is

the transmitting prolonged bridge alarm. This alarm is initiated when
a bridge has been in effect for longer than approximately 45 seconds.

VII. AUXILIARY STATION

The auxiliary switching station or TV drop switching equipment
is a hybrid arrangement of the transmitting and receiving end equip-
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ments. The IF switch is a receiving type transfer switch and the logic
circuits are almost identical to those at the transmitting end. The
voice -frequency tone and noise detecting circuits are identical to those
used at the transmitting end. Override switching controls are omitted.
However, should it be necessary, the same function can be performed
by IF patch cords between conveniently located jacks.

VIII. IF SWITCHES

The IF switches used at the receiving, transmitting, and auxiliary
stations are almost identical both electrically and mechanically. Fig.
4 is a block schematic of the switch as connected for the receiving
end of a switching section.

The basic switching unit used in the IF switch is the 8 -type gate.
The 8 -type gate is essentially a single -pole, single -throw diode switch.
In its ON state the gate has a through loss of less than 1.5 db. In its
OFF state the gate has a through loss in excess of 85 db. Each of the
regular channels is associated with a group of three gates. As seen in
Fig. 4, the regular channel is connected directly to one of the gates.
The other two gates are connected to networks associated with the
two protection channels. Only one of the three gates is ON at a time.
The outputs of the three gates are connected to a common output by
means of a 499A network. This network maintains a good 75 -ohm
transmission path from the ON gate to the channel output.

Each protection channel connects directly to the common input of a
"one -by -twelve" 4051A network. One 4051A network is used to serve
each protection channel. Ten of the outputs of the network connect
directly to associated gates of the regular channels. Of the two re-
maining outputs, one connects through a gate to a termination, the
other through a gate to the protection channel access out jack. Only
one of the twelve gates associated with each network may be ON at a
time. Thus, the protection channel may be connected to one of the
regular channel outputs, if it is being used for protection, or to the
protection channel access if it is being used for special message serv-
ice or to a termination if it is idle.

When a system is not fully equipped, i.e., not all 12 channels are
used in the system, 509A terminations which simulate the impedance
of an OFF gate are used at the unused ports of the 4051A and 499A
networks. Like the 499A network, the 4051A network is a band-pass
network which absorbs the stray impedances of 11 OFF gates while
preserving a good 75 -ohm transmission path from its input port to
the ON gate.
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The 8 -type gate, 499A network, and 509A terminations were origi-
nally designed for use in the TH protection switching system. They
are described in an earlier B.S.T.J. article describing that system.2
The 4051A network, however, was specially developed for the 100A
system. The electrical basis of its construction is simple and is an
extension of the design of the 499A (1 -by -3) network. However, in
order to preserve symmetry, control the stray reactances, and provide
a transmission deviation of less than 0.1 db over the 60- to 80-mc
band, the mechanical arrangement of the components becomes much
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more critical. Fig. 5 is a photograph showing the internal construction
of the network.

The IF switch at the transmitting end, which is shown in Fig. 6, is
almost identical to that used at the receiving end. However, the direc-
tion of transmission through the switch is reversed. The high -loss arm
of the directional couplers of the regular channel connect directly to
the common port of the 499A networks. The common port of the
4051A network connects to the IF amplifiers of the protection chan-
nels.

Fig. 7 is a typical transmission characteristic for an IF switch. A
photograph of a completely equipped IF switch is shown in Fig. 8.

IX. INITIATOR AND PILOT DETECTOR

A block diagram of the initiator and the pilot 'detector is shown in
Fig. 9. The initiator is essentially an FM receiver with carrier and
noise level sensing circuits. The pilot detector, which is used with the
initiator on protection channels only, consists of a narrow -band 7-mc
amplifier and level sensing circuit.

The input signal to the initiator is a sample of the 70-mc output of
the final radio receiver of the switching section. The amplifier -limiter
in the initiator suppresses any amplitude modulation present on the
signal before applying it to the discriminator. The amplifier -limiter
also provides additional automatic gain control to compensate for low
limit gain IF amplifiers in the final TD radio receiver. Associated with

Fig. 5 - 4051A network.
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the amplifier is a narrow -band carrier detector whose output depends
on the 70 -me input IF carrier power. The bandwidth of the carrier
detector is so chosen that random noise will not simulate the presence
of carrier.

The demodulated output of the discriminator is applied to both the
-pilot detector, which will be discussed later, and the noise amplifier
detector portion of the initiator. The bandwidth of the noise amplifier
is limited to about 100 kc at 9 me by two similar band-pass filters.
The output of the noise amplifier is applied to a noise detector. Its
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Fig. 7 - Typical transmission characteristic of the IF switch.

Fig. 8 - Typical IF switch.
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output, proportional to the noise at 9 mc on the radio channel, is
applied to the initiator logic circuit. The initiator logic circuit provides
a channel status signal to the receiving end logic circuit which is +8
volts when the carrier power is adequate and the noise level sufficiently
low and 0 volt when the carrier power is low or the noise is high. Its
output is also used to provide a channel fail lamp indication.

The amount of noise (at 9 mc) required to obtain a 0 -volt output
from the logic circuit is adjusted by means of the sensitivity control
circuit. Since the initiator is intended for use with both the TD -2 and
the TD -3 systems, separate adjustments and a TD -2 - TD -3 switch
are provided. The sensitivity may also be changed automatically by
the receiving logic. This is required when TD -2 and TD -3 radio chan-
nels are used in the same switching section. Since TD -3 will have a
wider baseband spectrum and thus will carry more message channels,
the protection channels must be comprised of TD -3 equipment. The
sensitivity switch of the protection channel initiator must therefore be
set to the TD -3 position since the TD -3 system has a lower thermal
noise than TD -2. The lower thermal noise results from a lower re-
ceiver noise figure and higher transmitted output power. Should the
protection channel be required to protect one of the TD -2 radio chan-
nels, the TD -2 sensitivity will be selected automatically. The neces-
sary control voltage is provided by the receiving end logic when the
switch is ordered.

The initiator also contains a 9-mc oscillator which is normally not
operating. On a signal from the exerciser, the oscillator is turned on
to simulate a noisy channel during a system test cycle.

Fig. 10 shows an initiator assembly. There are three parts con-
taining the following circuitry. The right side contains the IF ampli-
fier -limiter and discriminator; the left side contains the selective
noise amplifier and detector; and the section in the middle contains
the logic circuitry.

The protection pilot detector is also connected to the discriminator
of the initiator, but is contained in a separate unit. It consists of a
narrow -band (approximately 200 kc) 7-mc amplifier followed by a
detector and logic circuit.

Table I gives a summary of the important operating parameters of
the initiator and pilot detector.

X. IF AMPLIFIERS

The 100A system uses a solid-state IF amplifier design having a
maximum gain of about 26 db. A manual gain control provides a
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Fig. 10-Initiator unit front end.
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TABLE I- INITIATOR AND PILOT DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Initiator Noise Detector
Center frequency
Bandwidth
Switch point (channel bad)

Restore (channel good)

Initiator Carrier Detector
Center frequency
Bandwidth (nominal)
Switch point (carrier absent)
Restore point (carrier present)

Pilot Detector
Center frequency
Bandwidth (nominal)
Nominal received pilot level

Pilot absent point

9 mc
140 kc at 3-db down points
adjustable over 20- to 40-db f:ule
TD -2 and TD -3
TD -2 position range: 30-50 db C/N*
TD -3 position range: 45-65 db C/N*
approx. 5 db from switch point

70 mc
4 mc at 3-db down points
-3 dbm at initiator inputt
approx. 1 db above switch point

7 mc
220 kc at 3-db down points
corresponds to 1.2-mc peak frequency de-

viation
14-db drop from normal pilot level

* Carrier -to -noise in 140-kc band.
t Corresponds to an 18-db drop in carrier level at the initiator 16 -type direc-

tional coupler monitor. The IF amplifier used to compensate for coupler loss
normally operates in compression.
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gain range of at least 6 db. As shown in Fig. 2, an amplifier is used on
each channel ahead of the receiving IF switch to ensure a fixed IF
receiving level. An amplifier is used ahead of each initiator circuit to
make up for the bridging loss of the couplers.

The amplifier has 7 grounded -base stages using 15 -type transistors.
Each interstage consists of a low-pass filter network which incorpo-
rates a broadband transformer.3 The gain -frequency response of the
amplifier is adjusted by means of variable resistances in two of the
interstages. Gain of the amplifier is controlled by a variable resist-
ance network in one of the interstages. A typical gain -frequency re-
sponse characteristic of the IF amplifier is shown in Fig. 11.

As shown in Fig. 3, a limiting -type amplifier is used at the trans-
mitting end on each protection channel to stabilize the protection
channel pilot. This limiting amplifier is a nine -stage device providing
a maximum output level of -2 dbm, and a limiting circuit that
suppresses the AM sidebands by greater than 20 db. The nominal
input level is -26 dbm. The output level is adjustable from -7 dbm
to -2 dbm. The gain -frequency response is similar to that of the
amplifier previously described.

XI. PROTECTION CARRIER SUPPLY

The protection carrier supply provides two frequencies differing by
7 mc, one at 70 mc and the other at 63 mc at a much lower level. By
passing these signals through the limiter amplifier at the transmitting
end, an FM signal is generated which is detected later by the initiator
and its associated pilot detector at the receiving end.

A block diagram of the protection carrier supply is shown in Fig. 12.
This unit is a plug-in assembly similar to the other IF units.
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Fig. 11- IF amplifier typical gain -frequency characteristic.
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XII. RECEIVING LOGIC

The major portion of the logic and control circuits for the system is
concentrated in the receiving logic. The receiving logic is made up of
transistor resistor logic circuits, flip-flop storage or memory circuits,
delay circuits, cross -connecting diode matrix circuits and gate cir-
cuits. These basic circuits are similar in design and operation to those
used in the TH protection switching system.2 For ease in servicing and
maintenance, the circuit components are housed in plug-in units. There
are twenty-eight types of plug-in units. A total of one hundred and ten
plug-in units are required for a completely equipped receiving logic cir-
cuit serving a two -for -ten switching system.

X I II. ESTABLISHING A SWITCH

When a regular channel initiator indicates that a regular channel is
not usable, its 0 -volt output signal results in the operation of a status
flip-flop memory circuit in the receiving logic. If a protection chan-
nel is available, a switch assignment is made by the receiving logic to
that channel. The assignment circuits are so arranged that each regular
channel prefers to be assigned to a particular protection channel.
However, if the preferred channel is not available, the assignment will
be made to the other protection channel. In the following description,
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it will be assumed that regular channel A has failed and has been
assigned to protection channel X. At the time this assignment is made,
a 50 -millisecond switch initiation timing circuit is energized. For the
duration of this 50 -millisecond timing interval, a gate circuit opens
the connection between the regular channel initiator and the status
memory circuit. Also, for the duration of the interval, the protection
channel X is marked "good" to those logic circuits involved in a nor-
mal A to X switch. Thus, once started, the switch is allowed time to
complete. Also, at the time the assignment is made, an order is sent
to encoding circuits to turn on two order -tone oscillators in the voice -
frequency equipment. The arrival of the tones at the transmitting end
of the system causes the transmitting logic to order an A to X bridge.

When the bridge is made at the transmitting end, the pilot on the
X protection channel is removed. The loss of the protection pilot is
detected by the X channel pilot detector at the receiving end. If the
"no pilot" indication and the original A to X assignment order are
both present, an order is sent to the receiving switch control circuits
which, in turn, operate the receiving end IF switch to transfer service
from channel A to channel X. When the switch control circuit operates,
it generates a receiving switch verification signal which causes the X
protection channel voice -frequency guard -tone oscillator to turn off. The
removal of the guard tone provides an additional lock on the transmit-
ting end bridge. The receiving switch verification signal also causes an
A to X switch register and an X switch register to operate. These regis-
ters indicate the number of completed A to X switches and also the total
number of switches to protection channel X.

The switch from A to X is now completely established. When the
50 -millisecond time interval has elapsed, the regular channel initiator
is reconnected to the channel A status memory circuit in the logic and
the protection channel "mark good" voltage is removed. If channel A
is still requesting a switch, the A to X switch is maintained by the
receiving logic. The switching operation is now complete.

XIV. RELEASING A SWITCH

When the regular channel A recovers while switched to protection
channel X, the output from the channel A initiator returns to its
normal "good" voltage condition, the flip-flop memory circuit at the
input to the receiving logic returns to its normal "no switch request"
state, the switch assignment A to X is cancelled, and the receiving end
switch control circuits are ordered to restore the receiving IF switch.
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When the assignment is released, a 50 -millisecond switch release
timing circuit is started. For the duration of this 50 -millisecond in-
terval, the channel A initiator is disconnected from the input memory
circuit of the receiving logic and the protection channel is marked
"bad" to the logic circuits involved in a normal A to X switch. Thus,
the switch is allowed time to release completely before the regular
channel A can initiate a second switch request or before one of the
other regular channels can initiate a switch to channel X.

When the switch control circuits operate, a signal is sent back to the
receiving logic to verify that the receiving end switch has been re-
stored to normal. If this verification signal and the X assignment re-
lease signal are both present, logic signals are generated which return
all circuits to their normal "no switch request" state, turn off the two
order -tone oscillators and turn on the guard -tone oscillator. This con-
stitutes an order to release the transmitting end bridge and the auxil-
iary station switch.

When the transmitting end bridge has been released, the pilot is
returned to channel X and the pilot detector at the receiving end so
informs the receiving logic.

XV. FAILURE TO INITIATE A SWITCH

If a switch to a protection channel is initiated but for some reason
the switch is not completed during the 50 -millisecond switch initiation
timing interval, the receiving logic will initiate a switch to the other
protection channel. If the switch to the second protection channel also
cannot be completed, a double switch initiation failure occurs. This re-
sults in the regular channel being automatically locked out, i.e., its
switch request is not honored. However, at ten -second intervals, the
lock out on the regular channel is removed and the receiving logic will
again attempt to complete the switch. The process continues until the
regular channel is locked out manually or the switch is completed. A
more detailed description follows.

When an A to X switch is not completed at the end of the 50 -milli-
second timing interval, a 65 -millisecond "switch initiation failure X"
timing circuit is energized. For the duration of the 65 -millisecond
interval, channel X is marked bad to the logic and forces the assign-
ment circuits to make an A to Y assignment. The A to X order is
cancelled and an A to Y switch started in the normal manner. If,
however, the A to Y switch is not completed at the end of the 50 -
millisecond switch initiation timing interval, then a 65 -millisecond
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"switch initiation failure Y" timing circuit is energized. For the dura-
tion of its 65 -millisecond interval, channel Y is marked bad. At this
point, both protection channels are marked bad due to the overlap of
the switch initiation failure intervals. The combination of the regular
channel A status memory still requesting an assignment, and both the
X and Y channels marked bad to the logic results in a "lock -up" in the
assignment circuits. This lock -up prevents A from being assigned to
either protection channel after the end of the switch initiation failure
intervals. The locked -up state remains until an unlocking pulse is
applied. This is generated by a circuit which provides a pulse once
every ten seconds.

XVI. PREVIOUS SECTION FAILURES

When a regular channel fails or becomes excessively noisy, it may
also appear failed in succeeding switching sections. The regular channel
initiators will request a switch and the receiving end logic will order
the head end bridge to be made. After the bridge is made, both the
regular and protection channel will appear to be bad if the failure is
in a preceding section. This apparent simultaneous failure is an indi-
cation to the receiving logic that the failure could be a previous sec-
tion failure. The sequence followed by the logic under these circum-
stances depends upon the duration of the regular channel failure. If the
channel recovers after the transmitting end is bridged, but before the
end of the 50 -millisecond switch initiation timing interval, the re-
ceiving logic performs the sequence for a temporary previous section
failure. If the failure exists for more than 50 milliseconds, the receiv-
ing logic performs the sequence for a permanent previous section fail-
ure. In neither case is the receiving switch operated. However, one or
both the protection channels will not be available for use while the
receiving logic is carrying out these sequences.

16.1 Temporary Previous Section Failure

When the head end bridge is made, as the result of the previous
section failure, the pilot detector will indicate removal of the pilot
and the protection channel initiator will indicate a bad protection
channel. Such a combination of signals in the receiving logic pre-
vents the generation of a "no pilot" signal and the receiving end
switch is not made. However, as soon as the regular channel re-
covers in the previous section, both the regular and protection chan-
nel initiators will indicate good channels. If the failure is of a tem-
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porary nature so that the channel recovers within the 50 -millisecond
switch initiation timing interval, the receiving end switch would com-
plete were it not for an additional inhibiting circuit not normally used
in the ordinary switching sequence. The inhibiting circuit used in-
cludes delay and sequence circuits. The delay is applied to the gen-
eration of the no pilot signal so that it cannot appear until about 3
milliseconds after the indication from the protection channel initiator
is changed from bad to good. This ensures that the regular channel
initiator output will always indicate "channel good" before the no
pilot signal is generated. The output of the regular channel initiator
and the no pilot signal are then combined in a sequence circuit. This
sequence circuit provides a receiving switch inhibiting voltage when
the regular channel becomes good before the no pilot signal is gener-
ated. Thus, a receiving end switch is prevented.

16.2 Permanent Previous Section Failure

A previous section failure, which lasts longer than 50 milliseconds, is
interpreted by the logic as a failure to initiate a switch and the
previously described sequence for failure to initiate a switch is carried
out.

XVII. FAILURE OF PROTECTION CHANNEL

If the protection channel fails while not in use, it is not available for
an assignment. However, if the protection channel fails while in use,
the sequence followed by the receiving logic depends on whether it
fails due to loss of carrier or excessive noise.

If the protection channel fails while in use due to loss of carrier,
which will occur with equipment type failures, service will be trans-
ferred to the second protection channel. If the second protection chan-
nel is not available however, no action is taken. If the second protec-
tion channel is available, loss of the carrier results in the generation of
an order to the assignment circuits to drop the original assignment and
to make a new assignment to the second protection channel. The A to
X receiving end switch is first released and then simultaneously the
order to remove the A to X bridge and the order to establish the A to
Y bridge is sent to the transmitting end of the system. Finally, when
the transmitting end bridge is made and the protection pilot is re-
moved, the new A to Y receiving end switch is made. It should be
noted that during the switching sequence, the regular channel A was
carrying service from the time the A to X receiving end switch was
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dropped until the A to Y receiving end switch was established. The
degree of service interruption suffered will therefore depend upon the
state of the regular channel. The maximum interruption time for the
transfer from X to Y is the time taken to put up a normal switch
which is approximately 30 milliseconds.

The receiving logic takes no action on a protection channel in use
which fails due to noise. This design choice was made because of the
undesirability of exchanging a slightly noisy channel for the circuit
interruption involved in making the transfer to the second protection
channel.

The return of the pilot to a protection channel while a switch is
established to it is treated by the receiving logic as if the protection
channel had failed due to loss of carrier, i.e., a transfer is made to the
second protection channel. Return of the pilot may be caused by an
equipment failure in the switching system or by the removal of the
transmitting end bridge due to a false order from the voice -frequency
facility. This false order, for instance, could be generated by the open-
ing up of the voice -frequency line and the insertion of a test tone at
the guard -tone frequency.

XVIII. TRANSMITTING END LOGIC

The transmitting end logic establishes and takes down bridges
from regular to protection channels in response to signals received over
the voice -frequency lines from the receiving end logic. A fully equipped
transmitting end logic consists of a total of 19 plug-in units. The 19
plug-in units include five types of circuits, each of which is made up
of combinations of gates, delay, and memory circuits. These individual
circuits are similar to those used in the receiving end logic.

The transmitting end logic is made up of two similar groups of
equipment, one controlling bridges to protection channel X, the other
to protection channel Y. Each part receives its bridge orders from the
tone detectors of the voice -frequency line associated with its respective
protection channel. Both parts connect to the switch control circuits
which, in turn, through the IF switches, set up the bridges between the
regular and protection channels.

18.1 Establishing a Bridge

The outputs of the tone detectors connect directly to decoding and
code validating circuits. An order for a bridge, for example from A to
X, requires the presence of two order tones and the presence of the
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guard tone on the voice -frequency line serving channel X. The pres-
ence of this combination of tones results in an order at the output of
the decoding circuits for an A to X bridge. However, the valid code
circuit delays the order from proceeding to the switch control circuit
for approximately 6 milliseconds. If the order remains without in-
terruption for the full period, the valid code circuit allows it to
proceed, otherwise an invalid code alarm is initiated and a bridge is
not ordered.

When the A to X bridge is made by the IF switch, the channel X
carrier supply is disconnected from the X protection channel and the
IF switch control circuit sends a bridge verification signal back to the
transmitting end logic. On receipt of the verification signal, a 30 -
millisecond timer is started in the transmitting end logic. The output
of this timer circuit is coupled to the valid code circuit which, in
turn, prevents any new order from proceeding to the switch control
circuit during the timing interval, thus temporarily locking up the
bridge. The removal of the pilot tone of carrier supply is an indication
to the receiving end logic that the bridge has been made and the
receiving logic then removes the X guard tone. When the absence of the
X guard tone is detected at the transmitting end, an inhibiting voltage
is generated, which locks up the bridge.

XIX. RELEASING A BRIDGE

Once a bridge is established, the two order tones must be removed
and the guard tone must be restored in order to release the bridge.
When the order tones are removed, the decoding circuits generate the
order to release the bridge. However, as in the case of establishing a
bridge, the valid code circuit prevents the order from proceeding for
6 milliseconds. At the same time, the return of the guard tone is de-
tected by the bridge lock -up circuits. If the order to take down the
bridge remains for the 6 milliseconds and the guard tone is still present,
the order is allowed to pass to the IF switch control circuits. The IF
switch then takes down the bridge and returns the carrier supply to
the protection channel. Once the bridge is ordered released, the switch
control sends a verification voltage to the transmitting logic and all
circuits are returned to their normal state.

XX. VOICE -FREQUENCY EQUIPMENT

Table II lists the frequencies and the order -tone codes used to
control the transmitting end bridges and the auxiliary station switch-
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TABLE II-FREQUENCY AND ORDER TONE CODES
Tone Codes Required when Requesting a Switch Order

Noise Detector Switch to
X or Y Code Tones Guard Tone

A P P 0 0 0 P
B P 0 P 0 0 P
C P 0 0 P 0 P
D P 0 0 0 P P

E 0 P P 0 0 P
li F 0 P 0 P 0 P41

G 0 P 0 0 P P
H 0 0 P P 0 P

I 0 0 P 0 P P
J 0 0 0 P P P

No order 0 0 0 0 0 P

Freq. cps 900 1400 1615 1785 1955 2125 2295 2465

P designates presence of tone; 0 designates absence of tone.

ing. Two identical sets of six voice -frequency tones are used, one set
for each of the voice -frequency lines. As discussed previously, one
voice -frequency line is associated with each protection channel. When
all of the radio circuits are normal, one of the tones, the guard tone, is
present on each line. A two out of five selection of the remaining tones,
the order tones, permits switch orders to be sent for any one of the ten
working channels. The use of two tone combinations minimizes the
possibility of setting up false bridges due to noise or interfering tones.
However, false switch orders can occur if the noise becomes high
enough in spite of the coding arrangement. For this reason, voice -
frequency noise detecting circuits are used. These noise detecting
circuits monitor the noise in a 500 -cps band centered at 1150 cps.
When the noise becomes excessive, the noise detector generates an
inhibiting voltage. This voltage is applied to the logic circuits in such a
way as to prevent any bridge or switch orders, false or real, from
being acted upon at the transmitting or auxiliary station, respectively.
At the same time an alarm is given. Thus, the noise detecting circuits
guard the switching system against false signaling orders due to high
noise on the voice -frequency line by maintaining the system in
status quo. The noise detector inhibiting action is particularly valuable
when a radio system is used to provide the voice -frequency circuits.

20.1 Control Tone Source

Six tone oscillators are required for each protection channel. Each
tone oscillator circuit consists of a transistor oscillator, which is oper-
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ated continuously, followed by a diode switch and a transistor ampli-
fier. The switch which connects the output of the oscillator to the am-
plifier is under the control of the receiving logic. The output of the
amplifier is connected by a resistive network to the other five cir-
cuits and to the voice -frequency line. A block diagram of the control
tone source is shown in Fig. 13.

20.2 Tone and Noise Detecting Circuits

A block diagram of the tone and noise detecting circuits is shown
in Fig. 14. A low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency above the highest
tone frequency used provides protection against interference from any
high frequency generated in the office where the detectors are located.
Each tone detector is preceded by a voice -frequency amplifier and a
band-pass filter which selects the desired tone. The outputs of the
tone detectors are applied to the transmitting or auxiliary station logic
circuits. The noise detecting circuit is similar to that used for tone
detecting, except for the wider filter bandwidth. This wider band-
width makes the response time of the noise detector less than that of
the tone detectors. For this reason the noise detector will operate be-
fore tone detectors when a pulse of random noise is applied to the
circuit.

ORDER TONE SOURCE 1

OSCILLATOR -1
1615 CPS SWITCH

L

FROM
RECEIVING

LOGIC

1

L_

NCI OR NDI

OSCILLKTOFT!
2465 CPS
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SOURCES
2-5

GUARD TONE SOURCE

SWITCH

GTX OR GTY

AMPLIFIER

1785 CPS

1955 CPS

2125 CPS
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FOR PROTECTION
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Fig. 13 - Control tone source block diagram.
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Fig. 14 - Tone and noise detecting circuits block diagram.

XXI. EXERCISER

The exerciser circuit performs test functions in the 100A Protection
Switching System. A successful completion of its test routine indicates
that when the initiator calls for a switch or a release that a satisfac-
tory switch completion and switch release is made. An alarm is given
by the exerciser if the test routine is not completed satisfactorily.

The test routine consists first of a check that the initiators on the
protection channels are operating and indicating that the channels
are good. A simulated carrier failure is then made on the first regular
channel by applying a ground to the input stages of the initiator for
that channel. By momentarily marking the "Y" protection channel
bad in the receiving logic, the switching system is forced to provide
protection by switching to the "X" protection channel. If evidence
is provided by a verification signal from the receiving logic to the
exerciser that the transmitting bridge and receiving switch were com-
pleted in the proper order, the switch is ordered to release. If the
switch is released (also in the right sequence), the exerciser advances
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to the next channel. A similar procedure is followed for the remaining
regular channels. Upon completion of this sequence, the exerciser then
checks switches and switch releases to protection channel Y by simu-
lating noisy regular channels. This is performed by turning on the 9-
mc oscillator in the initiator of each regular channel in turn. The
switches are forced to "Y" by momentarily marking the "X" channel
bad in the receiving logic. An alarm is given if any switch or release
cannot be made within a predetermined time interval or if a wrong
sequence of operation occurs. For example, an alarm is given if a
verification of a receiving end switch is received before a head end
bridge is made. A visual indication shows which working channel and
which protection channel are involved in the failure. The time taken
for a test routine, if no source of trouble is encountered, is less than 5
seconds for a fully equipped system. The exerciser is arranged so that
if a request for protection is made by a regular channel during the
test routine, the exerciser will disengage in about 1 millisecond to per-
mit normal operation of the system.

In addition to providing a test routine, the exerciser may be used to
simulate a permanent failure of any one of the regular channel ini-
tiators on carrier or noise and so force a switch to protection. The
exerciser may also be used to provide simulated channel failures
repetitively. Both of these features are useful for system maintenance
and troubleshooting.

The exerciser does not completely check out all of the operations
the system is capable of performing. It will not check the procedure
for previous section failures, transfer of a switch from one protection
channel to the other should the first protection channel fail, etc. Tests
to check these operations are performed during normal routine main-
tenance.

The exerciser uses a timing clock to start the automatic test routine.
The clock may be set for one operation during a twenty-four hour
period. The time selected for the automatic operation should be one
at which minimum automatic switching is usually experienced. The
exerciser assembly and its associated key and lamp mounting are
shown in Figs. 15(a) and 15 (b).

XXII. DESCRIPTION OF BAY EQUIPMENT

The protection switching equipment is mounted on bays which are
completely shop wired and tested for ten regular and two protection
channels. These bays may be partially equipped with plug-in units by
the shop as specified on order by the customer. At the receiving end,
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Fig. 15-Exerciser: (a) assembly, (b) key and lamp panel.

two bays are required. The first is the receiving IF switch bay as
shown in Fig. 16. This is a 9'-0" duct type bay arranged to mount the
IF switch and associated equipment together with initiators for the ten
regular channels and two protection channels. The exerciser and its
associated key and lamp panel are also mounted in this bay. The +24
volt and -24 volt supplies are obtained from a fuse panel which is
mounted near the top of the bay. The fuse panel also distributes -20
volts which is a regulated voltage for operation of the IF plug-in units.
The -20 volts is obtained from two pairs of voltage regulators mounted
on this bay. An automatic transfer unit and a manual switch unit
are provided with the regulators for maintaining a reliable regulated
supply at all times. The second receiving end bay is the receiving
control bay as shown in Fig. 17. This bay mounts the complete two -by -
ten receiving end logic with its associated manual controls and tone
oscillator facilities together with the voice -frequency line equipment
associated with the transmission of these tones. Another fuse panel is
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provided for the distribution of the -24 volts and +24 volts required
for the equipment in this bay. An override switch relay panel and a
manual switch relay panel and their associated key and lamp panels
are used to perform by manual operation the functions that are
performed automatically by the logic circuitry. A register panel is
used to record the number of switches that are made to the two pro-
tection channels. Dc translator plug-in units are used to provide suffi-
cient current for lamp indications of alarms or failures detected by the
transistorized plug-in units. A miscellaneous jack mounting is used to
mount the alarm lamps and voice -frequency line jacks. Two test
connectors are also provided on this mounting which provide a means
of coupling the 100A test console to the receiving end logic circuitry
for performing routine tests.

At the transmitting end, the transmitting IF switch and control
bay shown in Fig. 18 mounts the IF transmitting switch and its
associated IF switch control equipment. The plug-in units in this bay
are the transmitting end logic, carrier supply, IF amplifiers, tone de-
tectors, noise detectors, and de translators. The voice -frequency line
equipment for receiving the guard tones over the VF lines is also
mounted here. An override switch relay panel and associated key and
lamp panel are also provided for manual operation of the transmitting
logic circuitry. A miscellaneous jack mounting contains the alarm
lamps, voice -frequency line jacks and a test connector for performing
routine circuitry tests.

The auxiliary station bay equipment is very similar to the ar-
rangement for the transmitting IF swich and control bay with
some minor differences. No override switch relay panel is furnished
and the logic circuit uses an enabling and lock -up plug-in unit in-
stead of a bridge lock -up unit. An auxiliary IF switch and control
bay is required for each direction of transmission. Routine tests
at an auxiliary station are fairly simple and are performed with a
small plug-in test unit that checks out the logic functions.

XIII. DESCRIPTION OF UNITS AND PANELS

The major units in the 100A system are arranged as plug-in units.
These units are primarily the ones containing active circuits that may
require the most maintenance. In the event of a circuit failure, a
failed unit can be readily replaced and thus reduce circuit outage time
to a minimum. Other units are required that do not require as much
maintenance and, therefore, can be permanently wired into the over-
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all bay equipment. These units or panels are secured to the bay
uprights and become part of the basic structure.

The 100A protection switching system plug-in units are of two
types. The first is the open unshielded type which contains primarily
de circuits for logic, alarms, de regulators, and transfer units as
well as low -frequency tone oscillators and detectors. The second is the
shielded type which contains all IF circuitry such as that required
for amplifiers, carrier supplies, and other high -frequency circuits as-
sociated with the initiators.

Other units required in the bay arrangements are mountings for the
plug-in units, VF line terminating equipment panels, fuse panels,
jack and lamp panels, and relay panels for the override and manual
circuitry.

XXIV. SWITCHING TEST SET

The switching test set which is used at the transmitting and re-
ceiving ends of the section incorporates most of the test equipment
required for checking the operation of the 100A system and for test-
ing its component parts. The equipment included in the test set is
listed below.

(i) IF power meter
(ii) IF unit test panel
(iii) electronic counter with time interval counter
(iv) control unit test panel
(v) audio oscillator
(vi) electronic voltmeter
(vii) bay logic test panel
(viii) power supplies
(ix) de voltmeter.
All units comprising the test set are mounted in the rolling con-

sole shown in Fig. 19. In addition to the test console, a high -fre-
quency oscilloscope is required to perform certain tests.

24.1 IF Testing

The test set proirides means to power the initiators, pilot detec-
tors, carrier supply, and the IF amplifiers. The carrier supply oscillator
frequencies may be checked with the counter, and the levels measured
with the power meter. Initiator and pilot detector trip and restore points
may also be checked. Transmission and return loss measurements of
IF units are made using separate IF test sets generally available in
the radio station while the IF units are being powered from the test set.
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Fig. 19 - Test set console.
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24.2 Control Unit Test Panel

The control unit test panel provides means to test all of the logic
and control type units used in the 100A system. The unit under test
is first inserted in a test slot. The proper input and output voltages
for the unit under test are then set up automatically by a card
reader and a perforated test card. Test keys are provided to change
the test voltages in accordance with the required test sequences. Re-
sponse of the unit may then be measured in terms of dc voltage,
frequency or time interval by using the instruments in the test set.

24.3 Bay Logic Panel

The bay logic panel is used to check the operation of the trans-
mitting and receiving end logic circuits. It is connected to the bay
under test by means of a cable and test connectors mounted on the
bay. The panel simulates the opposite end of the system to the bay
under test, i.e., the transmitting end when the receiving end equip-
ment is being tested and vice versa. By means of the operating con-
trols, channel failures may be simulated on a manual or repetitive
basis. The resulting operation of the logic may then be followed by
means of the lamp display and the test oxcilloscope. The switching
system is always placed in status quo before the bay logic panel is
connected, hence no actual system switching takes place during
test.

At the auxiliary station, the testing of the logic circuitry is per-
formed with a small plug-in unit which contains a set of switches for
checking each channel individually. This arrangement is adequate due
to the relative simplicity of the equipment.

24.4 Voice -Frequency Tests

The audio oscillator is used to provide tones to check the voice -
frequency tone detectors, and the electronic voltmeter to measure
received tone levels.

24.5 Test Instructions

A complete set of test instructions for each of the units, both logic
and IF, are included in a file drawer in the test console.

XXV. POWER PLANTS

The 100A equipment requires sources of both +24 volts and -24
volts with battery reserve. Since the 100A system uses transistor-
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resistor logic circuits, the power source must be free of relay tran-
sients and excessive noise. In some stations -24 volt plants with ade-
quate capacity are installed. These may be used providing the feed
to the 100A is adequately filtered. Where -24 volts is not avail-
able, standard power plants may be used. A small +24 volt plant
was developed specifically for the 100A application.
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Maximally Reliable Exponential
Prediction Equations for Data -

Rate -Limited Tracking
Servomechanisms*
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Certain radars, sonars, and other sampling instruments periodically
measure a variable but can measure accurately only if prediction equations
provide the instrument with an accurate prediction of the next value of this
variable. For these instruments, it is appropriate to define reliability as the
probability that the error in this prediction does not exceed some limit. In
choosing the form and parameters of the prediction equations, it is reasonable
to attempt to maximize this reliability.

Assumptions that the prediction equations utilize linear error measure-
ments, are recursive, and provide least -squares smoothing with an exponential
weighting function establish a realistic basis for calculating the reliability.
The first through the third orders of these equations predict the variable as
reliably as possible in the presence of large initial errors in the variable and
its velocity, provided that the smoothing interval of the prediction equations
is sufficiently short. The dynamic error component of the prediction error
of these equations is proportional to a smoothed version of the qth time -
derivative of the variable, where q is the order of the prediction equations.
The assumption that the measurement errors are uncorrelated and stationary
makes it possible to calculate the standard deviation of the random com-
ponent of the prediction error.

On the assumption that the random component of the prediction error has
a normal (or Gaussian) probability distribution, there exists a safety factor
which is monotonically related to the reliability. The choice of the smoothing
interval of the prediction equations which maximizes this safety factor can
be found, which in turn permits the optimum safety factor to be calculated.
The ratio of pairs of these optimum safety factors determines which order

* This paper reflects a study supported by the Army's Nike -X Project Office,
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama.
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of prediction equations gives the greatest reliability in the "worst case"
situation in which the first unestimated time -derivative of the variable as-
sumes its largest possible value. Graphs containing the foregoing results
make it convenient to examine the tradeoffs between the reliability, the time
between measurements, and other parameters. A numerical example is
given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Certain instruments attempt to determine the value of a variable by
measuring the difference between it and a prediction of it at regular
intervals of time. Examples of these instruments include echo -ranging
radars and sonars. These measurements enter a computer which im-
mediately substitutes the measurements into equations which predict
the next value of the variable, thereby closing the loop illustrated in
Fig. 1. This prediction must be supplied to the instrument because it is
assumed that the instrument can measure sufficiently accurately only if
it knows approximately where to look for the next value of the variable.
Conversely, large errors in this prediction are assumed to blind or other-
wise confuse the instrument.

More precisely, it is assumed that positive limits L and Li on the
prediction error E are given, where E is defined as the difference between
the prediction of the variable and its true value x. It is assumed that
if E stays within the interval -I; < E < L, the instrument almost
never grossly mismeasures the variable. However, even when E stays
within this interval, it is assumed that the instrument slightly mis-
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flo

measures the variable by contributing an additive random error E to

the measurements E' of the prediction error. The quantities L, L', E,
, x, e, and E' are illustrated in Fig. 2. Because E' enters the prediction

equations, contains random error caused by e. These random errors
help make it possible for E to exceed L or to become less than -L'. An
example of the situation described in this paragraph is given in Ref. 1.

Reliability is defined herein as the probability that E stays within
the interval -L' < E < L. Designers usually seem to feel that there is a
need to maximize reliability defined in this manner. It must be admitted
that different designers always seem to choose slightly different values
of L and L', but it almost always turns out that the results in this paper
are not affected significantly by slight differences in these values.

After selecting a relatively simple class of prediction equations which

UPPER LIMIT ON THE PREDICTION ERROR =

PREDICTED VALUE OF THE VARIABLE =

"OBSERVED"VALUE OF THE VARIABLE =1

TRUE VALUE OF THE VARIABLE =

LOWER LIMIT ON THE PREDICTION ERROR = X-C

Fig. 2 - Terminology.
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assume that the variable is represented in a Taylor's series, this paper
attempts to explain how to choose the order and the smoothing interval
of these prediction equations. The criterion used in choosing these
parameters is that of maximizing reliability at the instant when the
variable x is exhibiting that behavior (termed "worst case") which tends
to minimize reliability. Using the same class of prediction equations (in
a form less convenient for computation than the equations of this paper)
and some of the assumptions employed herein, R. G. Brown' proposed
the same objective as that of this paper, but the ill-defined character of
Brown's time -series (e.g., the history of an inventory) prevented him
from explicitly determining an optimum order and smoothing interval.

Reliability can be maximized by maximizing a quantity which is
monotonically related to it. As discussed at the end of this section, it is
assumed that the probability that E < -L' can be neglected in com-
parison with the probability that E > L. Assuming also that E is nor-
mally distributed [Chapter 7 of Ref. 71, the reliability is a monotonically
increasing function of the safety factor

=L -WX
Cr

( 1 )

where W is defined as the mean of E, so that W = E. Also, R is defined
as R = E -W (so that R = 0), and oR denotes the standard deviation
of R.

It is arbitrarily assumed that the prediction equations are linear dif-
ference equations and that the mean value in of each of the measurement
errors is zero. In consequence, the following simplifications are evident:
(i) W, called the dynamic error, is caused solely by the inability of the
prediction equations to predict more complicated time -histories of the
variable than the equations are designed to predict, and (ii) R, called
the random error component of the prediction error, is caused solely by
the measurement error. In consequence of the first simplification and of
the fact that X in (1) decreases as the dynamic error W increases, the
"worst case" behavior of the variable x is that behavior which maxi-
mizes W. This maximum value of W is hereafter referred to as reaching
its "worst case" value We .

The "worst case" value W, can be calculated with the aid of a theorem
(given later) which implies that W is essentially proportional to the
qth time -derivative of the variable; q = 1, 2, or 3 is the order of the pre-
diction equations used in this paper. Consequently, it is necessary to
know the "worst case" bounds (i.e., the greatest lower bound or the
least upper bound) on the first, second, or third time -derivatives (here-
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after referred to, respectively, as the velocity v, acceleration a, or jerk j)
of the variable x. These "worst case" bounds often can be deduced from
constraints imposed by physics or physiology.

It is assumed that the random error component R has a normal (or
Gaussian) probability distribution. This assumption is always satisfied
if the measurement errors have normal probability distributions.
[However, if the measurement errors are not normally distributed, the
averaging effect of the prediction equations often makes the random error
component distribution approximately normal (as suggested by the
Central Limit Theorem)].7 Each measurement error en is assumed to
occur in a random manner independently of every other measurement
error, and all En are assumed to have equal standard deviations. This
standard deviation (or equivalently this rrns value) need not be known
prior to selecting the parameters of the prediction equations, but it must
be known prior to calculating the reliability expected from the selected
prediction equations.

Just prior to (1), it was assumed that the probability that E < -L'
is negligibly small compared to the probability that E > L. This assump-
tion is equivalent to the statement that, measured in units of size equal
to a -R , We is much closer to L than to -L'. Alternatively, if We is
much closer to -L' than to L, the right side of (1) is replaced by
(L' Wc)/0-R ; this replacement does not change the arguments of this
paper significantly. In the seemingly uncommon situation in which,
after applying the results of Sections VI and VII, it turns out that W,,
is not much closer to one of the limits than it is to the other, the
methods of this paper do not maximize the reliability even though A is
maximum. The methods used in Section VI also assume that We has the
same sign as the limit to which it is much closer (i.e., We positive if L is
much closer, or We negative if -L' is much closer); this assumption
seems very likely to be satisfied.

II. DETERMINING THE FORM OF THE PREDICTION EQUATIONS (PRIOR TO

MAXIMIZING RELIABILITY)

It is pertinent to list some reasonable objectives which the prediction
equations should attain.

To make it possible to achieve a level of reliability which is satisfac-
tory at all times, provided that the reliability is large enough at some
time, it is sufficient if We and oR (and therefore also A) do not vary as
time passes. If the standard deviation of the measurement errors and
the behavior of the parameter do not vary with time, this constancy of
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We and crie can be achieved by using prediction equations whose form
and parameters do not change as time passes. Such prediction equations
effectively smooth over a constant interval of preceding measurements.
(Prediction equations of this sort may exhibit an initial period, whose
duration equals the smoothing interval, during which W and (TR vary.
In practice, reliability usually is not too small during this initial period,
because the "worst case" behavior of the variable usually does not occur
at this time.)

The tradeoffs involved in maximizing the reliability of the prediction
equations should be as obvious as possible. One method of achieving this
is to make the prediction equations contain only a single independent
parameter, such as the length of the interval over which preceding
measurements are smoothed.

The prediction equations should be easy to initialize and should readily
provide information by which the track can be handed off to other pre-
diction equations. These objectives suggest that the prediction equations
should explicitly estimate the time -derivatives of the variable.

The prediction equations should occupy as little storage space in the
computer as possible. This objective suggests the use of recursive equa-
tions, which require storing only the most recent values of all quantities

a minimum implies that the prediction equations should be few and easy
to calculate.

It appears that the foregoing objectives can be attained by arbitrarily
assuming that the variable is represented by a Taylor's series whose
coefficients satisfy the "exponential smoothing" criterion. This criterion
makes the expected (or mean) values of the sum of the exponentially
weighted squares of the measured prediction error as small as possible.
(A source of confusion may exist because the definition of the term
"exponential smoothing" in this paper is more specific than another
apparently obsolete definition of this term, which a few people have
used to denote any set of recursive equations having constant coefficients.)
Stating the exponential smoothing assumption algebraically, the quan-
tity

00

EEC _12 Ki
i=0

[where E' denotes the measurements of prediction error, where

Ki N-1
+ 1/

is the exponential weighting coefficient (with N > 1 being called the
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smoothing interval), and n denotes the time of the latest prediction]
represents the sum of the exponentially weighted squares of E'. This
sum is to be minimized by differentiating it separately with respect to
each of the coefficients of the Taylor's series representing the variable,
setting the differentials equal to zero, and solving the resulting set of
equations simultaneously to obtain the optimum values of the Taylor's
series coefficients. These steps are explained by Levine.2

Recursive prediction equations which satisfy this requirement can be
obtained from Levine2 by setting his weighting coefficient coi equal to

taking the limit as n approaches infinity, and substituting the re-
sults into his equations (15) through (17) or else (54) and (56). Similar
prediction equations satisfying the exponential smoothing criterion
appear in Refs. 3 or 11. Using Levine's notation, the prediction equations
for first, second, and third -order smoothing (corresponding to a Taylor's
series containing one, two, or three coefficients) can be rearranged to
minimize the amount of data -storage and computation time required.
The rearranged prediction equations are given in the next three sub-

sections.

2.1 First -Order Prediction Equations

44-1 = + aiE
E. = - S;
cyi = 1 - K

(2)

(3)

(4)

1K = N
1

N 1, (5)
N

where N is a constant, where & is the predicted value of the parameter,
and where ft denotes the "observed" value of the variable, which can be
calculated by adding & to the measured prediction error E'. (The sub-
script 1 in al is different from Levine's subscript in that now the sub-
script denotes the order of the smoothing equations instead of denoting
the time of the measurement being processed by Levine's equations.)

2.2 Second -Order Prediction Equations

.+1 = thEn' (6)

&.+1 = 72.1-1 cr2E: (7)

132 = (1 - K)2 (8)

a2= 1 - K2 (9)
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= 0T, (10)

where K and E' are defined in (3) and (5), where 0 is the predicted
velocity, and where T is the constant interval of time between the
measurements of E'. Equation (6) is supposed to be computed im-
mediately before (7) is computed. As a result, fh and I: can be stored in
a single word of computer memory each. A similar statement can be
made about and in the next three equations.

2.3 Third -Order Prediction Equations

gn+1 = gn 73Enl (11)

12n -F1 = 2gn+1 )33En1 (12)

n+1 = gn+1 T CY3En' (13)

= z (1 - K)3 (14)

133 = (1 - 10) (1 - K) (15)

«3 = 1 - K3 (16)

:§n = an T2, (17)

where fl, K, and E' are defined in (10), (5), and (3), and where a is the
predicted acceleration.

For convenience, a graph of the coefficients calculated in (4), (8), and
(9), and (14) through (16) is presented in Fig. 3. Equations (2), (6),
and (7), or (11) through (13) are assumed to be initialized by using a
priori estimates of the variable and (if required) its velocity and ac-
celeration to calculate the initial value of x, i.2, ands with the aid of (10)
and (17). Conversely, (2), (6), and (7), or (11) through (13) together
with (10) and (17) provide estimates of &, 0, and & which can be used
to transfer (or hand off) the track to another set of prediction equations
by providing initial predictions for this new set. [Of course, a is available
only from (11) and 1' from (12) or (6).] These predictions can be ex-
tended to any future time merely by using a Taylor's series. For example,

(1
2

t 4
1T) = +1%,4-1-(1 ) (-T) dn (18)

Alternatively, if it is desired to predict &,11, ands at any integral multiple
of T in the future, it suffices merely to calculate (2), (6), and (7), or
(11) through (13) in appropriate number of times but with the coef-
ficients a, 0, y set equal to zero.

The single independent parameter N in (5) is identified as the smooth-
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Fig. 3 - Coefficients of exponential smoothing equations.

ing interval because (2), (6), and (7), and (11) through (13) have nearly
the same amounts of dynamic and random error components as poly-
nomial smoothing equations (Ref. 4) designed to smooth over the last
N samples. Additionally, K is approximated closely by exp (-2/N) for
all N 1.5, thereby making N be approximately the exponential decay
constant of Vk (which in Levine's paper' is set equal to the reciprocal
of the standard deviation).

III. COMPARISON OF THE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING CRITERION WITH
OTHER OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA

A different set of prediction equations designed specifically for maxi-
mum reliability in acquiring the track, under the assumptions that the
standard deviations of the errors in the initial values of & and t (supplied
from some external source of information) are much larger than L and
that the standard deviation of the measurement error is much smaller
than L, would predict the second value of :g by adding the a priori esti-
mate of i6 to the first value of .. This procedure permits the initial
velocity to he in error by as much as L/T without E ever exceeding L.
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Fig. 4 Maximum permissable initial error in velocity for (6) and (7) and
(11) through (13) divided by LIT; (b) second order; (c) third order.

A comparison between the effectiveness of (6) and (7) or (11) through
(13) and the above prediction equations is shown in Fig. 4, which shows
the interval of permissable initial velocities of (6) and (7) or (11)
through (13) divided by L/T. (Simulations reveal that the region of
permissable initial positions and velocities approximates a horizontal
rectangle on the prediction error phase plane, whose position error axis
is intersected by the sides of the rectangle at ±L.) Fig. 4 indicates that
if N is small enough, (6) and (7) and (11) through (13) perform as
reliably as the above set of prediction equations because the ratios are
unity.

Evaluating the extent to which (6) and (7) satisfy another optimiza-
tion criterion, Benedict and Bordner5 state that critically damped equa-
tions equivalent to (6) and (7) give virtually the same accuracy as the
set of recursive second -order smoothing equations which minimize a
weighted sum of the random and the dynamic errors.

IV. DYNAMIC ERROR COMPONENT CALCULATIONS

The following theorem, which is illustrated in Fig. 5, provides a basis
for calculating the dynamic error.
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qTH ORDER PREDICTION
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LAST OF q CASCADED
1ST ORDER PREDICTION
EQUATIONS WITH N=
SMOOTHING INTERVAL

Fig. 5 -- Illustration of the theorem.

Theorem: Let q = 1, 2, or 3 denote the order of the prediction equations, and
let the qth difference of the variable x be defined as (z - 1)4 x, where z is
the advance operator (which denotes taking the next sample of the time series
on which it is operating, as in the example (z - 1)x. = x.+1 - xn). Then,
the dynamic error component equals the product of - [(N 1)/2r and the
final output of q identical first -order prediction equations having the same
smoothing interval as the original prediction equations and forming a series
connection in which the output of one equation is the input to the next
equation, with the initial input being the qth difference of the variable. A
proof of the theorem is given in Appendix A.

A natural and intuitively satisfying interpretation of this theorem is
obtained from the fact that the qth difference of the variable closely ap-
proximates the qth derivative of the variable multiplied by r. The q
cascaded first -order filters, acting like simple low-pass resistance -capaci-
tance filters, tend to attenuate all rapid fluctuations in the qth derivative
and to delay the change in the dynamic error caused by a nonzero
q + I th derivative by q (N 1 )/2 samples. Thus, to estimate the worst
case dynamic error of the qth order prediction equations, it suffices simply
to multiply the maximum value of the variable's qth derivative (aver-
aged over a total smoothing interval of qN samples) by - TIRN + 1) /
214, where q = 1, 2, or 3.

To complete this treatment of dynamic error, the dynamic error com-
ponent of u ors can be defined as /2 ors minus the first difference or one
half of the second difference of the variable. [In computing the dynamic
error of u for the third -order prediction equations, it was necessary to
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define the true velocity operator as a (z - 1 / z), instead of (z - 1).] It is
possible to use the methods of Appendix A to prove theorems about
these dynamic errors; these theorems can be interpreted in nearly the
same way as in the previous paragraph. These results, along with those
of the previous paragraph, are presented in Fig. 6. The dynamic error
coefficients are to be multiplied by - vT in the first -order case, -aT2
the second -order case, and -j713 in the third -order case. The delays
through the various connections of first -order filters (each of which
introduces a delay of NT /2) are contained in Table I. The dynamic
error coefficients plotted in Fig. 6 are listed in Table II.

V. RANDOM ERROR COMPONENT CALCULATIONS

Fig. 7 shows the coefficients of the standard deviation (or rms value)
of the random error component of &, ii, and .§, and Table III lists the
asymptotic behaviors of these coefficients for large values of N. (Fig. 7
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TABLE I - DELAYS OF DYNAMIC ERROR FOR QT1I ORDER
PREDICTION EQUATIONS

q = 1 2 3

1 1 2 3

A - 2 -g-

g - - 2

Multiply by N T / 2

was obtained by numerically calculating the square root of the sums of
squares of the quantities estimated by (2), (6), and (7) and (11)
through (13) in response to l'o = 1, :fi = 0, i > 0 [as in Ref. 5: (10) and
Appendix I]. The actual standard deviations can be obtained by multi-
plying the coefficients shown in Fig. 7 and Table III by the standard
deviation 0-, of the measurement error.

Fig. 8 gives the correlation coefficients p (defined as the covariance
divided by the product of the standard deviations of the quantities ap-
pearing in the covariance calculations), and Table IV lists their asymp-
totic values as N becomes very large. These correlation coefficients to-
gether with the standard deviation coefficients can be used to calculate
the standard deviation of a prediction extended to any future time, be-
cause taking the expected value of the square of both sides of (18) gives

= [(:tn-1-(l/T))2J1

{
# 2

= a'12 ± ---1 2.itat,P111 ± ' (0-2 + 20-v-wil)
71 71

ain+(t / 2')

3

4

T
tt

)
2aaWris +

#

ag2

TABLE II - DYNAMIC ERROR COEFFICIENTS

(19)

q = 1 2 3

x
N + 1

Di
(N + 1)2

D2
(N + 1)3

=
2

=
4

11, 3 =
8

A - N + 1 (N + 1)2 2 2

4
3- +N + 1 (N + 1)2

i _ _ 3(N + 1)
4
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TABLE III - ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIORS OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION
COEFFICIENTS

q = 1 2 3

x

22,

-Vg
V2.5 1.58

-VN -VN

1.414
N312 - Ar312

-V4.125 2.03
S3 - - =

-VN VN

V14 = 3.74
N3/2 N3/2

1.224
No' N512

10

10-

t o-

to-

.
MULTIPLY THE ORDINATE BY
THE STANDARD DEVIATION (re

OF THE MEASUREMENT ERROR

4'6-

2

)

8 (D)
6

Now...._
4 (B)

(A)
2

1
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Fig. 7 - Standard deviations - first order, (a) k; second order, (b) s, (c) tl;
third order, (d) k, (e) (f) A.
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TABLE IV - ASYMPTOTIC VALUES OF THE CORRELATION
COEFFICIENTS p

q = 2 3

2
= 0.895

27

2'231 = 0.889

x, s
8

vrio= 0.804

9
2.\/1 - 0.983
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VI. CHOOSING THE SMOOTHING INTERVAL FOR MAXIMUM RELIABILITY

Substituting the expressions for W and o -R shown as graphs on Figs.
6 and 7 into (1) to obtain the "worst case" safety factor produces, with
v0, ac, and je denoting the "worst -case" velocity, acceleration, and jerk,

or

or

AI =

A2 -

A3 -

L
v,T

-D
lv,T I

Sl oe

a,T2
- D2 lacT21

82 0",

- D3

a,

(20)

where D and S, respectively, denote the dynamic and random error coef-
ficients of the predicted value of the variable, and where the subscripts
denote the order q of the prediction equations. To carry out the maximi-
zation by choosing N to maximize A, it suffices to consider only the first
factor in each of the three expressions in (20), because only D and S
are functions of N. Although this statement is always true, A does not
completely determine the reliability if the dynamic error remains at its
"worst case" value W, for more than approximately N samples, because
E would have two or more independent opportunities to exceed L. How-
ever, it is believed that this additional source of unreliability can be
disregarded when choosing N to maximize the reliability, because as N
varies the reliability depends on A much more strongly than it depends
on this additional source.

The first factors in (20) can be written as

Xi
/ =Pi - Di

where

=
L

vc7'

/ P2 - D2or A2 =

or P2 =

82

L
acT2

/ P3 - D3
or A3 (21)

83

or P3 = L
j, T3

. (22)

The values of N which maximize A' are shown in Fig. 9 as a function of
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Fig. 9 - Optimum smoothing intervals versus protection parameters - (a)
first order, (b) second order, (c) third order.

P, and the corresponding maximum values of X' are shown in Fig. 10.
Asymptotic formulas for these optimum values of N and X' for large
values of P can be obtained with the aid of Tables II and III as

N10, = 2/3 P1

N2opt = 0.903 V7P2

N30p, = 1.045 /7/'3

= 0.544(P1)3t2

ago p,' = 0.478 (P2)514 (24)

x3op: = 0.432 (P3)716.

These formulas provide very close approximations to Figs. 9 and 10
for Nopt > 2.5 approximately.

An important relationship obtained by substituting (22) into (23) is
that, for all values of N greater than approximately 2.5, the effective
smoothing time N.,t, 7' equals a constant (which depends only on L and
the "worst case" value of the qth time derivative of the variable).
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A significant conclusion may be drawn from the fact that the function
A' in (21) is independent of the standard deviation of the measurement
error a, . Consequently, a single value of N (i.e., Nopt) simultaneously
maximizes the reliability for all o .

VII. OPTIMIZING THE ORDER OF THE PREDICTION EQUATIONS

The order of the prediction equations, can always be chosen to maxi-
mize the reliability by using the order which gives the largest value of
the safety factor A defined by (20) and shown in Fig. 10. A more general
comparison between Al , A2 , and A3 can be obtained for sufficiently large
values of optimum smoothing intervals (i.e., Nopt > 2.5 approximately)
by using the asymptotic formulas (24) to obtain the ratios, on the
assumption that L' = L,
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1.14 L I" I 11/4

X2 1
vc 11/2

(25)

where ve and a, are the "worst case" velocity and acceleration, and

X2 1.111 L11/12 I ic1116- (26)
A3 I ac li/4

where j, is the "worst case" jerk.
If (25) is greater than unity, then the optimum first -order predic-

tion equations [which are optimum in the sense that they use the values
Aropt given asymptotically by (23)] track more reliably than the optimum
second -order prediction equations. Likewise, if (26) is greater than
unity, then the optimum second -order prediction equations track more
reliably than the optimum third -order prediction equations. The con-
verse holds also.

It is significant that, if the time T between measurements is not so
large that N is too small for (25) and (26) to hold, these equations
indicate that the optimum order qopt of the smoothing equations is
optimum for all T (and of).

Examples illustrating these methods are given in Appendix B.

VIII. REDUCTION OF THE SAFETY FACTOR AND THE RELIABILITY DUE TO
USING A NON -OPTIMUM SMOOTHING INTERVAL

Ratios of the actual safety factor obtained by using an arbitrary value
of N to the optimum safety factor obtained by using Nopt from (23) can
be obtained for large values of P by using the values of Xopt from (24)
and using Tables II and III in conjunction with (21). A graph of these
ratios is given in Fig. 11 as a function of N/Nopt . This graph indicates
that it is worse to use a value of N larger than N.pt than it is to use a
value proportionately smaller than Nopt

The reduction in reliability caused by accepting a safety factor smaller
than optimum can be calculated from tables of the normal distribution
function [pp. 966-72 of Ref. 8]. For example, if X = 3, the unreliability
(i.e., unity minus the reliability) is only 0.135 percent, but the unrelia-
bility rises to 0.35, 0.82, 1.79, or 6.68 percent if X decreases by 10, 20,
30, or 50 percent, respectively.

IX. CHOOSING THE TIME T BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS

The assumptions of this paper are not sufficient to determine an
optimum value of T, but the methods of thi§- paper do permit describ-
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ing the effects of various choices of T, if it is assumed that the optimum
value of N is used and that No/A is large enough (i.e., N.pt, > 2.5 ap-
proximately) so that Nora T equals a constant.

One effect is that as T decreases (and Nopt increases), the maximum
initial velocity error (for which E barely keeps from exceeding L) in-
creases because it equals L/T until the appropriate break point shown
in Fig. 4 is reached, beyond which point the maximum tolerable initial
velocity error remains constant as T decreases.

Another effect is that as T increases, the standard deviations of
to, and a [the latter two quantities being related to 4 ands by (10) and
(17)] increase proportionately to VT. In consequence, an increase of T
causes the safety factor to decrease as 1/VT, because 0R is proportional
to VT, and because W is independent of T (due to the assumption that
No ptis large).

X. CONCLUSION

Except for the previous section, the objective of this paper has been
the combining of limits on the maximum tolerable prediction error L
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and the "worst case" time -derivatives vc , ao , or jc with a time T between
measurements, for the purpose of determining the optimal order qopt
and smoothing interval N.pt of the prediction equations. The results of
this paper make it possible to perform parameter -variation studies in
which qopt and Nopt are assumed to be used, and in which tradeoffs be-
tween the following quantities are examined: (i) L, T, (iii) the
standard deviation a, of the measurement error, (iv) the reliability
(defined as the probability that - E < L at the time of the "worst
case" value vc , a or jc), and (v) the "worst case" value vc , a or jc .
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APPENDIX A

Proof of Dynamic Error Theorem

The first -order prediction (2) can be written in the operator notation
as

z al - 1 (27)

where z is the advance operator for which z(x.) = x.4.1. Calculating the
dynamic error component of the prediction error E is accomplished by
subtracting the true value x of the variable from and then by setting
the observed value x of the variable equal to its true value x, because
setting the (random) measurement error e = i - x equal to zero re-
moves the random error component from E. Thus, the dynamic error
component of E equals

aix- x = XX= - lixz -}-al- 1 [z ai - 1
1 .( [- ( z - 1)x].al V - 1

( 28)
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According to (4) and (5), 1/al = (N + 1)/2, so that the dynamic error
equals

N 1

±al
al

- 1 [- (z - 1)x]. (29)
2 )

Equation (27) shows that (29) denotes passing the negative of the first
difference of x through a first -order prediction equation which is identical
to the first -order prediction equation being considered.

The second -order equations (6) and (7) can be written in operator
notation and simultaneously solved for to give

[82z + az(z - 1)]/- (30)
02z ± «2(z - 1) (z - 1)2.

Computing the dynamic error by subtracting x from both sides and
setting ft = x as before makes (30) become

-(z - 1)2x
- = (31)

02z a2(z - 1) +(z- 1)2.

Using (8) and (9) and then (4) and (5) gives

-(z - 1)2x- x = (z - K)2
- (z - 1)2x] r «1 2

.12 LZ - 1 + aij
2

2(N + 1\ ( al
\ 2 j - 1 + ail [-(z 1)2x].

Equation (32) represents two cascaded first -order prediction equations,
whose smoothing interval N is the same as the smoothing interval of the
original second -order prediction equations, operating on the negative of
the second difference of the variable, as stated in the theorem.

The third -order prediction equations (11) through (13) can be writ-
ten in operator notation and solved simultaneously to give

=
a3(z - 1)2 + tgaz(z - 1) + 'y3z(z + 1) (33)

(z - 1)3 «3(z - 1)2 + 133z(z - 1) + -y3z(z 1)1

so that the dynamic error equals

[- (z - 1)3x]- x = . (34)
(z - 1)3 + a3(z - 1)2 + 03z(z - 1) + -yaz(z + 1)

Using (14) through (16) gives

(32)
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-x= (z - K)3
3+ 1\ (

)z - 1 al; [- (z - 1)3x],

[ - (z - 1)2x]

(35)

where the smoothing interval N of the three cascaded first -order pre-
diction equations is the same smoothing interval as that which appears
in the original third -order prediction equations, as stated in the theorem. *

The abridgment of this theorem obtained by omitting the q cascaded
first -order prediction equations { i.e., the dynamic error is approximated
by multiplying the unsmoothed qth difference by -[(N 1)/2]4} has
approximated the dynamic error very accurately in simulations of the
slowdown of ballistic devices re-entering the earth's atmosphere.

As an application of the theorem, the maximum dynamic error com-
ponent for the second -order prediction equations (6) and (7) for an
initial error uo in t can be approximated by performing the steps listed
in the theorem. Thus, the second difference of x = uo'n for n 0 and
x = 0 for x < 0 is an impulse of height uo. This impulse enters two
cascaded first -order prediction equations, whose combined impulse
response { obtained by convolving two exponentials together and multi-
plying by [(N 1)/2]2} is approximately equal to uoin exp ( -2n/N).
The maximum value of this impulse response occurs at n = N/2, so that
the maximum value of the dynamic error component of the prediction
error E equals approximately uo (N/2e).

Similarly, it is possible to calculate the dynamic error due to an initial
error so in g in the third -order equations (11) through (13) since the
third difference of x = so'n2 for n >= 0 and x = 0 for n < 0 is two suc-
cessive impulses of height equal so. These two impulses can be regarded
as having the effect of a single impulse of height 280' if the smoothing
interval N is sufficiently large compared to two. The impulse response
of three cascaded first -order prediction equations is

(n2/2) exp [- 2 (n - 1)/ (N 1)],

* For pth order exponential smoothing (as opposed to prediction) equations in
which p is any integer, it is possible to prove that the dynamic error defined as

-x is equal to [(N - 1)/21" times the negative of the pth difference [defined as
[1 - (1/z)11 and passed through p first -order exponential smoothing equations of
the same smoothing interval. (This proof starts with (7) of Ref. 10 and uses the
lemma

(z -1)S&cri2= -1 -
where S is an operator denoting a first -order exponential smoothing equation.)
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after multiplying by the [(N 1)/2]° factor. Thus, the dynamic error
component of the prediction error E can be approximated by soin2 exp
[- 2 (n - 1)/ (N 1)]. The maximum of this approximation occurs at
n = N 1, so that the maximum dynamic error equals approximately
so (N + 1)2 exp [-2N/ (N 1)]. (This approximation is never more
than 12 percent larger than the true value of the dynamic error for any
N > 7. The expression so (N + 1)2 exp (-2) provides an approxima-
tion which is always smaller than the true value of the dynamic error.)

To conclude these examples of the use of the theorem, the dynamic
error components of the prediction error E for the third -order prediction
equations (11) through (13) caused by an initial error uo or xo in 12 or
/ can be approximated respectively by the first or second derivative
with respect to n of 17/2 exp (- 2n/N) multiplied by uo or xo1.

APPENDIX B

Examples

It is necessary to illustrate how the assumptions and results discussed
in the text apply to an actual instrument. Thus, echo -ranging radars
have measurement errors which occur independently of the measurement
error on any other pulse. The reason for this independence is that the
interval T between measurements is always much larger than the re-
ciprocal of the bandwidth of the instrument, because the time for the
echo to return from the target always greatly exceeds the duration of
the echo.

In monopulse radars measuring the range and angles of a target, ther-
mal noise originating in the receiver often results in a, being equal to the
product of the following two quantities: (i) a large fraction of the pulse -
width or beamwidth, and (ii) the reciprocal of the square root of the
ratio of the peak signal power to the average noise power [Chapter 10 of
Ref. 6]. If quantization errors are present because the instrument meas-
ures the prediction error digitally, a, can usually be calculated by taking
the square root of the sum of squares of the standard deviations of the
thermal and quantization errors.

At the end of Section VI of the text, it is stated that a single value of
the smoothing interval N simultaneously maximizes the reliability for
all a, . In radar terminology, this value of N (i.e., N.pt) is optimum for
any ratio of signal power to noise power. Likewise, Section VII concludes
with a result which can be interpreted as stating that the optimum value
qopt of the order of the prediction equations is optimum for any data
rate and any ratio of signal power to noise power.
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The use of some of the equations and graphs presented previously is
exemplified by the following: A radar emitting a 100 foot -wide pulse
every 0.27 seconds is tracking the range of a descending spaceship whose
maximum velocity is -35,000 ft/sec, whose maximum acceleration is
320 ft/ (sec )2, and whose maximum jerk is simulated to be 8.3 ft/ (sec ).3
(These maxima occur at different times during the re-entry of the
spaceship into the atmosphere.) It is discovered that the radar can meas-
ure the prediction error sufficiently accurately only if the prediction
error I E I is smaller than half the pulsewidth, so that L = 50 feet.* The
standard deviation a, of the measurement error e is found to be ap-
proximately equal to L/1/S/N, where S/N denotes the ratio of the
instantaneously maximum signal power to the average noise power in
the output of the radar's IF strip.

Equation (25) reveals that second -order smoothing is more reliable
than first -order smoothing if L < 2.26 X 106 feet, and (26) reveals that
third -order smoothing is more reliable than second if L < 4.36 X 105
feet. In consequence of assuming L to be only 50 feet, third -order smooth-
ing should be used.

Using (22) to calculate P3 gives P3 = 306. Fig. 9 indicates that N opt =
7, and Fig. 10 indicates that X' = 275. Computing X by multiplying X'
by I j,7131/0-, gives X = 0.9 VS/N. If S/N = 16 = 12 db, X = 3.6 and
the "worst -case" reliability is 99.98 percent, according to pp. 966-972
of Ref. 8. Similarly, if S/N = 4 = 6 db, X = 1.8, and the "worst -case"
reliability is 96.4 percent. The values of a3 , 133 , and y3 corresponding to
N.pt, = 7 can be calculated with the aid of (14) through (16) or looked
up on Fig. 3 as «3 = 0.578, (33 = 0.164, and -y3 = 0.0078, or, in exact
octal fractions, a3 = (0.45)8, 03 = (0.124)8, 73 = (0.004)8.

The "worst case" dynamic error component We can be calculated with

* Because of this assumption that L' = L, it is also assumed that the dynamic
error I W. I is large enough and crR is small enough so that

L+ I w. I L - I w. 1 =>,,
OR CIR

thereby making the reliability be significantly affected only by changes in the
value of X. This assertion can be verified by calculating

L

0.R
and

L- IW
UR

with the aid of the values of W, and a R given in the last paragraph of this appen-
dix and using the tables of the normal distribution function (pp. 966-972 of Ref.
8) to compare the effects of changes in

L I We I
and

cli

L - I Wel
an
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the aid of Fig. 6 as 64 times jcV, or 10.5 feet. The standard deviation an
of the random component can be calculated with the aid of Fig. 7 as
0.88 a, = 44'/AATFN. If S/N = 4 = 6 db, 0-R = 22 feet and if S/N =
16 = 12 db, aR = 11 feet. As a check on the consistency of the results,
(1) gives values of X which are identical to those calculated in the
previous paragraph.
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The Joint Optimization of Transmitted
Signal and Receiving Filter for

Data Transmission Systems

By J. W. SMITH

( Manuscript received June 23, 1965)

The optimum signal and receiving filters for a data transmission system
with a fixed channel and detection process are found. The criteria of opti-
mality are: (i) the minimization of mean square error between the input
multilevel data signal and the output to the decision threshold and (ii) the
minimization of noise power output with no intersymbol interference.
Explicit frequency characteristics are obtained for the separate and joint
signal and receiver optimization problems. For the joint problem it is seen
that some freedom exists in assigning phases to the transmitter and receiver.
In addition, explicit equations are obtained for the output signal-to-noise
ratio for the problems considered. The optimization procedures are carried
out in detail in some examples. In comparing binary and correlative multi-
level signalling (e.g., duobinary), it is seen that there may be channels for
which the optimum multilevel system is superior to the optimum binary
system.

I. INTRODUCTION

In most instances a data system designer is faced with the problem of
transmitting through a noisy channel over which he has no control.
In other words, the designer must concern himself with transmitter and
receiver terminals which reduce the disturbing effects of the channel.
Nyquist's classic paper' considered over-all system designs which elimi-
nate intersymbol interference. Others (see, for example, Ref. 2) have
also reduced the effects of noise by designing the transmitter and
receiver to minimize the noise output for a given Nyquist characteristic
and an ideal channel. Tufts' recent wor10-6 has recognized that trans-
mission without intersymbol interference may not be the most desirable.
He has considered the problem of optimizing transmitted signal wave-
forms or receiver filters under the criterion of minimizing the mean
square error (thus minimizing the joint contribution of noise and inter -
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symbol interference). His attempt at joint optimization of the trans-
mitter and receiver was successful only with the added condition that
the transmitted waveform be time limited to one bit interval. This is an
important case, but the unsolved joint optimization problem without
this constraint is also important. The joint optimization solution would,
in effect, provide a performance bound for a given channel.

This paper extends Tufts' results by solving the joint optimization
problem (mean square error criterion) for a time -invariant transmitter
and receiver subject only to an average power constraint on the trans-
mitted waveform. Explicit equations are obtained for the signal, re-
ceiving filter, and the output signal-to-noise ratio for both the separate
and joint optimization. In addition, the optimum signal and receiver
are found for an arbitrary channel subject to the constraint of no inter -
symbol interference. The output signal-to-noise ratio for this case is
obtained and is found to be only slightly less than the optimum for
usual noise levels. The results show clearly the importance of the ratio
of the noise spectral density to the square of the channel amplitude
characteristic on the design techniques and the performance bound.
The phase characteristics of the channel are irrelevant to the bound
and there is some freedom in assigning phase characteristics to the trans-
mitter and receiver in the joint optimization problems.

An important reason for the solution of the joint optimization problem
is in the notation used. The frequency domain is broken into disjoint
intervals and the characteristic within each interval is considered as a
separate function. The equations to be minimized are easily stated and
the constraints (such as no intersymbol interference) are compactly
and completely represented by this notation. Finally, the joint solution
is easily obtained with the notation used here whereas with the standard
approaches,' the solution is obscured.

II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Fig. 1 illustrates the general linear, time -invariant, noisy (zero mean)
multilevel transmission system considered. One may assume that the
information is contained in a random sequence of impulses (of weight

al, al= { -2M, , 0,  2M - 2, 2/1/ }

or

{ -2M - 1, , -1, 1,  2M + 1 }

and spaced T seconds apart) at the input of the system. Thus, a signal,
s(t), having an amplitude of at is transmitted every T seconds. The
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FILTER

E((.0) = C(w)e,IY(w)

r(t)

Fig. 1- General digital transmission system.

noiseless system output, r(t), has the Fourier transform

R(w) = S(w)T(w)E(w)

A sequence of input signals

als(t - 171)

(1)

(all sums from -00 to c0 unless otherwise noted) will, in general,
produce a sequence of overlapping output pulses

air(t-1T).

The total output at the sampling time (taken at t = 0 without loss of
generality) is

or

v = a0r(0) E air( -171) + n(0)
/00

v = a0.0 + E azr_i + no
loo

(2a)

(2b)

where 9.1, / 0 represents the intersymbol interference and 7.0 is the
output value at the main sample point.

In order to assess the performance of such a data system, it is neces-
sary to choose a criterion of quality. One useful measure which Tuftsa-6
has used extensively is the mean square error. This paper considers a
slightly different criterion by using a normalized mean square error

E I [normalized input sample - output sample]2)
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or

El [aoro -(aoro1+E air_z + no)12
two

where a simple change of amplitude between input and output has been
eliminated as a factor. Then

M.S.E. = El [aoro - (aoro E air-/ no)]21
too

= Etno21 + El anoE E{
\ 2

too to

= E no2 I + Et E aiajr_ir_il

= o2 +-ai2 E rte + 2E ajapf. E rtrz+in
100 »t=1 )

where

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

a2 = E{n02}.

This expression cannot be an absolute measure of quality but should
be related to the output level ro . Much of the remainder of the paper
will be concerned with the design of the transmitted signal and the
receiver filter (both separately and jointly) to minimize the mean
square error given by (3c) for a given value of ro . In addition, this
expression will also be minimized subject to the constraint that the
intersymbol interference be zero, i.e.,

E 7.12
o.

It is particularly useful for our purposes to work with the frequency
characteristics of the system. Appendix A gives the details of the trans-
formation of the mean square error expression from a time domain to a
frequency domain function. In terms of the system component trans-
forms

Transmitted signal
Channel characteristic
Receiver filter
Noise spectral density

S(w) = A (co)eja(w)
T (w) = B(w)eis(w)
E(w) = C (co)ej7(w)

= 43(co)

and the shorthand notation A[u (2n7 r / T)] = A (u) etc., the mean
square error may be written
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iriT31.S. E. = l' {E c2(04,(11)
a r /7' lir

+ T
I(u)B(u)C(u) cos [an(u) + 0(11)i

2

+ lin (u)} - 7217r 1 F(U)

27r r,
2_, 1 (u)Bn(u)Cn(u) sin [an(u) + 13n(u)+ T

where

 7 (11)]] F(11)} du

(4)

F(u) = ail + 2 E ctiai+m cos umT. (5)
nt=1

In (4) the frequency range has been split into disjoint bands of width
2ir/T and the characteristic within each band is treated as a separate
function (e.g., An(u) = A[u (2n7/T)] is A(,) for (2n - 1)7/T <
co < (2n + 1)r/T). For simplicity, the argument, u, will not be made
explicit (except for the dependence of the Lagrange multipliers) through-
out the rest of the development.

The last two terms on the right side of (4) represent the intersymbol
distortion. By simultaneously making these terms zero, one has the
necessary conditions for transmission without intersymbol interference

E A BC cos (au ± 13 = 74T
27r

E A BC sin (a fin y) = 0

--<u<-T=-1,

(6)

(7)

which have been discussed in a previous paper.'
In the remainder of the paper, the optimum signal and equalizer

(receiver filter) will be determined (separately in Section III and jointly
in Section IV) under the constraint that the average signal power is
limited and the output level is fixed. That is, the mean square error
frIT

L
arle qi 2

E c.2(D. + (E A.B.C COS (a O 7,0 -
TIT{ T 9

97rF
An137,C7, sin (a + } duTn
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will be minimized subject to

fir
IT

E AnB.C. cos (a. -I- 13. i's) du = ro (8)
-a /T n

and the average power constraint which may be written8 (assuming
ai = 0)

oo T IT

P= f .F(co)A.2(w)do.) = f F E A:du. (9)
-T IT n

Note that this differs from Tufts' developments in that he considers a
fixed pulse energy as the constraint.

In addition, the suboptimum signal and equalizer which eliminate
intersymbol interference will be found by minimizing

f iT X- 2Cn 1. du
LT IT n

subject to the constraints given by (6), (7), and (9).
Note that (6) contains the constraint on r0 , given by (8).

III. RESULTS OF THE SEPARATE OPTIMIZATION OF SIGNAL AND RECEIVER
FILTER

3.1 Simultaneous Reduction of Noise and Intersymbol Distortion

Appendix B shows the details of the minimization of the M.S.E.
given by (4) subject to the constraints of (8) and (9). For a specified
receiver filter the optimum signal characteristics are given by

sin (ak 13k + 7k) = 0 (10)

and
T(2ro - X2/F) BkCk

Ak -
2 2 X1 T

Bk Ck
27r

where it is assumed that F 0 at any point. The constants X1 and X2
may be determined by using the constraining equations.

For a fixed signal, the optimum receiver characteristics are given by

sin (ak Ok + 7k) = 0 (10)

and
T(2ro - X2/F) AkBkF0k

Ck = 4r F Ak2Bk2 T (12a)E
k Z/T
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The coefficient is found in Appendix B to be

T ( 2/.0 - X2/F)
47r

r TIT
.4k-Bk

du
k (1)k

A[27r -1,- ITF2_, V' Ilk2 Dk2 i

rip

k (.1)k
-t- ,

-7r_

+1
T

LT IT

-
-T du
97r

F E
(1)k zar

A k2 B k2 T

Ak- Bk-E
T IT du

k 43k

-T

k (1)k + 27r

(12b)

The ratio of the signal output to the square root of the mean square
error is

ro

i 2E,
.cik 1->k du

TIT F du TIT k t'k T ( du
9

y
...,7r -777/7' A -7r/7' T- \

T IT

.47r f- 7r /7' A /..= -
T V

-IT dZ,
Ak-Bk

u

-7r/7'

where

(1)k

Ak2Bk2 TA = F
k 4k 27r

This function may be approximated by
-friT

T
0 _

k k

(13a)

T 'IT du
27r -,/7, E Ak2Bk2 2

k CI) k

(13b)

for large transmitted power to noise power ratios

27 F E Ak2Bk2 >> 1.
T k

In each case, the variable phase should be adjusted to produce zero
phase (with any fixed delay removed) across the band

(i.e., ak = -13k - yk).

The amplitude characteristics may be considered to be the product

ro 97r du
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of a term which depends upon u and k and one that only depends upon
u, e.g.,

Ck(u) = [Bk(u)Ak(u)/c13k(u)]q(u) (14)

where

(co 27,1cr) = (u) 2771r)

for all k, 1. The function q(u) may then be considered as the output of a
tapped delay line

Egpe-jcopT

since this function satisfies the condition on q(u) . Thus, the solutions
may be interpreted as linear filters matched to the signal and channel
followed by a tapped delay line, e.g.,

C(w) = [B(w)A(w)/4(w)] q(w). (15)

3.2 Minimization of Noise Output Power with No Intersymbol Distortion

The minimization of
fIT

-, IT E Cn24)n du + X3(u) E AnBnCn cos (an + On + 7n)

r IT

x4(u) E AnBnCn sin (an + 13. + ) Xi
J

F E Ant du
-7r IT

subject to the constraints of (6, 7, 9) is similar to the previous case and
will not be presented in detail. For a fixed receiver filter, the optimum
signal characteristics are given by

sin (ak 13k + 7k) = 0

arid

-X3(u)
Ak k 

2X1F

The coefficient is easily found and

roT BkCk
Ak = 2r E Bk2ck2

k

For a fixed signal, the optimum receiver characteristics are given by
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sin (ak Ok 'yk) = 0

-X3(u) AkBkCk =
2 cl)k

Again, the coefficient is easily found and

AkBk

Ck
r0T 4)k

2r Ak2Bk2 

k

(10)

(17a)

(17b)

The ratio of signal output to the noise output is

ro 2r r" IT du
=

T _,IT E Ak2Bk2 (18)
k 43k

This function is seen to be identical to the first term of (13b). The differ-
ence between (18) and (13b) is small under the condition that

2r F
Ak2Bk2

T
E

k Cbk

and one does not sacrifice much in designing for no intersymbol inter-
ference. In this case, there is no significant advantage in using the true
optimum design with large signal-to-noise ratio systems.

The interpretation of the above results is the same as for the previous
minimization problem.

IV. JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF SIGNAL AND RECEIVER FILTER

4.1 Simultaneous Reduction of Noise and Intersymbol Interference

The over-all optimization requires the minimization of (4) with re-
spect to both the signal and receiver functions Ak Ck and 7k
From the minimization details in Appendix B, this requires the solution
of

sin (ak + 13k + "yk) = 0 for all k, (10)

Ak =
XIT

2r
BkCk {E AnBnC. - (2r.0 -XF,2 (19))}4r

and
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Ck =
-27r AkBkF {v. A

ntin
47r \-'1.0 F)}
T - X2 for all k (20)

T (Pk n

where it is assumed F 0. In some correlation schemes F may be zero
at certain points and it is easily seen that Ak= Ck = 0 at these points.
For (19) and (20) to have nontrivial solutions it is necessary that the
determinant

2

1 - (2,7,r B4))2 k 2F {E ABC - (2 - X2Y
Xj1, n

vanish. This requires

T Al' 4)k.
4rE ABC - (27.0 -X2) =

27r BkFt
for all k. (21)

71

In general (unless 43k1/Bk is a constant with k) for any u the equation
can only be satisfied for one k. This means that for any u there is only
one value of k for which there is a nontrivial solution and for the other
values of k the solutions vanish.

The question now becomes one of choosing, for each u, the proper
Ak and Ck which leads to the true minimization. Combining (19) and
(20)

and using

one gets

(13k1
Ak = k

XilF3

-T 2X1.1(13k1
AkBkCk - (2ro - XF.) 4r BkFl4r

(22)

(21)

2

11 x2 2X11c13k1Ak =1- 2r F BkFi
(23)

}

T x2 2XICI)ki} X1 F1 (24)Ck2 = -47r 2r0 F BkFi cDkiBk

Equations (23) and (24) represent the nonzero solutions. The best k
(frequency region) for any u is the one which minimizes the function

'IT E ck2(u)itk(u) +
2.TF

Ak(U)Bk(U)Ck(U)
roTri

k j u
where the dependence on u has been reinserted for clarity. For every u
there is at most one Ck and Ak with a nonzero value so the function
may be written
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E f 2[c2(04),(u) + -27r F(u) -1.°711du
k Lk 27r

where Lk is the subinterval within the interval

[(2k - 1) (FIT), (2/c + 1) (FIT)]

over which A k(u) and Ck(u) have a value. It is necessary for the true
optimum that Lk be chosen to minimize the above expression. The true
minimization may not require the use of the total interval -FIT < u <
,r/T, i.e., it may be possible to decrease noise output faster than inter -
symbol distortion is increased by using a smaller interval. Because this
situation only arises when cloki/Bk in the optimum Lk regions have large
variation, and is cumbersome to consider in detail, it will be assumed
that nonzero Ak and C k will exist over -WIT < u < r/T (unless
F = 0). Using (21, 23, 24) the above function may be written

X2L [-4-; {2r0 pi
k Lk

(u)

T F(u) j X2

+ 2- F u )

2Xiistk3(u) Xi4(13ki(u)F1(u)
Bk(u)Fi(u) Bk(u)

2x1kpk4(u) }21
du.

Bk(u)Fi(u)

The constants may be evaluated by using (21, 23, 24)
straining equations. Thus,

2'0 =
-IT

E AkBkCk du
-TIT k

E f (21'o
X2 2X1'4)k'

dtt
k Lk 7r BkFi

= ro

and the COI) -

(8)

(25a)

(25b)

since the total range of all Lk is the interval on u (-71-/T, 7r/T) and

(26)

E r du Txr E 4);
clic

47r k JL F 27r k fLk .13 k

X2 - 9 (1)ki , du
= -f -Duu/Efxii

k Lk 1-10 k k Lk 11

Using the average power condition
r / 7'

P=
J

F E Ak2 clu
a/7' k

=
k rk 4r

X2 2X1I(Dic1.0 -F Bkh 2 XiBk

( 9 )

(27a)
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7.°T E f F:(Pk4 du = P+ E E IL, du
27rAil k 1,k "I, _9 7r k

T X2
43k4 du.± A-1

Al. k

7
Lk B k

Combining (27b) and (26) one gets

roT f 1,(1)k' 7' (1)k4

= du P E
2r k Bk k .11.k k-

duX1

4)/,' 21`
71 k Lk 13kIldlutht)

Lk 11'

Finally, combining (21-23, 25 and 27)

(roT
9 fLk

F4c131,4 du
111 .S.E. -

.-ar

7' r (I)k

1)[ 27r 7""Lk Bk 27

c1) duy
Lk BkF

E du

k Lk -

(27b)

(28)

(29)

Equation (29) represents the mean square error in the transmission
and Lk must be chosen to minimize this expression. This is rather
complicated but to a close approximation, the minimization of

F44) k4
du

k Lk Bk

corresponds to the minimization of (29). The minimum mean square
error results by choosing for each value of u

the k for which

(-- < u < 7)
T

(1k=(u)F1(u)
Bk(u)

is a minimum. The interval Lk is that region of u for which
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cl'kl(u)F1(u)
Bk(u)

is a smaller than any other

(1),(u)F4(u)
Bi(u)

Since F(u) is independent of j, Lk may also be defined as the region
for which (Dki(u)/Bk(u) is smaller than any other V(u)/Bi(u). Thus,
the choice of Lk to minimize

f kCI _7

k Lk Ok

also corresponds to the minimization of the M.S.E. and the regions in
-which -power -is transmitted are independent of the correlation properties

of the data.
Once the Lk are chosen, the resulting characteristics are

Ak2 =
rp 2_ (1,k T> f 4) k f

Lk B k2 u 27r k LA BkP Ajl'A
du

E1 (12' Fl
k LA Bk

T f (1)ki di 444 T 4)k

BkFi-r [zir BkFi du k Lk 1. BkFt 2lr Bk2F

and

2 XIFCk = Ak
cpk.

(30)

(22)

where X, is given by (28). For (30) to be a solution requires that A k2 > 0
or

1
Bk<

K2 (31)
Fi P'

for the regions defined by the Lk . Taking into account the difference
in problems considered, this equation corresponds to Tuft's condition
for a solution [Ref. 5, (28)]. Equation (31) states that the solution
must be limited to regions without sharp peaks in the (13ki/BkFi char-
acteristic. The phases, ak and -yk , may be arbitrarily assigned to Ak
and C k subject to the condition of (10). The ratio of the signal to the
square root of the mean square distortion is
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ro 27r

T

[P -T f T1 du --T E/'( duy/Ef dui
27 k Lk B k2 27r k Lk BkFl k Lk F

X
FIchl

du

(32)
n,

k -D k

It is difficult to make a general comparison of this result and (13) be-
cause of the arbitrary signal, Aft , which appears in (13). A comparison
for a specific case is found in the examples of Section V.

4.2 Minimization of Noise Output with No Intersymbol Interference

From the previous results, the minimization of the noise output with
respect to both the signal and receiver functions, A k , Ck , ak and 7k
requires the simultaneous solution of

sin (ak k 7k) = 0 for all k, (10)

-X3(u)A kBkCk (16a)

and

- X3(u) AkBk
Ck = for all k (17a)

2 ct.k

where again nonzero F is assumed (if F = 0, C k = 0, Ak = co ). A non-
trivial solution of (16a) and (17a) requires that the determinant

1

x32 (u) Bk2

4X1F Fk

vanish. This requires

2)11143k4F1
X3(U) = .

1,k
(33)

Again, for a particular u, the right hand side of the equation depends
upon k and can only be satisfied for one value of k. For the other values
of lc, (16a) and (17a) have trivial solutions. At each value of u there
must be at least one nontrivial Ak and C k because of the condition

AkBkck = 2r T
< u <

k - 7' (6)
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Thus, for each value of u there is one and only one nonzero Ak and C k
and the question becomes one of finding which k leads to the true
optimum.

Using the same techniques as shown in the previous section, the noise
output is given by

ro Ty 1 FI(u)c1)kl(u) duy. (34)f ck2(u)4,k(u)du E
k Lk -71 k Bk(u)

This expression is minimized by choosing for each value of u, the k
for which

1k#(u)
Bk(u)

(13k (u) Mu))Or
Bk(u)

is a minimum. The interval Lk is that region of u for which

clIk.4(u)

Bk(u)

is smaller than any other

c1354(u)

B;(u)

The resulting characteristics are easily found to be

Stkl duT 441
Ak = P'[E j:k Bk Bk11111

and

Ck = 7.13±11 [E f F443k4 &i
FI

22r d
k J Lk Bk (DkiBkl.

(35)

(36)

Note here and in the previous case, the bound depends upon the ratio
(13k1/Bk but the transmitting and receiving filters required to achieve
the bound depend upon (Pk and Bk separately.

Again, the phases, ak and 7k , may be arbitrarily assigned to the
transmitter and receiver subject to the condition of (10). The ratio of
the signal output to the noise output is

ro 2ir FicpkI
du1-1/2 T

(37)
-\ u k Lk Bk

Comparing this equation and (32) shows the degradation in the per-
formance bound to be expected when no intersymbol interference is
allowed. This degradation is small under the usual condition of low
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noise. The two equations are identical if

cbk4(u) K
Bk(u) Fi(u) 

If this condition holds, the optimum solution is one with no intersymbol
interference. This condition is especially useful with uncorrelated data
where F is a constant.

V. EXAMPLES

Consider the problem of transmitting uncorrelated binary data
(al = - 1 or 1, and F = 1) at a rate of 1/T bits per second over the
channel whose amplitude characteristics B(0.0 and noise spectral density
function 4(co) are shown in Fig. 2. For ease of presentation these func-
tions are limited to the region (-2r/T, 2r/T) and the phase character-
istic is assumed to be zero. The preceding discussion will be illustrated
by assuming a fixed signal and then finding the optimum receiver filter.
The bound for the utilization of this channel will then be found by
finding the joint optimum receiver and signal combination. For this
purpose, the function

B(o)) = cos 4T

(w) = N cos (1Lr

41)112(o))/B(o))
(C)

27T

T
0

W

27T

Fig. 2 - (a) Amplitude characteristic; (b) noise spectral density; (c) optimum
operating region.
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(131(0))

B(w)
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is given in Fig. 2(c).
The various quantities of interest are given in the figure and it will

be assumed that the initial choice of a signal gives a cosine roll -off and
produces no intersymbol interference

wTA (w) = PT
cos (38)

where the signal normalized to the average power restriction. The
initial receiver filter is assumed to be flat. For this system

ro

J

2r /7'

27r /7'
COS2

4
wTPT do)

27N r f 2"/T

2ir /7'
COS - aw

wT
4

0.88 V-7 . (39)

For no intersymbol interference, the optimum receiver filter is given by

AkBk

and

27 Ak213k2

k k

oT / 27 Bk

27r PT 3 UT
COS Sin3 uT

roll / 27 Bk
2r 1/ PT 0 < u <ek =

cos - uT
T (40b)

4 4

To 2r riT du
.\/ 71 E A k k

k Cl3k

ir IT -1

N T [-' Jo
cos -I- sin'uT

(41a)3 uT
= /1/27r-1-) r du

4 4

2r/' 1-2.41-1
= 0.91

)
(41b)NT L 71 AT 

(17b)

< U
T = (40a)

(18)
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For the optimum filter where intersymbol interference is allowed,

Ch

2r
ro Bk

PT
uT , T , N

3 uT 3 uT cos3 + sin -f- -
r/T cos sin -4 du 4 P

2 fo
NuT uT

cos3 -4 + sin3-4 + P
(42)

0 < u < 1-11
T

which will not be much different from the result with no intersymbol
interference for low noise. The optimum detector with no intersymbol
interference (40a,b) is shown on Fig. 3(a).

The joint optimization requires constraining C(w) and A(w) to the
region -7/T < u < 7/T. From Fig. 2(c) this is seen to be the region
for which

43'2(0.))

B(w)

C(w)

(b)

A (w)

(C)

C(w)

27T

T
.7r

T
V 21T

T T

Fig. 3- (a) Optimum receiver shaping for given A (w) ; (b) signal shaping for
joint optimization; (c) receiver shaping for joint optimization.
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signal and receiver for no intersymbol
36),

Pi 1
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A0= 'IT du i 1 uT
cos' --T-

du

(43)
L7r/T UT

cos'I
4

f''"7'

,-7r/7' uTA

COS"
roT 4 (44)

Co
2T -P1 2 gal

cos'
4

and are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The resulting ratio of signal-to-
noise is from (37)

ro 2ir 1, f'IT du ri
T AT' 'LIT cosI UT

4

0.95 fi)-

(45a)

(45b)

The true optimum filters, with intersymbol interference, will be close
to the previous results for low noise. The improvement in signal-to-
noise ratio may be obtained from (45b) by replacing P by

7r/T N T friT NI du 2

P+
UT

du -
-7r/T UT

COS cos'
4

which is greater than P.
As a further illustration, consider the utilization of the channel whose

amplitude characteristic B(w) and noise spectral density function c13(c4)
are shown in Fig. 4. The main point of this example is that the solution
of the joint optimization problem is not confined to the interval
(-7/T, r/T). It is, as a matter of fact, split up into three regions;
Li for -r/T < u < -a, Lo for -a < u < a, and L_I fora < u
as shown in Fig. 4(c). These turn out to be the regions of minimum

14(u)
Bk(u)

as can be seen by the curve Fig. 4(c). The optimum receiver and signal
are given in Fig. 5 for the case of no intersymbol interference.
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B(w)=cos 4

4(w) = N coS2
-4-

x

(cos -1/2 4 + cos0S )2

4)"2(0)) /B (w)

(a)

b)

IT Li 4 27
T T T i T

27TT a\ + a w

Fig. 4 - (a) Amplitude characteristic; (b) noise spectral density; (c) optimum
operating region.

The previous two examples have considered the problem of finding
the optimum regions, Lk , for transmitting energy. Once these regions
have been determined it is of interest to examine the effect of F (u)
(the one parameter over which the designer may exercise some control)
on the performance bound. In particular, since it is generally considered
that a binary system is optimum for transmitting data in fixed time
slots, it is interesting to ask if some sort of correlation scheme leads
to a better output signal-to-noise ratio than binary for the same average
input power. In other words, using (37) [the case for no intersymbol
interference] are there cases in which

E f Mu)44'(u) du :5_ f ,(u,) du? (46)
k Lk Bk(u) k Lk.dik(U)

It should be emphasized that the signal-to-noise ratio is being exam-
ined and not the error rate. For correlative multilevel schemes which
lead to a solution of (46) the error rate may be greater than or less than
that of the binary system. In addition, there are certain error detecting
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C(co)

Fig. 5- (a) Signal shaping for joint optimization; (b) receiver shaping for joint
optimization.

features of the correlative multilevel systeme which make it difficult
to compare its error rate to binary.

Equation (46) will be easier to consider if it is written
firIT Fi(u)4,4(u T 4)4

" du < f , ) du (47)
B(u)aIT = -TIT B(u)

where c13(u) and B(u) are the composites of 4k(u) and Bk(u) in the (gen-
erally) disjoint regions Lk in w. The total interval over which the Lk's
extend is -r/T < u < 7r/T. For the case shown in Fig. 4 one would
have

0(u)
B(u)

Ci(u)/Bi(u)
4,04 (u)/B0(u)

4,_11(u)/B-1(u)

-701 < u -a,
-a < u a,

a -5_ u < ir/T.

As a specific example, consider correlated data which is formed by
adding binary (-1, 1) bits separated by T seconds (i.e., adding con-
tinuously the present bit and the immediately preceding bit). Such data
(duobinary) has three levels (-2, 0, 2) and

F(u) = 2 2 cos v T.

It is easily shown that if
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where

B(
31(u

)

) do - d1 cos -uT
u 2

d0
8 - 27r

do 0.75 do2ir - 4

(47) is satisfied. This means that for the above characteristic the opti-
mum duobinary transmission system operates with greater output S/N
than the best binary system. It is obvious that for

434(u)

B(u)

constant, (the usual case considered) binary transmission is optimum
(with duobinary poorer by a factor of 7/4 as pointed out by Bennett").

This example is not intended to exhaust the possibilities but to point
out that for deviations from flat channels and white noise there is the
possibility that signaling with correlated multilevel data is superior to
binary.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The joint receiver and signal optimization has been carried out
for the general data transmission system. The optimization considers
simultaneously the noise and intersymbol distortion. The results may
be applied to bandpass (baseband transmission, not carrier) or gradual
cutoff systems as well as the sharp cutoff systems illustrated in the
examples. Unfortunately, the joint solution is unrealizable, but it does
provide a bound on the transmission performance with a fixed channel.
Thus, with a given channel, one can do no better than (32) for the ratio
of signal mean square error, and no better than (37) for the output
signal-to-noise ratio with no intersymbol interference. From these
equations, the importance of the ratio

B(w)

is clearly seen. It is the only contribution to the bound other than the
signal correlation function F, and the average signal power. Notice that
the phase characteristic of the channel is irrelevant to the bound.

In the first example, it is seen that the original choice of signal and
receiver was close to the optimum bound. Hence, there is little improve-
ment to be gained with more complex processing. The second example
illustrates a case where a more complex signal and receiver would be
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theoretically useful. The signal and receiver of the first example would
not effectively combat the noise in this case. The last example illustrates
an advantage of correlative multilevel signaling in matching certain
channel characteristics.

In the examples, the suboptimum (no intersymbol interference)
solutions are presented in detail for three reasons:

(i) The solutions are of simpler form but just as illustrative as the
optimum solutions.

(ii) The solutions depend only on the shape of B(w) and (I)(co) and
not upon the relative noise and signal powers.

(iii) The optimum and suboptimum solutions are nearly identical
in the standard situation of large signal-to-noise power.

The explicit results for the suboptimum case are possible because of
the explicit and complete statement of conditions for no intersymbol
interference [Equations (6) and (7)].

APPENDIX A

Frequency Domain Representation of Mean Square Error

By writing the time domain samples, r , in terms of the Fourier
transform of r(t) one gets

r(t) = R(0.)ejw` dw (48a)

= 1.R(w)ciwiT (4817)

(,-/T)(27,-3-0

7./ = E f R(0))eiwiT dw (48c)
Or IT) (2.11-1)

ac

9 1171" TE R (u c7" du. (48d)
71 7r I T IT

Assuming that

ER is + ')117r)
73

is a uniformly convergent series

R(w) q
)

juIT

)as w-- co

/T .
ri = du.

-1-1T
(48e)
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Noting that r1 is just the lth coefficient of an exponential Fourier series
expansion of

27 R u + 2")

one may write

or

and

7r
< ,

T
u

T

00

2n
R

, r) T -juiTE rte
f1=-,0 :67r t=-0*

2n7r) Tro T -juiT=
27-r txoi rien=-.3 2r

[ R -2n7r Tro *e jumT
Ec° ---1

n=-.0

(49a)

(49b)

E riejulTejumT. (49c)
2r wo

Multiplying (49b) and (49c) together and integrating one obtains,
using the shorthand notation

Rn(u) = R 2nr

r I T2r roTE rin±,n n(u) -
v-rIT 2r

Further,
co

a?E r12 + 2 L_,v% aja;+, E
to m=11X0,-nt

where

NITr=2
T LIT

CO

2

cos umT du. (50)

T
Rn(U) --'2r

2

F(u) du
(51)

F(u) = aj2 + 2 E aia).+, cos urnT. (5)

The noise variance may be written

E{no2} = 1:01E(w)12`1)(0)) do) (52a)

where (1)(w) is the channel noise power spectral density
ir IT (2n+1)

Etno21 = E I Ecor 4)(co) dco (52b)
n IT (224-1)
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2c

2 (u 2n,7r

f-

7'
2n7r

/T T )

=

frIT
E En(U)I2 stn(u) du (52d)

n

if En I En(u)12 (Dn(u) is a uniformly convergent series. The mean
square error expression may then he written

rIT
M.S.E. = {J E IEn(u)1 JIG)

n

2 22r [27[Re ERn(u) E R ii(u)1 F(u)} du.
27r

In terms of the system component functions

8(w) = A(w)e'°`(")

T(w) = B(w)e(w)

= C(co)e-17(w)

(53) may be written
rIT

M.S.E. = f {E Cn2(04)n(U)

27-[ A(u)Bn(u)Cn(u) cos [an(u) 13n(u)
n

roTT
2r

2r - [E An (u)B (u)C (u) sin [an(u) 13n(u)Tn
2

7(u)11 F(u)} du.

(53)

(4)

APPENDIX B

Simultaneous Reduction of Noise and Intersymbol Interference

The function
IT

, roT}2271- ; {E
AnBnCn cos (an + + 7n) -2rLr IT L n

27rF 2

{E AnBnCn sin (an + 'Yn)} du
n
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± X1 F An2 du
-r IT n

r / T

+ X2 f E AnBnCn cos (an + /3n 7n)du
-r/T n

is to be minimized subject to the constraints

and

rIT
F An2 du = P

f-r/T

frIT
E An13.Cn cos (an + fin + 7n)du = ro

LrIT n

( 9 )

(8)

For the optimum signal, this minimization is carried out with respect
to Ak and ak . Using the standard techniques of the calculus of varia-
tions' the minimization with respect to ak yields

AkBkCk sin (ak i3k + 7k) [E AnBnen COS (an + Nn 'Ytt)

(27.0 X

F
2

AkBkCk
A cos (ak Nk 7k)4r

FE An13Cn sin (a + + 701 = 0,
L n

(54)

assuming that F 0. The special case when F = 0 will be considered
later. Summing over all k leads to

X2
(2To - E AkBkCk sin (ak Ok + 7k) = 0 (55)

since X2 depends upon the constraints

E AkBkCk sin (ak 13k 'Yk) = 0 (56)
k

and

AkBkCk sin (ak Ok 7k) [E AnBnC cos (a. + fin + 7n)
n

- ((2ro - X)] =0
1-?

Minimizing with respect to Ak one gets

(57)
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A nB C n COS (an + Nn

7n) - ± F[BkCk sin (ak +13k + .7 0]27 T (58)

.[EAnBnCn sin (an + fin + 7n)]

or using (56)

2X1 FAk X2BkCk COS (ak i3k + 7k) = 0

[Bkek cos (ak 13k 7k)l[z AnBnC n COS (an + fin + 7n)

(59)

- 47,7,71 (2ro - 24X7riT

Comparing (57) and (59) it is seen that a nontrivial solution requires

sin (ak + 7k) = 0 (10)

and

kAk="-

27BCk {En. A .13 4-TrT (2ro - . (19)
Xif

Multiplying each side of the equation by BkCk and summing one gets

AkBk,ck = - 27u
B k2 C k2 {E AnBnCn - -T (2ro -)1 . (60)

k r F

(2ro - X.F. ) Bk2Ck2

E A kB kek - (61)
k 47r EBk2Ck2 ± XiT

k 27

and

T (XIT) (2ro - X2/F)
E AkBkck

47r
- (2ro - = -4-r 2r (62)

EBk2Ck2 2r
Finally,

T (2ro - X2/F) ,y
A k = .Di kU k 4r

EBk2Ck2 2r
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For the optimum receiver filter, the minimization with respect to
7k again yields (56) and (57) and with respect to Ck leads to

4r
F[Akth cos (ak + 13k + 7k)1 [E AnB.C. cos (an + /3. + 7n)

-
2r T
r9-11-1 412- F[AkBk sin (ak ak 7k)]

[E AnBnen sin (an + fin -I- 7n)]

2Ck4)k A2AkBk cos (ak f3k + 7k) = 0

or using (56)

[AkBk cos (ak Ok 7k)] [E AnBnC n COS (an + Nn + 7n)

- 2ro - X2)1
j_ 42T

Ckc%

4-7
( = 0.

' r F

(63)

(64)

Again, comparing this equation and (57) reveals that a nontrivial solu-
tion requires

Then

sin (ak f3k + 7k) = 0. (10)

2r AkBkF A , X2
Ck = (20)

T ci) k
Lin linD nun - (2ro - )1 .

Multiplying each side of the equation by A kB k and summing one gets

B nC n - za.0 - -)1 (6)2r Ak2Bk2

k 43k n
E 4r F

5
77

T (o X2
EAkBkek

EAkBkCk

and

2ro - A k2 132T \ F / k Cpk.

47r A k2 B k2 T+
k k 27r

AkBkCk - _7147r (2r° X2
=

Finally,

(2ro -T (T
47 V;r1 A2Bk2 T

F 2_, ±
k clik Z7

(66)

. (67)
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Ck
T (27.0 - A2//0 AkBkF
4r Ak2Bk2 cpk

FE
k CID k 2r

2391

(12a)

The coefficient, T/47r(2ro - X2/F) may be determined from the con-
straint

/ T

L/7' k

EA kBkCik du = 7'0 (8)

Multiplying both sides of (12a) by AkBk , summing, and integrating
one obtains

9 2

FEAJ/B.T rIT X2 k 4:)k
7.0 = 270 - du4r -7,17' F) A 2B TFE k k

k CI) k

or

(68)

7'

47r
- 20

F
)

A k 2 Bk2 du 71
duroT f/7'

C 1 rir
27r -7w/ Ak2Bk2 7' + L7r/T FE Ak2Bk2 T (12b)

(1)k 2r k ci"-k

A k2 B k2
/ 7'

k (Pk

4 2B 2 7' du-' FE k k,

k (.14

The mean square error
r/ 227x1',roiE Ck

k4) + {E AkBkCik 27,du
may be found using (12a,b) to be

Ak2Bk2

r -/T Fdu frIT UcDk T
/ --ir/7' A J-r/T 27r(012

9 a/7' E
dzi

k Cl)k

where

/7' 2

7r/T A
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.132
A = FAA + -

k 43.k
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Some Effects of Laminar and Turbulent
Flow on Breakdown in Gases*

By D. S. BUGNOLO

(Manuscript received July 12, 1965)

The conservation equation for electrons in a laminar or turbulent flow has
been used to determine a criterion for breakdown. The results can be used
to define a characteristic length, L. , and time, t8 which determine the affects
of the flow on the power required to break down the gas. The theory has been
compared to the experimental results of Buchsbaum and Cottingham in hy-
drogen with reasonable agreement in the laminar region. In the presence of
turbulence, the results will depend on the velocity dependence of the tur-
bulent diffusion coefficient for the electrons.

I. INTRODUCTION

The physics governing the breakdown of a stationary gas (no flow)
has been discussed at great length by a number of authors. For some
recent studies the interested reader is referred to a text by Brown' and
papers by Buchsbaum' and by McDonald.' The effects of gas flow on
breakdown has been studied experimentally for a laminar flow of less
than 100 meters per second by Skinner and Brady5 and for the case of
laminar and turbulent flows by Buchsbaum and Cottingham.4

Theoretically, the effects of gas flow can be studied by noting that
the transport of electrons and ions will depend on the flow as well as the
laminar or turbulent diffusion. If the flow is laminar and the electron
density such that the diffusion is ambipolar, then the average drift
velocity of the electrons and ions are equal and given by

= - Dc, (Vn/n) + V (1)

where Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, n, the electron density
and V, the flow velocity. The ambipolar diffusion coefficient may, in

* The study was supported by the U. S. Army Nike X Project Office, Redstone,
Alabama.
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turn, be related to the diffusion coefficient for the ions, Di , and the
temperature of the ions, T 1, and electrons, Ts , by

Da = Di {1 + Te/Ti} (2)

provided the mobility of the electrons is much larger than that of the
ions.

If the flow is turbulent, then the ambipolar diffusion coefficient must
be replaced by the turbulent diffusion coefficient, DT .

The theory to follow will contain ratios of the form

V/2D and V2/2D,

where V is the average velocity in a turbulent flow or simply the velocity
in a laminar flow. The first can be used to define an inverse length, L
such that

V/2D = L8-1,

and the second an inverse time, t8 , such that

V2/2D

(3)

(4)

The characteristic time, t8 , and length, L8 , are a measure of the extent
electrons are removed by the flow. These may be compared to

the removal of electrons by ordinary diffusion to the walls with the
characteristic time, tp, given by

D/A2 = tD-1, (5)

where A is the size of the container. If

>> tD,

then it is reasonable to expect that the effects of the flow on breakdown
are negligible. If, in turn,

ID >> t

it is reasonable to expect that the effect of ordinary diffusion to the walls
is negligible as compared to "sweeping" as an electron removal process.
In this case, breakdown will be controlled by the flow.

II. GENERAL THEORY

The effects of gas flow on breakdown can be considered theoretically
by noting that the transport of electrons, on the average, is due to the
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mean flow as well as the laminar or the turbulent diffusion. In the ab-
sence of secondary emission from the walls, the appropriate conserva-
tion equation for the electrons is given by'

at
V  (AV) (vi - vo)ft an2 (DVit) (6)

where
n = the electron density in a laminar flow or the ensemble average

of the electron density (at any given time) in a turbulent flow.
= the velocity in a laminar flow or the ensemble average of the

gas velocity in a turbulent flow. (Experimental conditions
usually justify a time average in this case.)

Pi = the ionization frequency
Va = the attachment frequency
a = the recombination coefficient
D = the diffusion coefficient for the electrons (laminar or turbu-

lent).
Consider the geometry of Fig. 1. The originally ambient gas is flowing

between two parallel planes separated by a distance d. Two grids are
placed normal to the direction of flow and separated by a distance 1.

this geometry, (6) reduces to,

at

an,
ftV 17 V,,3-y = (Pi - va)fi an2 D

a 12 a n
ay2 +-} (7)2z

If it is further assumed that the distance / in the direction of flow is not
excessive, such that,

V''=0a
for 0 y

vy

y

Fig. 1- Cross section of flow geometry.
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2is - 2 [(14)1 {1 ± Te/Ti) (17)
Vy23 Vci

or by

t8 = i){1 + Te/Til .

3 V v,
(18)

As expected, both L. and t8 approach infinity as the flow velocity, Vi, ,
approaches zero.

The magnitude of the characteristic sweeping length, L8 must be
compared to the length of the discharge, 1, in the direction of flow, y.
If L. >> 1, then the term (Vy/2D)y, may be neglected.

The magnitude of the characteristic sweeping time, t must be com-
pared to the characteristic time for electron loss by diffusion to the
walls, to . If to >> t then diffusion to the walls may be neglected as an
electron removal process. If t8 >> to , then sweeping may be neglected.
It is evident that since

t. vy-2 (19)

then, t8 >. tr, , for low flow velocities. As expected, sweeping may be
neglected as an electron removal process at low velocities.

2.2 Turbulent Flow

When the flow of the gas is turbulent, it is only reasonable to expect
that the diffusion coefficient, D, will increase provided the electron den-
sity is sufficient to insure ambipolar or near ambipolar diffusion in the
absence of turbulence. While this may be confusing, it is of importance
to note that electrons in free diffusion are probably unaffected by turbu-
lence.

As in the case of laminar flow, it is possible to define a characteristic
length, L. , and time, t8 , for the sweeping due to the mean flow. Using
(12), it follows that

Le -1 , is 1 = 17,2/2DT, , (20)

where Dre is the turbulent diffusion coefficient for the electrons. It can
be shown that

DTe = DiT11 Te/Ti}, (21)

where Di,. is the turbulent diffusion coefficient for the ions. DT, will
simply be written as DT for the remainder of this paper.
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The characteristic time for electron loss by diffusion to the walls will
also be modified by the turbulent flow. It follows that

tpm-1 = DT/A.2.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

(22)

While the theoretical geometry is not duplicated by any existing ex-
periment, some verification of the theory can be obtained from the re-
sults of Buchsbaum and Cottingham4 in hydrogen. Their experimental
set-up has been sketched in Fig. 2. The results for breakdown in hydro-
gen (112) has been plotted as a function of gas velocity in Fig. 3. The peak
power required to produce breakdown varied from about 1.7 to 3.2 kw.

8

E

GAS t
INLET

TO
PUMP

Fig. 2- Geometry of the experiment of Buchsbaum and Cottingham (Ref.
4).

P = 4.5 TORR
L= 22 CM
8= 1.1 MM

D= 1.2 CM
S BAND

1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 10 20
MEAN FLOW VELOCITY IN CM/SEC

40
X 03

Fig. 3- Comparison of the theoretical and experimental results for peak
power as a function of flow velocity in hydrogen (experimental results of Ref. 4).
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These results were used to calculate the effective electric field intensity
required to produce breakdown as a function of gas velocity. In this
calculation, the effective frequency for electron -molecular elastic colli-
sions was taken as2

= 4.8 X 10-9p, sec 1. (23)

An approximate criteria for breakdown can be obtained from the theory
as given by (11). (See Appendix B.) It can be shown that

rf2 D1

vit.- = 2D +
A

toil ,
2

(25)

where vi in 112 has been measured and compared to dc data.2 For this
particular experiment,4 the geometry was cylindrical with

ton = 1 X 10_6 sec, toff = 1 X 10-3 sec,

and

or

1 r 2 (2.405)2
= 0.6 =

16.7

A = 0.245 cm.

It should be noted that the length of the discharge in the direction of
flow has been taken as 3.8 cm even though grids were not used (at y = 0
and y = 3.8 cm) in the experiment.

3.1 Laminar Flow

When the flow of the gas is laminar, the diffusion coefficient for the
electrons should be independent of the velocity of the flow. The magni-
tude of the effective diffusion coefficient, D, can be calculated from the
experimental data by noting that, for small V,

D/A2 >> V2/2D for V = 500 cm sec 1. (25)

(This is the smallest velocity for which data is available in this experi-
ment. See Fig. 3.) This, in turn, implies that the characteristic time for
electron removal by diffusion to the walls is much less than the charac-
teristic time associated with the sweeping effect at this velocity of flow.
For the laminar case, t8 is given by (17) or (18) provided the diffusion
is ambipolar or nearly so.

If the electron density, during the pulse off time, is reduced to a point
where the electrons are in free diffusion, then D D_, where2
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D_p "1=1 X 106 cm2 sec-1 torr.

As the electron density increases, D decreases. The resulting effective
diffusion coefficient, D has been calculated by Allis and Rose! Using
their results and the geometry of this experiment, it follows that

D, 0.2D_ for n = 106 elec/cm3,

and

D, L`-' 0.04 D_ for n = 108 elec/cm3.

Returning to the question posed by (44) of Appendix B, we note that
the ratio

Pi A2

D' -
piA2

D'
2

vim,^' for 108 elec/cm8.D' 1.'"'

Consequently, diffusion can only be neglected during the pulse on time
when the electron density is larger than 106 elec/cm3. This would appear
to be the case during the 1-Asec, 3-gc pulse used in this experiment.

Since the incident microwave pulse was relatively flat, (see Fig. 2 of
Ref. 4), the peak power can be used to calculate the effective electric
field strength and, in turn, the ionization frequency. For a flow velocity
of 500 cm sec-% the peak power required to produce breakdown at the
end of one microsecond was 1.7 X 103 watts. This power level corresponds
to an effective field strength of about 200 volts per cm or an ionization
frequency of 1.5 X 107 radians per sec. Using (24), it follows that

D/A2 1.5 X 104 sec -1. (26)

This corresponds to an effective diffusion coefficient for the electrons of
920 cm2 sec -1 or

5 for ii small,

for A c2"2 106 elec/cm3,

Dep '"--1 4 X 103 cm2 sec -1 - torr. (27)

Using this value for D, it follows that (25) is satisfied at 500 cm sec-%
since

172/2D 120 sec'.

The magnitude of the effective diffusion coefficient for the electrons
can be compared to the ambipolar diffusion coefficient for hydrogen as
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measured by Persson and Brown' and to that calculated from the mobil-
ity measurements of Rose.° The results of Persson and Brown,8 derived
from afterglow data yield an ambipolar diffusion coefficient of

Dap = 700E 50 cm2 sec-' - torr. (28)

This is a factor of six less than the effective diffusion coefficient as given
by (27). The difference could be due to the fact that the diffusion in the
afterglow was not ambipolar for all t, or to the presence of higher order
modes, or to an elevated temperature for the electrons. Since the collision
frequency was on the order of 109 radians per sec, it would appear that
the plasma was rapidly reduced to thermal equilibrium during the pulse
off time of one millisecond. It would appear reasonable to conclude
that either or both of the first two possibilities are likely.

The mobility data of Rose yields a value for Dap which is less then
that measured by Persson and Brown8 in the afterglow.

At higher flow velocities, the effect of the flow can no longer be neg-
lected. Equation (24) can be used together with (23, 26, 27) and Fig. 3
of Ref. 2 to calculate the peak power required to produce breakdown in
one microsecond. The results have been plotted in Fig. 3 for flow veloci-
ties of less than 8000 cm/sec, together with the experimental results of
Buchsbaum and Cottingham.4

While the agreement between theory and experiment is excellent, it
should be noted that (24) is based on the condition

D' V2vi >> -
A2 2D'

, pulse on.

From the results, it is evident that the condition is reasonable provided
the electron density is such that the diffusion of electrons is never free,
or provided any free diffusion mode is restricted to a negligible part of
the pulse on time.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conservation equation for the electron density in a laminar or
turbulent flow (2) has been solved for the parallel plane geometry of
Fig. 1 (11). Extension to other geometries is straightforward.

For cases where

= vti - Ya >> D/A2, (29 )

it was shown that pulsed breakdown in a laminar or turbulent gas may
be controlled by the rather simple criterion,
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D
1) X ton = 2D

-} toff'
A2

(30)

where V is the mean velocity of the flow.
The power required to produce breakdown in a turbulent gas may,

or may not, be a function of the mean velocity of the flow. A velocity
independent result is obtained when

DT/A2 >> V2/2D, (31)

provided DT fie where /, is the mixing length for the plasma, and
provided le is inversely proportional to the Reynold's number of the flow.

In order to test the present theory further, future experiments should
be designed such that

vt >> D/A for all t.

It would be of interest to measure the electron density in the discharge
at a number of positions in the direction of flow. This result could be used
to check the predicted theoretical variation as well as insure the presence
or absence of turbulence.
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APPENDIX A

Equation (5) can be solved by the method of separation of variables.
Let

n(y,z,t) = Y (y) Z (z)T (t). (32)

It follows that

1 dT 1 dY f 1 d2Y d2Z
T dt Y dy = (P2

Pa) 4- 4-#n /7 dy2 dz21 '

01'

Taking

1 dT 1 1 fd2Y V" dY 1 d2Z
DT dt = D Pi - Pa' I Y.dye 15 dyf -2 dz2 

1 d2Z 2

7,

(33)

(34)
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and using the appropriate boundary condition yields

nor
Z(z) = An, sin z

where

2 (nor )2a

Taking

1 fd2Y VdY} _02,
Y dye dy

yields

d2Y 17dY
D dy

with the solution Y(y) = e+", where

2 VyU --Du 132u = 0.

Hence,

(35)

= 2D - 2 U)
2

- 4/32 

If the solution is to satisfy the boundary conditions at y = 0 and y = 1,
it follows that Y(y) must be periodic in y; hence, 4132 > (VidD)2. Con-
sequently,

V y /32 (V Y)
2D j

4

2D

with the solution

(Y(y} = Bne 17i2Dh, fir
sin y

where

2

02 (fTy y it

.\2DJ \ l
Finally, the differential equation in t, reduces to

1 0 1
2 2 2\ in7A (-17y \ 1

7' dt =
(

vi va) D{( d l) f '

(36)
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with the solution

2405

T(t) = exp {(pi - pa) -D
d

[(n112 (nlrY (T711)21
2D

t. (37)

It follows that the solution of (5) satisfying the boundary conditions
given in (4) is

e(Vy/2D)Y E A . . Mr
n(x,y,z,t) tinin sin

1

- y sin -d z
In ft

2

X exp {(pi - pa) -D [(7) ± 6 2

) t.

(38)

It is apparent at the offset that the usual method for evaluating the
constant cannot be used for the general case since

sill y ssiny e. m r nir (V-/2D)y dy
0

(39)

does not vanish for m n. In view of this, it is apparent that the usual
modes do not exist.

Fortunately, a separation into modes is still possible, provided the
electron density, at t = 0, is given by

f (x,y,z),(v.12D),, (40)

This would appear to be reasonable for the steady state, pulse on pulse
off, conditions of the usual pulsed experiment.

Let us assume that the density at t = 0, (end of the off cycle) is
given by

For this case,

n (x,y,z,0) = no X E(V/2D) v. (41)

Amy; = no
4 1- [1 - cos nr][1 - cos my] (42)mn

from which it is evident that A, = 0 for m or n even. It is of interest
that the lat "mode" for this case is

16 r 7 (17 /2D)7/n(x,y,z,t) = no -R.2 sinlysinaze

X exp {(vi - -D [(1 + (12 +
(LIT

t.
1 2D

( 4 3)

In practice, the ratio 17/2D at any velocity will depend on the particular
gas used.
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For example, in the experiment of Ref. 1,

(V/2D)y < 11 for 0 y 3.5 em

in hydrogen, for V < 7 X 103 cm/sec, the laminar region. In the turbu-
lent region, the ratio decreases since D increases.

APPENDIX B

The direct application of the theory to any particular experiment may
be complicated by the variation of the diffusion coefficient with electron
density and, in turn, time. The interested reader is referred to a recent
paper by Buchsbaum and Cottingham2 for a discussion of this problem.
Following their example, the effects of electron attachment in 112 will be
neglected.

Let the flow conditions be such that the initial density, no , is sufficient
to insure ambipolar diffusion or near ambipolar diffusion of the electrons
for all or nearly all time. This assumption will be justified for the par-
ticular experiment.

During the pulse on time the appropriate equation for the electron
density is given by (43) with D = D' (hot electrons) and v = 0. Let
D' and V be such that

-172v, > - for all 05 t ton (44)
A' 2D'

This implies that

Pi >> tD1-1 and 18/-1

for all flow velocities during the pulse on time. It follows that (43) for
the first "mode" reduces to

16 7 (T, /2D)y v t
.n(x,y,z,t) n0 sin y sin - ZE e`

T d
( 45)

This result can be applied directly to the experiment of Buchsbaum and
Cottingham.4

In this experiment, electron density was monitored indirectly by ob-
serving the intensity of the power reflected from the discharge region.
Since the electron density and, in turn, the reflection coefficient was a
function of position within the discharge it is evident that the experi-
mental results can be related to (45) by choosing (x,y,z) such that the
reflection coefficient is a maximum. Hence,

n(t) no* exp (vet), for 0 < t S ton . (46)
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The appropriate equation for the pulse off time may be derived from
(43) in a similar manner. It can be shown that

D V'n(t) = nmax* exp - A2 2D for 0 t t. f ( 47)

Equations (46) and (47) can be solved to yield the approximate
criteria for breakdown.

Piton

LIST OF SYMBOLS

-L 172=
2D J

toff (48)

d = distance between the parallel planes in the z direction.
1 = distance between the grids in the direction of flow.

le = effective mixing length for the electrons in a turbulent flow.
/i = mean free path for the ions.
n = electron density in a laminar flow or the ensemble average of the

electron density (at a given time) in a turbulent flow.
tD = characteristic time for electron removal by diffusion to the walls.
18 = characteristic time for electron removal by the flow of the gas.

= average velocity of the electrons or ions resulting from ambipolar
diffusion and the mean flow.

(vi) = mean thermal velocity of the ions.
D. = coefficient of ambipolar diffusion for the electrons in a laminar

flow.
Di = diffusion coefficient for the ions in a laminar flow.

DiT = diffusion coefficient for the ions in a turbulent flow.
DT = diffusion coefficient for the electrons in a turbulent flow.
Ls = characteristic "sweeping" length for electron removal by the

flow of the gas.
R. = Reynold's number of the flow.
T. = temperature of the electrons.
Ti = temperature of the ions.
V = velocity of the gas in a laminar flow or the ensemble average of

the gas velocity (at a given time) in a turbulent flow. Experi-
mental conditions usually permit a time average in this case.

a = recombination coefficient for the electrons.
A.,, = effective diffusion distance for the mn mode.

Pa = attachment frequency for the electrons to H+ and H2+.
Pc = elastic collison frequency for the electrons.

vci = elastic collision frequency for the ions.
Pi = ionization frequency for the electrons.
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Transient Motion of Circular Elastic
Plates Subjected to Impulsive

and Moving Loads

By R. S. WEINER

(Manuscript received July 30, 1965)

Forced transient motions of peripherally supported, circular, elastic
plates are analyzed according to the classical plate theory. The Green's
function for the plate is developed and used to construct solutions for con-
centrated impulsive loadings, suddenly applied loadings, and moving
pressure -wave loadings. The boundary of the plate is considered to be elas-
tically built-in in a manner that prevents transverse edge motion and pro-
vides a restoring edge moment linearly related to edge rotation. Thus, limiting
cases include a clamped plate and a simply supported plate. Numerical
results are included to illustrate the influence of structural and loading
parameters on the dynamic response of the plate.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade considerable effort has been channeled toward
increasing the capability of equipment to sustain severe nuclear weapon
environments. These efforts, commmonly called "hardening," employ
various combinations of analytical and experimental approaches, each
approach having certain difficulties and shortcomings.

Problems that are analytically tractable are usually restricted to
simple and regular geometries and usually incorporate simplifying ap-
proximations as to material properties, weapon phenomenon, and sepa-
ration of the combined weapon effects into independent and separate
effects. One of the areas of hardening which lends itself to both analytical
and experimental treatment and for which some full-scale nuclear test
data are available is the response of structures to an air -blast wave; the
analysis of structures subjected to air -blast pressure waves is the subject
of the present article. In particular, the transient displacements of
circular elastic plates subjected to impulsive and moving loads will be
analyzed according to the classical plate theory. The classical, or small

2409
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deflection, plate theory does not account for internal structural damping,
effects of transverse shear, or rotatory inertia. Consequently, this
analysis is strictly applicable when the plate is "thin" (small thickness
to radius ratio) and when the higher modes of vibration are of secondary
importance;* neglecting internal structural damping results in predicted
deflections that are conservative in the sense that they will be larger
than corresponding deflections with damping present.

Equations are derived and numerical results are presented for several
elemental loadings and for pressure loading waves of constant and de-
caying magnitude that sweep across the plate with uniform speed. Sweep-
ing pressure -wave loadings occur when the blast wave approaches the
plate in other than a face -on direction.

The method of analysis is to construct the Green's function for the
plate and then to use principles of superposition in synthesizing solutions
for the various loadings of interest.

Previous analyses of circular elastic plate vibrations can be traced
to the free vibration analyses of Poisson,' and of Kirchhoff,2 who con-
sidered axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric vibrations respectively.
More recent studies of forced vibrations of circular elastic plates include
the work of Flynn,' Sneddon,4 Riesman,' and the present writer.'
Mindlin7 discussed the effects of rotatory inertia and transverse shear
deflections on the dynamic plate equation. Elastically restrained plates
were investigated by Kantham8 and by Reid.'

II. FORMULATION

2.1 Equation of Motion

Forced transverse motions of a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic plate
of constant thickness (thickness is restricted to be small in comparison
with radius) are governed by the partial differential equation

DV4w(r,O,t) ma2w(r'0,t) -
ate

p(r,O,t) (1)

under the restriction that the deflections are small in comparison with
the plate thickness, and that the shear deflections, rotatory inertia, and
damping can be neglected. Fig. 1 defines the coordinate system and
configuration that correspond to (1)

* For a complete discussion of the limitations of the classical plate equation,
the reader is referred to Ref. 7.
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Fig. 1- Circular plate configuration.

2.2 Boundary and Initial Conditions

A plate that is continuous at the origin (non -annular) and elastically
built-in* along its periphery has the four boundary (or regularity)
conditions:

(a) w(0,0,t) must be finite

aw(0,0,t)
(b)

ar
must be finite

(c) w(a,0,t) = 0
( 2)

[82w(a,O,t) v aw(a,0,01 aw(a 0 t)
(d) + , ,

are a ar ar

Initial conditions that characterize an initially undeflected and sta-
tionary plate are

and

w (r,0,0) = 0

aw(r,o,o)
at

(3)

These initial conditions are sufficiently general for the applications to

* Elastically built-in edge, as used in this article, refers to a boundary support
that prevents transverse edge motion and provides a restoring edge -moment pro-
portional to edge rotation. By properly selecting the constant of proportionality,
special cases corresponding to a clamped edge and a simply -supported edge are ob-
tained. A more detailed discussion of this boundary condition appears in Ref. 6.
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be considered here; other initial conditions can be treated in a similar
manner and will introduce minor changes in the equations developed
herein.

III. BASIC SOLUTION

3.1 Dimensionless System of Equations

Introducing the dimensionless quantities p= r/a, i= w/a, T= t/T,
a = 711(0 Dr, and y = v (i3a/D), (1) and (2)d become, respec-
tively,

and

3

V477 (P,O,T) a a277(PAT) -C-115 P (PAT )

a'n(1,0,7) an(1,0,T)
ap2

+ -y = 0.
(9p

(4)

(5)

3.2 Homogeneous Equation

As a prelude to the solution of (4), the set of eigenfunctions for the
plate will be determined. These eigenfunctions are obtained by starting
with the homogeneous equation

Vin(p,o,T) + a
a2n (=

0.8,2 (6)

Separable product solutions of such form that the angular functions
and time functions possess the necessary periodicity suggest the follow-
ing functions:

(cos no)
n (p,O,r) = R; (p) or ei ' " ' r , (7)

sin nO j

where i = V-1, and n and j are integers.
Substituting (7) into (6) produces an ordinary differential equation

in p

(a2 1 d n2 2) (12 1 d n2+ - - - - - K n j , -r- - -, - 7, - linj2) Rnj(p) = 0, (8)
dp2 dp p2 p ap p -

where
22

Kn j = a coni
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Equation (8) and the boundary conditions (2) define radial eigenfunc-
tions for the plate.

These radial eigenfunctions are readily found to be

Rnj(P) = In(Knj)fn(KnjP) (Kn j)in (Kn jP), (9)

where tin; is determined from the transcendental equation

21Cni
I 7,(Kni)J n(Knj) = In(Knj)tin+1(Kni) Jn(Knj)In-Fl(Knj) (10)1 - 7

Two identifying subscripts are associated with K.; because there is a
doubly -infinite set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The first subscript,
n, indicates the number of nodal diameters occurring in that mode of
vibration and can be any positive integer (representing nonaxisym-
metric modes) or zero (representing axisymmetric modes); the second
subscript, j, indicates the number of nodal circles (including the bound-
ary circle) and can be any positive integer. Eigenvalues for representa-
tive parameters are presented in Table I.

The radial eigenfunction Rni(p) as defined by (9) and (10) will be
used in the next section as a building block for the development of the
Green's function.

3.3 Green's Function

Next, the Green's function associated with (4) will be developed.
Toward this end, consider the loading function

p(p,o,r) = - a(p - po)a(o)a(T - To).
Po

(11)

The solution of (4) with the particular loading function (11) is de-
fined as the Green's function and is denoted by G(p,O,T; Po , 0, to). With-
out loss of generality, G may be represented by the double series

CC CO

G(P,O,T; Po , 0, To) = E E RkAp) cos Ice gkj(T), (12)
k=0 j=1

where gki(T) is an unknown function of time that must now be deter-
mined.

Introducing (12) into (4), and interchanging the order of differentia-
tion and summation, the result is

(di; d-dp k -p2 2i) Rki(P) cos 0) gki(r)

+ a E Rki(P) cos 1c0 gkj(T) - 6(P - Pc))6(8)6(T - 7°)
Po

(13)
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Capitalizing on the fact that Rh; (p) satisfies (8), the first differential
operator in (13) can be replaced by Kki4 and (13) becomes

E E [K,J4g,;(r) a#1,;(r)]&;(p) COS ke
A j

a38(p P.)6(0)6(T -- To)

D po

Next, both sides of (14) are multiplied by

p Rim (p) cos 10 dOdp,

and integration is performed, first with respect to 0 from 0 -4 27r and
then with respect to p from 0 1; by virtue of the orthogonalities (see
Appendix), this reduces to

(14)

Kim4e 11 Armm g lm T ae 1Nmm I #im ( )

where

and

3

= Rim(p0)5(7 - To), (15)

(1 X 0),
(1 = 0),

N ninti = ,12 112 (Kim) 1+12 (K ern) - J12(Klm)I1+12 (Kim)

[1 + + 211 112
1

(KI,),112(Kint).
L -

For the prescribed initial conditions, the solution of (15) is

a3 1
gki(r)

Rh;(p.) sin 044,( T -- To) 1(T - To). (16)= D a OkhN 04;

Equation (16), when used in conjunction with (12) is the Green's
function for the circular elastic plate. Physically, it is the response due
to a transverse point impulse applied to the plate.

3.4 Generalized Green's Function

The Green's function given by (12) was developed for the case of an
impulsive loading singularity located on the line 0 = 0. Later, need will
arise for the response due to a loading singularity located at the point
(Po , -a0) (see Fig. 2). Employing the trigonometric identity,

cos (A B) = cos A cos B - sin A sin B,
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Fig. 2 - Plate coordinate system.

a trivial change of variables produces the corresponding generalized
Green's function G(p,O,T; P. , a. , T.)

co a.

G (p,0 ,T; Po , a. , = E E R kJ" (P) cos kao cos k0 (4;(T)
k=0 i=1

00 00

- E E Rki(p) sin kao sin TO gki(T).
k=1 j=1

IV. APPLICATION OF GREEN'S FUNCTION

(17)

The Green's function as given by (17) will now be utilized to construct
solutions for several loadings of technical interest and of practical con-
cern.

4.1 Ring Loading

The first example is that of an impulsive concentrated ring pressure
distribution given by

a(P - p.)3( - To)
p(p,o,r) = p(po)

Po
(18)

(see Fig. 3 ). Physically, this loading corresponds to a concentrated ring
impulsive loading applied at radius pc, and at time To . A differential
element on the ring has a force per unit length p (po)/ po . The resultant
displacement of the plate is obtained by superposing contributions due
to all of the elements on the ring. This superposition is expressed mathe-
matically by the integral

2r

n (PAT = f G(11,64,T; Po, a. , To)p(p0)dao, (19)
0

where «0 is defined by Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 - Ring loading.

The evaluation of (19) may be simplified considerably by observing
that for 1 0 the integrals are all zero, leaving only the 1 = 0 terms.
Accordingly, (19) simplifies to

asP(P0) Roi(p)Roi(p.) sin coof(T - To)1(T - To). (20)
Da j-1 Arifoceo f

Equation (20) may be recognized as the axisymmetric solution that
was obtained previously,6 provided of course that proper account is
taken for the change in nomenclature.

4.2 Concentrated Line Loading

As a second example, consider a concentrated line impulse loading
specified by

p (x,y,T) = 6(x - x.)8(7- - T.), (21)

where x and y are cartesian coordinates appropriate for this problem and
defined by Fig. 4. Physically, this loading corresponds to an impulsive
concentrated line loading applied at position x = x, and at time T = T. .

The force per unit length acting on each element of the line loading
given by (21) is

o(T - T0).

Likewise, the force acting on the plate due to the Green's function
singularity located at (x. , y) is

8(T - T0).

It follows that the resultant deflection due to all differential elements
of the line loading is expressed by the superposition integral
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Fig. 4 - Concentrated line loading.

(1-z.2)4

n(p,o,T; :v., To) = G (p,0,7-; [x02+ y214, tan -41 T.) dy. (22)
fy=-(1-x.2)i X0

Substituting (17) into (22) gives the following expression for the
dynamic response of the plate:

n(p,o,T; x0,70)

a3 cos 10
(

fo-..2)3
Da 1=0 ii,AT 7,nicohn --(1-x02)4Rt.x.2 3r2)i

(1-x0

*COS [i tan' dy
Rz.z(p) sin 16 f Rint(X02 + y2)

2)i

e zdvmmut.x.
4

 sin [/ tanT' dy] X sin coim(r - 7.0)1(r - r0).
x.

The integrals in (23) are not expressible in closed form; however,
they can be integrated numerically. Fortunately, there is one point on
the plate where the evaluation does simplify considerably, and that is at
the center of the plate, i.e., p = 0. Restricting our attention to the center
of the plate, only the / = 0 terms are nonzero, and consequently the
center deflection is given by

R()in (0) 1(1'2)1
n(0,7-; x. To) = Rom(X02 + y2)4 dy

raD .-11Yrmi2coom

(23)

(24)

X sin coom(r - 70)1(7- - r0).

The integrals in (24) are perfectly well behaved and finite, although
they cannot be expressed in closed form. Certain special cases (e.g., for
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60

xo = 0) have been tabulated .4 Several other cases have been evaluated
by the writer, and the results have been incorporated into the numerical
examples.

4.3 Pressure Acting on a Portion of the Plate

A third example is a plate that is impulsively loaded by a uniform
pressure acting on a segment of its surface and unloaded elsewhere.
This loading is depicted by Fig. 7.

The center deflection may be thought of as the resultant deflection
due to loadings on each line segment from

-1 <xo <x'.

A pressure of magnitude 0 -P- A ( To) loads each element of width dxo
with a line loading of magnitude P. - To) dxo . The resultant center
deflection is obtained directly from the superposition integral
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n(0,T; = f Pon(0,T; xo , To) (lx., (25)

where n(0,7; x0 , To) is defined in (24).
The integrals in (25) may be integrated numerically. One case that

is readily integrable in closed form is when x = 1; that case corresponds
to a plate that is suddenly loaded by a uniform pressure over its entire
surface. It is readily shown in that instance that (25) reduces to the
previously obtained solutions presented in Ref. 6.

If a sector of the plate is loaded with a uniform pressure impulse load-
ing, as indicated by Fig. 8, the superposition methods employed above
confirm the intuitive suspicion that the center deflection is the deflection
for a uniformly loaded plate multiplied by the quantity 00/27r, where
00 is the included angle of the sector (expressed in radians).

4.4 Sweeping Pressure Wave

Next, consider the case of a circular plate loaded by a step blast wave
that sweeps across its surface with constant velocity c (expressed in
plate diameters per dedimensionalized time) as indicated in Fig. 9. The
sector of the plate behind the wave front is loaded by pressure P. ,
whereas that portion ahead of the wave front is as yet unloaded.

It is convenient to consider the plate to be divided into strips of equal
width bat, , with the strips numbered successively from the left hand
edge (x0 = -1). This is depicted in Fig. 10.

The first strip is then loaded by a step pressure wave (unloaded until
T = 0) and then loaded with pressure Po for To > 0). After an increment

Fig. 8 - Plate loaded on sector.
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Fig. 9 - Sweeping pressure wave with velocity c.

of time ATo has elapsed, the second strip is loaded by the same step
pressure wave (unloaded until T. = AT0 and then loaded with pressure
P. for T. > Aro). After time interval 246,7-. , the next strip is loaded by
the same step pressure loading, and so on, until eventually all strips are
loaded by pressure P. . As the width of the strip is reduced to an in-
finitesimal, and correspondingly the number of strips increases to in-
finity, the continuously sweeping pressure wave results.

The solution for a suddenly applied step line loading is obtained by
integrating (23) with respect to To (Duhamel integral). The suddenly
applied step line loading, denoted by (p,O,T; xo , To), is given by

7)(p,O,r, x. , T.) = 71(p,e,T; , To) drip
T.

Fig. 10 - Sweeping pressure wave.
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The result of this integration is

ii(p,O,T;so, TO)

3 co cx)

= a E E
Da t=o ,1

1-x02)3Ri,(p) cos 10 f(
Rim( +x.2 y2)4

0 tiNminic0172 -(1-y02)i

 cos [/ tan-'
xo

dy
Rim(p) sin /0

(1--x.2)i

Rt (T 2 +
(26)

Y2)1
OuNmmicoh2 -(1-x02) °

 sin [/ tan -1 1. dy x [1 - cos coim(T - To)11(T - T0)
Xo

In terms of the solution for the suddenly applied step line loading, the
sweeping step wave solution, as obtained by superposition is

N

*(p,O,T; c) = lim E + 920.2'0920.2'0-1 0 ,
920:0aa)

n Ax.,
Ax0-.0 n=0

for 0 T
2

c

(27)

where ij is given by (26), and n* is the deflection due to the sweeping
wave. In the limit, (27) is expressed by the integral

1 ± yo)
77*(p,o,T; c) = P.=-1(p,O,T; Y., dyo 0 T -2. (28)

1/0 c C

Although (28) cannot be evaluated in closed form, (27) is perfectly
well suited for numerical evaluation (see Figs. 11, 12, 13), and the ac -
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Fig. 11 - Dynamic response due to sweeping step wave (^y = 1.0).

2.75
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2.50

curacy obtainable is limited only by the computer time expenses associ-
ated with the numerical integrations. In the numerical evaluations
included in this article, certain symmetry properties were exploited to
minimize computer time requirements.

4.5 Sweeping Pressure Wave with Decay

As a final example, the case of a sweeping pressure pulse will be con-
sidered where the magnitude of the pressure at any point behind the
wavefront decays exponentially as a function of the distance behind the

z
0
UO
W <
_Jw
LU
0

WWLLIra
W wuo
u Z
R

3.0

2.0
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N

Z 0
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Z Lu
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Fig. 13 - Dynamic response due to sweeping step wave (y = .0).

2.50
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wavefront. As in the previous example, the speed of the pressure wave is
considered to be constant.

Referring to Fig. 14, a point at x = xo is unloaded until time
T = (1 + Xo )/C, at which time the pulse arrives, loading it with pros-

-- sure . Because of -the decay of the loading pulse, the point at xo is
loaded with pressure

P(xo ,T) = Po exp {; In 6[T
1 -I- x° (T 1 s°(29)

The expressions for the deflection due to the loading given by (29) are
identical to (27) and (28) with the exception that fi must be modified.
The necessary modification is to replace the factor [1 - cos win, (r - re)]
that appears in (26) by the corresponding factor

Celm2 In
{exp [In 6(T - To)) - sin CO/ni(T ro)

CO Inacoi,2 (In 6)2

}- cos wio,(T - To ) .

It can be seen that for the case of zero decay (hi 6 = 0) (30) reduces
to the step loading solution (Figs. 15, 16, 17).

V. RESULTS

(30)

Dynamic response curves are presented in this article for line impulse
loadings and for sweeping waves of both constant and time -diminishing
pressure pulses. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate that a line impulsive loading ap-
plied near the diameter excites primarily the first mode of vibration; line
loadings applied away from the diameter excite a larger percentage of

the higher modes, although as one should expect, the magnitude of the
deflection diminishes as the line loading is applied nearer to the edge.

Fig. 14 - Sweeping pressure wave with decay.
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functions were computed. In this appendix, corresponding orthogonality
properties and normalizing factors will be explored for the non-axisym-
metric modes of vibration.

The eigenfunctions,

Rn)(p)
cos nO

or
sin nO

{cos
nO

= 1 in (Knj )eirt (K71 jP ) - J71 (Kn j Mt (Kn jP) 1 or },
sin nO

where n = 0,1,2, and K; satisfies the transcendental equation

2k,i1 ,
/ n ktinj JJ kicni) = I (K )J n+1(Kni) J(K )I I n+1(Kni);

1 - -y

are solutions to the partial differential equation (6) and satisfy the
boundary conditions.

A.1 Orthogonality

To begin, recall the well known" results
2a

cos nO sin m9d0 = 0 m,n any integers;

(n m),
2

`T
cos nO cos mOdO = 7 (n = m 0),

O

J

'Tsin
nO sin mOdO =

0

7r

= m = 0);

(n m),

(n = m).

These orthogonality relationships imply, in our case, that there is no
coupling between modes of vibration having n nodal diameters and those
modes having m nodal diameters, where n m. Thus, one need only
concern oneself with relationships such as

pRnj(KnjP)Rnk(KnkP) dp

Therefore, consider the ordinary differential equations (8) that Rni
and R1 must satisfy

+2
1 d n2\2

V -6, -2 -Ts. ) = Kni4Rnj

and
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(a' +1 d 12)2
Link = Knk4Rnk 

\dp2 p dp p2

Multiplying the first equation by pRnhdp, and the second by PliniciP,
subtracting, and integrating with respect to p from 0 1 gives

4 Knk4)

I.

1 1
d2 1 d n2)2

pRniRukdp = PitD mk + dp- Linjap

1 612 id n2)2 L,
P1171:7 (v2 -r -p

dp
- 1-bnkup.

(32)

The right side of (32) is expanded, and integrated by parts. The
lengthy, but routine details of this operation are suppressed in the inter-
est of brevity; the result is

fol pRniRnkdp

d3R). ne, 1 dRni l R k d2Rk 1 (IR k
R,, {P

dpi
+

dp2 p dp

(P- , - n,, {P + _ -
j

dpi dp2 p dp

{ dRni (121?nk Wink d2Ri 2n2 dRk _ dRi
dp dp2 dp dp2 p dp dp

nk

(Knil Kuk4) 0

(33)

For the case of n = 0, (33) was shown to vanish in Ref. 6 for j k. For
n = 1,2, similar reasoning demonstrates that each of the terms in
(33) either vanishes or the terms mutually annihilate each other, so that
the eigenfunctions are orthogonal under the rather general boundary
conditions given in (2).

A.2 Normalizing Factor

For n = 0,1,2, , but where j = k, both numerator and denominator
of (33) are zero. Thus, a limiting process must be employed to find the
value of

1

Njin = f plifil(p)dp

from (33). Differentiating numerator and denominator of (33) with
respect to Kn k and then setting Knk = Kni , the result is

Nfin = 11.1:(Kn1)J7H-12(Kni) -  I n2 (Knj)-1- n+12 (Knj))

1 + ± 2n , 2/ 2()
1

In 1Knj 1.1 Kni-
(34)
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This normalizing factor is identical to the axisymmetric normalizing
factor derived in Ref. 6 for the axisymmetric case (n = 0). An alterna-
tive way to derive (34), which was used to check this equation, is to
perform the indicated integration directly.

NOMENCLATURE

a radius of boundary of plate
c speed at which pressure wave sweeps across plate (ex-

pressed in plate diameters per dimensionless time unit)

Eh3
D flexural rigidity of plate 12(1 - 1,2)f

E Young's modulus
G Green's function
gkj(r) function of time defined by (10)
h plate thickness
J(z),I(z) nth order Bessel function and modified Bessel function of

argument z
m mass per unit projected area of plate
N1J'a normalizing factor for radial functions, defined by (34)
p(P,O,r)
Po pressure of loading pulse (constant)
Rn5 (p) radial eigenfunction defined by (7)
r radial coordinate

time
7' time duration used to de-dimensionalize the time variables

(chosen for convenience)
w plate deflection
x,y cartesian coordinates
a dimensionless parameter (= ma4/DT2)

modulus of spring on edge of plate

13a
7 edge -fixity parameter

D

decay rate of sweeping pressure pulse
(z) Dirac delta function of argument z

dimensionless plate deflection (.--= w/a)
0 angular coordinate
en normalizing factor for angular normal functions
Knj eigenvalue corresponding to mode with n nodal diameters

and j nodal circles



p

T
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Poisson's ratio
dimensionless radial coordinate r/a)
dimensionless time variable 1/T)
dimensionless angular frequency associated with the n-j

mode of vibration

( a2 1 a 1 a2)Laplacian operator = - - -ap2 +
Pap + p2 302

unit step function of argument z

Differentiation with respect to time is denoted by clots.
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Computation of Lattice Sums:
Generalization of the Ewald

Method II

By WALTER J. C. GRANT

(Manuscript received August 13, 1965)

Our 'method of computing lattice sums' is carried through the final stage
of numerical computation. We calculate the expansion coefficients of the
crystal potential, evaluated at each inequivalent site of a number of cubic
structures. Some of the structures chosen are simple, to afford comparison
with previous calculations. Many, however, are too complex to be amenable
to other methods, and our results are the first reported. The sequence of
computer programs, timing, and accuracy are discussed.

In a previous paper' concerning lattice sums we discussed summation
methods which hinge on two facts: First, many lattices can be decom-
posed into so-called "primitive" lattices. Second, a wide class of summa-
tion procedures is feasible for such primitive lattices, which are im-
possible or impractical for arbitrary lattices. In particular, we developed
an extension of the Ewald method, following the general philosophy of
Nijboer and DeWette,2 Adler,3 and Barlow and Macdonald.4 The condi-
tions under which a given lattice can be decomposed into primitive lat-
tices, and the algorithm accomplishing this, have been discussed with
full generality and rigor by Graham.5

In this paper we present a sample of numerical results obtained by
our method, together with some discussion of computational techniques
and computational efficiency. We have evaluated the coefficients, up to
order six, for the spherical harmonic expansion of the potential due to a
lattice of point charges. We have done this for every inequivalent site
in a number of cubic lattices. Some of the lattices were chosen to pro-
vide comparison with other calculations; some, on the contrary,
were chosen because their complexity puts them beyond the reach of
other methods; others still because cubic lattices without an inversion
center are interesting in a number of other connections.

2433
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We define terms and display the relevant equations, as briefly as pos-
sible. For a fuller exposition we refer to Refs. 1 and 5.

A lattice is primitive if it consists of a set of points of position ra and
charge qn such that

3

rn = nibi ±1, ±2,

qn =

For instance, NaC1 is primitive, with b1 = (1,0,0), b2 = (0,1,0), and b3
(0,0,1), where the components of the b's are given along the cube axes
in units of the cube dimensions. We call the vectors bi the basis vectors
of the primitive lattice. These should be distinguished from primitive
translations ci , which are defined by the relation q(r) = q(r
n2c2 n3c3), for all r, and for all integers n1 , n2 , n3 .

An arbitrary three-dimensional lattice can be decomposed if it is of
periodicity 2N X 2N X 2N. This condition can be loosened to periodicities
2L X 2M X 2N with L,M < N, since by taking appropriate multiples
in the direction in which the periodicity is 2L or 2M one can reduce this
case to the previous one. The existence condition can be further loosened
to include lattices composed of "interlocking" sublattices of periodicity
2L X 2M X 2N, provided each such sublattice is separately electrically
neutral.

We consider, then, an array of periodicity 2N X 2N X 2N, and primi-
tive translations c1,c2,c3. This array can be decomposed into 23N-1
primitive lattices. These component lattices will be grouped into 3N
sets. All lattices within one set will be defined by the same basis vectors,
but will differ in choice of origin. With respect to the origin in the
original lattice, the position of the origin of a component lattice is de-
noted by R. We define auxiliary vectors ai = ci/2N. We wish to express
the basis vectors bi of the primitive component lattices, as well as the
origin positions R, in terms of the ai . Let the columns of the matrix A
denote the components of ai , and likewise for B and 13i . Superscripts
will denote sets of primitive component lattices, subscripts denote lat-
tices within a given set. Then the required relations are

B(,) = 0 1 0 A

0 0

(2a)
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[1 0 01

Bo) = 0 1 -1 A

LO 1 1]

1 1

Bo) = 1 -1 1 A

Li 1 _1
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(2b)

(2c)

B(.+3) = 2B(n) (2d)

{lt(1)} = (0,0,0) (3a)

= {Roo) -F {Roo -I-Bich)} (3b)

2-3N/2 (4a)

q(n+i) = q(n)vp:. (4b)

These definitions differ from those given in Refs. 1 and 5 by relabeling
some of the indices, which has the effect that all the b vectors now de-
fine right-handed bases. The primitive lattices so defined are orthonor-
mal in the sense that

E qa")(r,)q,9(j)(r.) = (5)

where n runs over the sites in a unit cell, the superscript i or j denotes a
set of primitive lattices, and the subscript a or j3 denotes a particular
lattice belonging to that set. The primitive lattices do not necessarily
correspond to physically real structures. If we take A = 1, representa-
tive lattices belonging to the first three sets are shown in Fig. 1. There
is one member in set 1, two in set 2, four in set 3. For every set we show
only the lattice with origin at R = 0. Only set 3 has a physical counter-
part, and will be recognized as the CsC1 structure. Further examples
may be found in Ref. 5.

We now consider the expansion coefficients of the crystal potential.
Just as the physical lattice is represented as the sum of primitive lat-
tices, so a given expansion coefficient is computed as the sum of the
corresponding coefficients proper to the primitive lattices. As suggested
in the previous paper,' the coefficients arising from primitive com-
ponent lattices can be computed once and for all, so that the problem
for a real physical lattice, no matter how complicated, is reduced to the
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SET 1 LATTICE SET 2 LATTICE SET 3 LATTICE

Fig. 1- Conventional unit cell representation of primitive lattices, sets 1, 2,
and 3 (Translation R = 0,0,0).

decomposition of that lattice into primitive components. If the potential
is given, as usual, by

V(x) = E E cim I X II y,,,(0,,,) (6)

then the expansion coefficients may be represented as

Cim = E cim(b") - Ra")) (7)
sets (i) translations (a)

where the notation is consistent with that of (2) through (5). Shortening
the argument of the primitive lattice C1, to p, (p = b") - R.(0) , we
have, for each primitive lattice,

C int -
47r

2/ + 1 qn I en I-1-1 Yz.m(eon 'coon) (8)

where n runs over the sites of that particular lattice. The spherical
harmonics are defined as usual:

Yi,,(0,v) = [2/ + 1 (1 - I m I) IT
eim4Ti.(0). (9)

47r (1+ I m l) !

For small 1, the summation in (8) converges poorly or not at all. By
means of the formalism discussed in Ref. 1, (8) can be transformed into
the following, which converges rapidly for all 1:

Cim =
47r 1

21+1 r(1+2)
IE I en 2,ra2

I 12)

n

 Yin, (Oen , Pen) n l+n 2+n3

1.171-11)c-1 E exp (i27rn,, -10)) nn

 r (1,,ra2 I nn 12)  Yim(ett Prin) abjbej

(10)
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Here, 1-1 is the incomplete Gamma function, and vc is the cell volume
bc b2 X b3 . The vector n in reciprocal space is defined by

n. = hn") - Rhi") h2") ha")) (11)

where the h's are basis vectors in the reciprocal lattice,

hi") 1
= -(b2( x b3">),

(12)
vc

and hn is a lattice vector of the reciprocal lattice. The sums on n are to
be understood as triple sums on n1 , n2 , n3 . The scale factor a is given by

a = vc (13)

and makes the rate of convergence equal in both coordinate and recip-
rocal space, regardless of choice of units or size of cell. The result of the
summation is independent of the choice of a, but the correct choice is
crucial in practice since it can affect computation time by orders of
magnitude. The last term in (10) exhibits explicitly the correction dis-
cussed in Ref. 1 for the case p = 0.

In practice, there are four computational processes, performing the
following functions: (i) We generate all the primitive component lattices
of periodicity 2N X 2N X 2N. We did this for N = 1,2,3, requiring re-
spectively 7, 63, and 511 lattices. (ii) For each component lattice, we
calculate the , both real and imaginary parts, with 0 < 1 < 6,
0 < m 5 1. (iii) We decompose a given lattice, by taking appropriate
dot -products (see (5)). (iv) We reconstitute the Chn's for the given
lattice by combining the results of steps (ii) and (iii). Parts (i) and (ii)
are done once only for a given type of geometrical grid. Parts (iii) and
(iv) are done for each charge configuration that can be placed on that
grid.

The computing time is spent almost entirely on Part (ii). About an
hour on the IBM 7094 was required to calculate all the Chn's for all the
primitive lattices. To compensate, the application of these results to 32
physical configurations, for all 56 coefficients, took about twelve seconds.

The computation for Part (ii) is done shell -wise. By the kth shell we
mean here a set of points J.. = n2b2 n3b3 such that at least one
n; is equal to k in absolute value, but no ni is greater than k in absolute
value. The number of points in the kth shell is (24k2 + 2), and the
number of points in all shells up to and including the kth is (2k + 1)3.
These shells differ from "Evjen" shells, which, unlike ours, use frac-
tional charges, and preserve crystal symmetry and electrical neutrality
for every shell. The kth shell defined above contains an excess charge of
2q( - 1)k, if the charge q(- 1)" i±n 2÷" is associated with each site. Since
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the excess charge alternates in sign, and the fractional excess decreases
as k2, convergence is not affected adversely. Summation was stopped
when the contribution of a shell was less than 10-6 of the aggregate sum.
This required, on the average, about 4 shells. Allowing for normal round -
off errors, we expect an accuracy, in final results, of five significant fig-
ures.

The computed expansion coefficients are exhibited in Tables I through
XIII. These tables are reproductions of computer output. Each table
is headed by the chemical formula, and by the length of the unit cell,
in angstroms. Next follows a list of all atomic positions in the unit cell.
The crystallographic data is taken from Wyckoff.6 Next follows a tabular
listing of the expansion coefficients, i.e., the Cin, of (6). Due to evolution
in notation, these coefficients are called ALM in Tables I-XIII. Both
the real and imaginary parts are given for positive m; our definition of
the spherical harmonics requires C1,, = C1,,*. The coefficients are
listed for the expansion of the potential at every inequivalent site. For
purposes of this computation, sites whose environment differs only by
rotations and/or reflections are considered equivalent. All the structures
are cubic, except SnF4 . This substance in tetragonal, with c = 7.93 A,
a = 4.048 A. Since c is so nearly twice a, we have cheated a little by
stacking together four of the tetragonal cells to make an almost cubic

TABLE

NA -CL A.5.640

NA O. O. O. 0.500 0.500 0. 0.500 O. 0.500 O. 0.500 0.501

CL 0.500 0.500 0.500 O. O. 0.500 0.500 O. 0. O. 0.500 O.

L M

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

NA
ALM IMAG

0 0 -2.19679242 O.

1 0 O. O.

I 1 O. 0.

2 0 O. O.

2 1 O. O.

2 2 O. O.

3 0 O. O.

3 1 O. O.

3 2 O. O.

3 3 O. O.

4 0 -0.02371096 O.

4 1 O. O.

4 2 O. O.

4 3 O. O.

4 4 -0.01417001 O.

5 0 O. O.

5 1 O. O.

5 2 O. O.

5 3 O. O.

5 4 O. O.

5 5 O. O.

6 0 -0.00068597 O.

6 1 O. O.

6 2 O. O.

6 3 O. O.

6 4 0.00128333 O.

6 5 O. O.

6 6 O. O.
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TABLE II

0. 0. 0.

CL 0.500 0.5.00 0.500

L M

O 0
1 0

2 0
2 1

2 2

3 0
3

3 2

3 3

4 0
4
4 2

4 3
4 4
5 0
5 1

5 2

5 3

5 4
5 5

6 0
6 1

6 2
6 3

6 4
6 5

6 6

0. 0. 0.

S 0.250 0.250 0.250

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

-1.74998032
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.

0.
0.00924632
0.
0.
0.
0.00552573
0.
0.
0.

0.

0.
0.

-0.00020874
0.
0.

O.
0.00039051
0.
0.

CS -CL Am4.123

Cs
ALM IMAG

0.

0.

0.

0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

o.

0.
0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

TABLE III
ZN-S A.5.409

0.500 O. 0.500 0.500 0.500 O.

0.250 0.750 0.750

ORIGIN ZN
M ALM REAL ALM IMAG
O -4.95817298 0.
O 0. o.
1 0. 0.
O 0. o.
1 0. o.
2 0. o.
O 0. o.
1 0. o.
2 0. 0.17556879
3 0. 0.
O 0.04689946 0.
1 O. 0.
2 0. 0.
3 0. 0.
4 0.02802778 0.
O 0. 0.

1 0. 0.
2 0. 0.02525550
3 O. 0.
4 0. 0.

5 0. 0.
O -0.00491204 O.

1 O. 0.
2 0. O.
3 0. O.
4 0.00918959 O.
5 O. O.
6 0. 0.

0. 0.500 0.500

0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750. 0.750 0.250
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TABLE IV
CAF2 A.5.463

CA 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.500 0.500 0.500 0. 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.

F 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.750
0.750 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750

L M
ORIGIN

ALM REAL
CA
ALM

ORIGIN
IMAG ALM REAL

F

ALM IMAG
0 0 -4.90943545 0. 2.64146748 0.
1 0 0. 0. 0. 0.
1 1 0. 0. 0. 0.
2 0 0. 0. 0. 0.
2 1 0. 0. 0. 0.
2 2 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 0 0. 0. 0. 0.

3 1 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 2 0. 0. 0. 0.16876671
3 3 0. 0. 0. 0.
4 0 0.04463929 0. -0.07244851 0.
4 1 0. 0. 0. 0.
4 2 0. 0. 0. 0.
4 3 0. 0. 0. 0.
4 4 0.02667707 0. -0.04329626 0.

5 0 0. 0. 0. 0.

5 I 0. 0. 0. 0.

5 2 0. 0. 0. 0.02380209
5 3 0. 0. 0. 0.
5 4 0. 0. 0. 0.

5 5 0. 0. 0. 0.

6 0 -0.00458386 0. 0.00372635 0.

6 1 O. O. O. O.
6 2 O. 0. O. 0.

6 3 0. 0. O. O.
6 4 0.00857561 0. -0.00697135 0.
6 S O. O. 0. 0.
6 6 0. 0. O. 0.

CU 0.250 0.250 0.250

0 0. 0. 0.

TABLE V
CU2-0 A.4.270

0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250

0.500 0.500 0.500

L PI

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

CU
ALM IMAG

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

0

ALM IMAG
0 0 -3.14083827 0. 5.37724918 O.
1 0 O. 0. 0. 0.

1 1 O. 0. 0. 0.

2 0 O. 0. 0. 0.

2 1 ..q0.35325349 -0.35325350 0. 0.

2 2 0. -0.35325350 0. 0.

3 0 0. 0. 0. 0.

3 1 0. 0. 0. 0.
3 2 0. 0. 0. -0.22616888
3 3 0. 0. 0. 0.
4 0 0.07654336 0. -.0.07763660 0.
4 1 0.02818000 0.02818003 0. 0.
4 2 0. -0.07970510 0. 0.
4 3 0.07455729 -0.07455732 0. 0.
4 4 0.04574336 0. -0.04639675 0.
5 0 0. 0. 0. 0.
5 1 0. 0. 0. 0.

5 2 0. 0. 0. -0.05222149
5 3 0. 0. 0. 0.
5 4 0. 0. 0. 0.

5 5 0. 0. 0. 0.

6 0 -0.01286795 0. 0.01144142 0.

6 1 0.00987714 0.00987714 0. 0.

6 2 0. 0.01481423 0. 0.

6 3 0.00467044 -0.00467045 0. 0.

6 4 0.02407371 0. -0.02140493 0.

6 5 0.01274865 0.01274866 0. 0.

6 6 0. 0.00790175 0. 0.
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TA 0. 0. O.

K -TA -03 A=3.9de

0.500 0. O. O. 0.500 O. O. O. 0.500

K 0.500 0.500 0.500

ORIGIN TA ORIGIN 0 ORIGIN K

M ALM REAL ALM IMAG ALM REAL ALM INAG ALM REAL ALM INAG
0 -12.80986524 O. 6.17036784 O. -2.97906771 0.

0 0. O. O. 0. O. O.

1 0. 0. O. O. O. 0.
0 O. O. -0.77709828 O. O. 0.
1 O. O. O. 0. 0. O.

2 O. 0. 0.95174713 O. O. O.
0 O. O. O. O. O. O.

1 O. O. O. O. O. O.

2 O. O. O. O. O. O.

3 O. O. O. O. O. 0.

0 -0.25413066 O. 0.13074156 O. -0.00784040 O.

1 O. O. O. O. 0. 0.
2 0. 0. -0.18082657 O. O. O.
3 O. O. O. O. O. O.

4 -0.15187213 O. 0.21482505 O. -0.00468559 0.
0 O. O. O. 0. 0. O.

1 O. O. O. O. O. O.
2 O. 0. O. O. O. O.

3 O. O. O. O. O. O.

4 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O.

5 0. O. O. O. 0. O.
0 -0.01117794 O. -0.02269032 O. 0.00485897 O.

1 O. O. O. O. O. O.
2 0. 0. 0.02488248 0. 0. O.
3 O. O. O. O. O. O.

4 0.02091200 O. -0.03023670 O. -0.00909032 O.

5 0. O. O. O. O. O.

6 0. 0. 0.03690669 O. O. O.

TABLE VII

TI

0

SR

0. 0. 0.

0.500 0. 0.

0.500 0.500 0.500

SR -11-113

0. 0.500

A=3.905

0. 0. 0. 0.900

ORIGIN TI ORIGIN 0 ORIGIN SR

M ALM REAL ALM IMAG ALM REAL ALM IMAG ALM REAL ALM 1MAG

0 -11.23581445 O. 5.86043859 O. 4.89011279 O.

0 O. O. O. O. O. O.

1 O. O. O. O. O. O.

0 O. O. -0.57006907 O. O. O.

1 O. O. O. O. O. 0.

2 O. O. 0.69818916 O. O. O.

0 O. O. O. O. O. O.

1 O. O. O. O. O. O.

2 O. O. O. O. O. O.

3 O. O. O. O. O. 0.

0 -0.29458212 0. 0.10061877 O. 0.00341623 O.

1 0. O. O. 0. O. O.
2 O. O. -0./8381221 O. O. O.

3 O. O. O. O. O. O.

4 -0.17604650 O. 0.19910725 O. 0.00204157 O.

0 O. O. O. O. O. 0.

1 O. O. O. O. O. O.

2 O. O. 0. O. O. O.

3 O. O. O. O. O. O.

4
5

O.
O.

G.
0.

O.
0.

O.
0.

0.
0.

O.
0.

0
1

-0.01265471
0.

O.
0.

-0.02098419
0.

O.
0.

0.00532819
0.

0.

0.

2 O. 0. 0.02283370 0. O. O.

3 O. 0. 0. 0. 0. O.

4

5

0.02367410
O.

O.

O.

-0.02744369
0.

O.

0.
-0.00996845
0.

O.
0.

6 0. O. 0.03386784 0. 0. 0.
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TABLE VIII
AG2-83 A.4.940

AG

L M

0.250 0.250 0.250

0.500 0.500 O.

0. 0.500 0.500

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

0.250 0.750

0.500 O.

0.500 0.

AG
ALM IMAG

0.750 0.750

O. O.

0.500

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.251

O. 0.500 O. 0.500 O.

0

ALM IMAG
0 0 -8.14379931 O. 5.44399786 O.

1 0 O. 0. 0. O.

1 1 O. O. O. O.

2 0 O. O. 0.28160676 O.

2 1 0.22806948 0.22806949 0. O.

2 2 0. 0.22806947 O. O.

3 0 O. O. 0. O.

3 1 O. O. 0. O.
3 2 O. O. 0. -0.37861259
3 3 O. 0. O. O.

4 0 0.11074642 O. -0.14234010 O.

4 1 -0.01359074 -0.01359070 O. O.
4 2 O. 0.03844038 0. O.
4 3 -0.03595767 0.03595764 0. O.

4 4 0.06618364 0. -0.12796166 O.
5 0 0. O. O. O.

5 1 0. 0. O. O.

5 2 O. O. O. -0.06530282
5 3 O. O. O. O.

5 4 O. O. O. O.

5 5 O. 0. O. O.

6 0 -0.01390760 O. 0.01744156 O.

6 1 -0.00355838 -0.00355838 0. O.

6 2 O. -0.00533705 O. O.

6 3 -0.00168260 0.00168259 O. O.

6 4 0.02601873 O. -0.01976332 0.

6 5 -0.00459289 -0.00459289 O. 0.

6 6 O. -0.00284672 O. O.

TABLE IX

NA O. 0. O.

NA -P73-0

0.500 0.500 0.500

A.5.689

PT 0.250 O. 0.500 0.500 0.250 0. 0. 0.500 0.250 0.750 O. 0.500

0.500 0.750 O. O. 0.500 0.750

0 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250 0.750 0 750 0.750 0.250

0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.250 0 250 0.250 0.750

L

K

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

NA
ALM

ORIGIN
IMAG ALM REAL

PT
ALM

ORIGIN
IMAG ALM REAL

0

ALM IMAG

2 0 -3.35616586 0. -6.34012449 O. 5.55158836 O.

1 0 O. 0. 0. 0. 0. O.

1 1 0. C. C. 0. 0. 0.

2 0 O. 0. -0.36297223 O. O. 0.

2 1 0. 0. 0. O. -0.20518058 -0.20518055

2 2 0. 0. 0.44454841 0. 0. -0.20518056

3 0 O. 0. 0. O. O. O.

3 1 0. O. -0.01247910 0. -0.13190589 0.13190588

3 2 0. O. O. O. 0.16684922 O.

3 3 0. O. -0.00966616 0. -0.10217387 -0.10217396

4 0 0.08977990 0. 0.12715140 O. -0.08866502 O.

4

1

0. O. 0. O. -0.01313988 -0.01313991

4 2 O. O. 0.13210720 0. 0. 0.03716524

4 3 0. O. 0. 0. -0.03476488 0.03476491

4

5 4 0 .

0.05365372
O.

O.

O.

-0.02387614
O.

O.

O.

-0.05298738
O.

O.

O.

5 0. 0. -0.00066188 0. 0.01643208 -0.01643208
5 2 0. O. O. O. 0.05803908 O.

5 3 0. O. 0. O. -0.01777077 -0.01777077

5

4

0. O. O. 0. O. O.

5 5 0. O. 0.00068512 0. -0.01700882 0.01700892

6

6 1: 1 1

-0.00708890
0.

0.

0.

0.00653744
0.

0.
0.

-0.01030961
0.00545928

0.

0.00545928

6 2 0.00276061 O. 0.00421905 0. 0. -0.00679379

6 0. O. 0. O. -0.00740649 0.00740649
6 4 0.01326215 0. -0.02455502 O. 0.01928758 0.

6 5 0. O. 0. 0. -0.00461697 -0.00461697
6 6 -0.00186120 O. 0.00625787 0. O. 0.00771438



E

TABLE X

K -FE -02 A=7.960

O. O. O. O. 0.500 0.500 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.750
0.500 O. 0.500 0.500 0.500 O. 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250

O. O. 0.500 O. 0.500 O. 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.250
0.500 O. O. 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.750 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750

0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.375 0.375 0.125 0.625 0.625 0.125 0.875 0.875
0.375 0.125 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.125 0.375 0.625 0.875 0.375 0.875 0.625
0.625 0.125 0.625 0.625 0.375 0.875 0.625 0.625 0.125 0.625 0.875 0.375
0.875 0.125 0.875 0.875 0.375 0.625 0.875 0.625 0.375 0.875 0.875 0.125

M

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

FE
ALM IMAG

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

K
ALM IMAG

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

0
ALM IMAG

0 -9.58162487 O. -1.95541081 O. 6.05419123 O.
0 O. O. O. O. O. O.
1 O. O. O. O. O. O.
0 O. O. O. O. O. O.
1 O. O. O. O. 0.57498499 0.57498499
2 O. O. O. O. O. 0.57498500
0 O. O. O. O. O. O.
1 O. O. O. O. O. 0.
2 O. 0.62112275 O. -0.02205049 O. O.
3 O. O. O. O. O. O.
0 0.23410912 O. -0.01350321 O. -0.16853560 O.
1 O. O. O. O. -0.06204139 -0.06204142
2 O. O. O. O. O. 0.17547956
3 O. O. O. O. -0.16414609 0.16414613
4 0.13990695 O. -0.00806973 O. -0.10071925 O.
0 O. O. O. O. O. O.
1 O. O. O. O. O. O.
2 O. 0.16091968 O. -0.00173405 O. O.
3 O. O. O. O. O. O.
4 O. O. O. O. O. O.

O. O. O. O. O. O.
0 -0.03802649 O. 0.00061209 O. 0.03073002 O.
1 O. O. O. O. -0.02280463 -0.02280463
7 O. O. O. O. O. -0.03775779
3 O. O. O. O. -0.01315276 0.01315277
4 0.07114104 O. -0.00114511 O. -0.05749060 O.
5 O. O. O. O. -0.03220146 -0.03220146
6 O. O. O. O. O. -0.01744504

TABLE XI
51-02 A.7.160

O. O. 0. O. 0.500 0.500 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.750
0.500 0. 0.500 0.500 0.500 0. 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250

0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.375 0.375 0.125 0.625 0.625 0.125 0.875 0.875
0.375 0.125 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.125 0.375 0.625 0.875 0.375 0.875 0.625
0.625 0.125 0.625 0.625 0.375 0.875 0.625 0.625 0.125 0.625 0.875 0.375
0.875 0.125 0.875 0.875 0.375 0.625 0.875 0.625 0.375 0.875 0.875 0.125

ORIGIN 51 ORIGIN 0

M ALM REAL ALM IMAG ALM REAL ALM IMAG

0 -12.38263190 0. 7.98499638 0.

0 O. O. O. O.

1 O. 0. 0. 0.

0 O. O. 0. 0.

1 O. O. 1.18484712 1.18484712
2 O. O. 0. 1.18484716
0 O. 0. O. O.
1 O. O. O. O.

2 O. 0.89161128 O. 0.

3 O. O. O. O.

0 0.39038371 0. -0.39493667 O.

1 0. O. -0.13557618 -0.13557624
2 0. 0. O. 0.38346739
3 O. O. -0.35870086 0.35870099
4 0.23329886 O. -0.23601974 O.

0 O. O. O. O.

1 O. 0. 0. 0.

2 O. 0.29911921 O. O.
3 O. 0. 0. O.
4 0. 0. 0. O.
5 O. O. O. O.

0 -0.07994447 O. 0.08471100 0.
1 O. O. -0.06395741 -0.06395740
2 O. O. O. -0.10588079
3 O. O. -0.03687867 0.03687868
4 0.14956238 0. -0.15847975 O.

5 O. O. -0.09030070 -0.09030071
6 O. O. O. -0.04892016

2443
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TABLE XII
AL2-MG-0q A.8.059

AL 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.625 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.625
0.625 0.125 0.125 0.625 0.375 0.375 0.875 0.125 0.375 0.875 0.375 0.125
0.125 0.625 0.125 0.125 0.875 0.375 0.375 0.625 0.375 0.375 0.875 0.12S
0.125 0.125 0.625 0.125 0.375 0.875 0.375 0.125 0.875 0.375 0.375 0.625

MG O. O. O. O. 0.500 0.500 0.500 O. 0.500 0.500 0.500 O.

0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250

0 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.375 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.375
0.875 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.875 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.875
0.375 0.875 0.875 0.375 0.125 0.125 0.625 0.875 0.125 0.625 0.125 0.875
0.875 0.375 0.375 0.875 0.125 0.125 0.625 0.375 0.125 0.625 0.125 0.375
0.875 0.375 0.875 0.875 0.625 0.125 0.125 0.375 0.125 0.125 0.625 0.875
0.375 0.875 0.375 0.375 0.625 0.125 0.125 0.875 0.125 0.125 0.625 0.375
0.875 0.875 0.375 0.875 0.125 0.625 0.125 0.875 0.625 0.125 0.125 0.375
0.375 0.375 0.875 0.375 0.125 0.625 0.125 0.375 0.625 0.125 0.125 0.875

L N

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

AL
ALM INAG

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

MG
ALM SNAG

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

8

ALM IMAG
0 0 -7.90614063 O. -7.72952527 O. 6.27619386 O.

1 0 O. O. O. O. -0.48349914 O.

1 1 O. O. O. O. -0.34188542 -0.3418855
2 0 O. O. O. O. O. O.

2 1 0.14782479 0.14782480 O. O. 0.21011862 0.2101186
2 2 O. 0.14782477 O. O. O. 0.2101186
3 0 O. O. O. O. -0.34034213 O.

3 1 O. O. O. O. 0.14737244 0.1473722
3 2 O. O. O. -0.52087519 O. 0.1174009
3 3 O. O. O. O. -0.19025676 0.1902568
4 0 -0.25165626 O. 0.22841588 O. 0.13994851 O.

4 1 0.00384695 0.00384693 O. O. -0.01881876 -0.0188187
4 2 O. -0.01088079 0. 0. O. 0.0532275
4 3 0.01017814 -0.01017799 O. O. -0.04978986 0.0497897
4 4 -0.15039334 O. 0.13650463 O. 0.08363526 O.

5 0 O. O. O. O. -0.05583144 O.

5 1 O. O. O. O. -0.03652287 -0.0365228
5 2 O. O. O. -0.14423722 O. 0.0354473
5 3 O. O. O. O. -0.02353180 0.0235318
5 4 O. O. O. O. -0.03039386 O.

5 5 O. O. O. O. -0.03370390 -0.0337039
6 0 -0.01370632 O. -0.03512712 O. 0.02047696 O.

6 1 -0.00176585 -0.00176584 O. O. -0.00740547
6 2 O. 0.00169610 O. O. O. -0.0111071.

6 3 0.00206141 -0.00206143 O. O. -0.00350171 0.0035017
6 4 0.02564218 O. 0.06571680 O. -0.03830889 O.

6 5 0.00110306 0.00110306 O. O. -0.00955843 -0.0095584
6 6 O. -0.00238906 0. O. O. -0.0059244

cell of average dimension 8 A. We have included SnF4 mainly as an
illuStration of a case where the actual periodicity is not the same in all
dimensions.

For purposes of checking, there exist simple relations between the
Madelung constant and our coefficients Coo . The Madelung constants
for NaC1, CsC1, ZnS, CaF2 , Cu20 hark back to an extensive tabulation
by J. Sherman.' (Sherman's number for Cu20, quoted throughout the
literature, e.g., by Born and Huang,' is in error. The correct value has
been given by Hund.9 Very accurate computations for some cubic crys-
tals have been made by Benson and Zeggeren.110 For MX compounds,
the Madelung constant is related to our Coo by a simple multiplicative
factor. This factor is (47)5 times the ionic charge divided by the length
of the unit cell. For compounds like CaF2 and Cu20, the Madelung con-
stant is related in the same fashion to the average of the absolute values
of the Coo's for the various sites. For Cu20, the potential at each site
separately has more recently been computed by Dahl.n Madelung cal-
culations for the perovskites have been considered by Templeton,12
Fumi and Tosi,13 and Cowley." Cowley has calculated numerically the
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TABLE XIII
SN-F4 4=8.000

O.
O.

O.
0.500

O.
O.

0.250
0.250

0.250
0.750

0.500
O.

0.500
0.500

O.
0.500

O.
O.

0.750
0.750

O.
0.500

0.
0.

O. 0.250 O. 0.250 O. O. 0.250 O. 0.500 O. 0.250 0.500

0.500 0.250 O. 0.750 O. O. 0.750 0. 0.500 0.500 0.250 0.500

O. 0.750 O. 0.250 0.500 O. 0.250 0.500 0.500 O. 0.750 0.500

0.500 0.750 O. 0.750 0.500 O. 0.750 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.750 0.500

O. O. 0.250 O. O. 0.750 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.250 0.250 0.750

0.500 O. 0.250 0.500 O. 0.750 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.250 0.250

O. 0.500 0.250 O. 0.500 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.250 0.750 0.250

0.500 0.500 0.250 0.500 0.500 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.250

M

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

SN
ALM IMAG

ORIGIN
ALM REAL

FL
ALM

ORIGIN
IMAG ALM REAL

F2
ALM IMAG

0 -6.58065987 O. 5.55493051 O. 2.55387265 O.

0 O. O. O. O. 2.36476621 O.

1 -0.52353968 0.33058744 -0.27535433 O. -0.42667971 O.

0 -0.34731891 O. -0.93092058 O. 0.74515594 O.

1 O. O. O. O. O. 0.10740093

2 O. -0.14623467 -0.92473976 O. O. O.

0 O. O. O. O. 0.79895561 O.

1 0.01702513 -0.03159145 -0.01105876 O. -0.01496998 O.

2 O. 0. O. 0. O. -0.03669877

3 0.03774419 0.03278823 0.01427609 O. 0.01932615 O.

0 -0.09091583 O. 0.14195608 O. 0.16193924 O.

1

2

3

O.
O.
O.

O.
0.01162022
O.

O.

0.11797579
O.

O.

O.

O.

n.

o.
o.

-0.00244038
O.

0.00645663

4 -0.07077464 O. 0.16640348 O. 0.01216549 O.

0 O. O. O. O. 0.06735962 O.

1 -0.00211426 0.00191500 -0.00070479 O. 0.00125949 O.

2 O. O. O. O. O. -0.00741358

3 -0.00041911 -0.00083644 -0.00031195 O. 0.00196165 O.

4 O. O. O. O. 0.00081620 O.

5 0.00288825 -0.00288930 -0.00042522 O. 0.00057840 O.

0 -0.00668188 O. -0.01733700 O. 0.03332756 O.

1 O. O. O. O. O. -0.00024364

2 O. -0.00081959 -0.01953730 O. O. O.

3 O. O. O. 0. O. 0.00011520

4 0.01081367 O. -0.02548826 O. -0.00445095 O.

5

h

O.
0.

O.
0.00129473

0.
-0.02929149

0.
0.

O.
O.

-0.00031447
O.

"partial Madelung coefficients" as defined by Templeton, and Fumi and
Tosi have shown how the potential at any site of an arbitrary perovskite
structure can be obtained by linear combinations of these partial Made -
lung coefficients. Our numerical comparison for the perovskite Coo's is
therefore, essentially with Cowley's calculation. Comparison of our Coo's

TABLE XIV-COMPARISON BETWEEN PRESENT COMPUTATION AND
PREVIOUS WORK FOR THE COEFFICIENTS Coo

Substance Site Present Result Previous Result Source for Previous Result

NaC1 either 2.19679 2.1968 Sherman
CsC1 either 1.74998 1.75003 Benson, Zeggeren
ZnS either 4.95817 4.95845 Benson, Zeggeren
CaF2 Ca + F I 7.55090 7.55090 Benson, Zeggeren
Cu20 Cu I + 0 II I 8.51809 8.5172 Hund
Cu20 Cu 3.14084 3.1406 Dahl
Cu20 0 5.37725 5.3768 Dahl
KTaO3 K 2.97906 2.9765 Cowley
KTaO3 Ta 12.80987 12.8115 Cowley
KTI103 () 6.17037 6.1711 Cowley
SrTiO3 Sr 4.89031 4.8905 Cowley
SrTiO3 Ti 11.2358 11.2362 Cowley
SrTiO3 0 5.86044 5.8606 Cowley
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with previous work is made in Table XIV. In general, some divergence
appears in the fifth significant figure.

We have ourselves checked a portion of our results by using the Evjen
summation method. This method is particularly useful for coefficients
with higher /-values, but converges quite slowly for Coo . Only for Csel
and NaC1 were we able, in reasonable computing time, to carry the
summation to a sufficient degree of convergence for Coo . The Evjen
results confirm our Ewald results for these substances, for all the coef-
ficients. For the perovskites, we pushed the summation at the Ta site
as far as the ninth Evjen shell (24,564 neighbors), but for Coo shell -to -
shell fluctuations were still in the fourth significant figure. For higher
/-values, the Evjen summation was able to confirm our Ewald results
for all coefficients, for all sites, for both perovskites. The same is true
for Cu20. It should be pointed out that the computation of the coeffi-
cients (exclusive of Coo) takes about ten minutes of 7094 time per crystal
if the Evjen method is used. We attempted a check on one site of
Al2Mg04 . The computer was stopped after 20 minutes, at which time
usefully convergent results were obtained only for coefficients with
l 3.

We note that the appearance of coefficients of odd 1, at any site, is
associated with lack of inversion symmetry.

We believe that the computations we have discussed show that in
certain applications our method of doing crystal sums offers definite
advantages, both in accuracy and in time. Suitable applications are
those where a number of structures must be considered that can be de-
scribed by basically the same coordinate grid, especially if the number
of ions per unit cell is large.
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Holographic Image Projection through Inhomogeneous Media

By H. KOGELNIK

(Manuscript received October 18, 1965)

This brief reports on an experimental test of a hologram technique
that is capable of projecting undistorted images through inhomogeneous
media. Coherent laser light and the hologram order that produces a con-
jugate image are used. The technique may be of interest in controlling
wave transmission through inhomogeneous media for communication
purposes, and it allows the scrambling or encrypting of texts, drawings,
and similar messages for private communication.

In common holography there are two coherent waves incident upon
the hologram or recording plate.' These are a signal wave S, originating
from an object of interest, and a reference or background wave R. A
recording is made of the intensity pattern

I = R.R* S.S* R.*S R.S* (1)

where R and S are the complex amplitude patterns of the two waves
across the plate, and the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. Illumina-
tion of the developed hologram produces waves of several orders. The
order that corresponds to the third term in (1) reconstructs the original
wavefront of S and produces a true image. The order corresponding to
the last term in (1) produces a conjugate image. This latter hologram
order is used in the present technique of image projection through in -
homogeneous media.

The inhomogeneities of a lossless optical medium can be described by
the spatial variation of the refractive index n(r). For inhomogeneities of
geometrical dimensions that are much greater than the wavelength the
scalar wave equat ion

V2u k2n2(r) u = 0 (2)

is a good description of wave propagation in the medium.' Here k = 27r/A
is the propagation constant in free space, and u is a vector component
or potential of the wave field. A wave that propagates through the me-
dium more or less in the z direction is represented by a solution of the
form
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u = S(r)  exp ( - Oz) (3)

where S is a slowly varying (complex) function of r. This solution of the
wave equation (2) has a conjugate solution

u* = S*(r)  exp (j)3z) (4)

which corresponds to a wave that travels in the opposite direction. The
ray families associated with the two conjugate solutions have the same
ray paths, which they follow in opposite directions. The intensity pat-
terns u.u* of the two waves are the same.

An experiment was performed in which the wave S originating from an
object was recorded on a hologram after it had passed through the in -
homogenous medium. The return wave S* was launched by means of
the conjugate -image hologram order. In the original object plane the in-
tensity pattern of the return wave reproduces the object, which was ob-
served.

Fig. 1 shows the experimental arrangement. The object is a trans-
parent text on an opaque background. In recording the hologram the
object was diffusely illuminated by light from a 6328 gas laser. The

Fig. 1- Experimental arrangement with transparent object text on the left,
distorting warped glass in the middle, and hologram plate on the right.
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light from the object passed through a warped glass plate which repre-
sents the inhomogeneous medium. The hologram was recorded on a
Kodak 649-F spectroscopic plate in the presence of a coherent plane ref-
erence waves incident at an angle of about 50 degrees of arc with respect
to the rays from the object.

Fig. 2 gives an indication of the distortions introduced by the warped
glass plate. It is a photograph of the object text taken through the glass
plate.

In Fig. 3 the original object is reproduced on the left. The text is
framed by a transparent rectangle which measures I by 14 inches. A
photograph of the intensity pattern of the return wave in the object
plane is shown in the middle of the figure. For easier focusing, a diffusing
plate was inserted in the object plane (in place of the object). The return
wave was produced by illuminating the developed hologram with a plane
beam of laser light antiparallel to the reference beam used in recording.
Care must be taken to preserve the relative positions of the warped glass
plate and the hologram plate, and the direction of the illuminating beam
had to be adjusted with a tolerance of about ±10 minutes of arc to
achieve a good reconstruction of the object. The pattern produced in the

Fig. 2 - Object text photographed through warped glass plate.
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object plane when the same return wave is launched from the hologram
with the warped glass plate removed is shown on the right in Fig. 3. The
text is now scrambled and unreadable. It can be read only if the glass
plate is reinserted in its original position.
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Errata

In the October 1965 B.S.T.J., Fig. 21 on page 1600, the expression

PR 8R for small p

should read

PR -e."2 8Rp for small p.




